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Resum�e de la th�eseCette th�ese est un m�elange des id�ees provenant de la g�eom�etrie symplectique et de la g�eom�etriealg�ebrique. Motiv�e par les resultats de S.K.Donaldson, j'ai essay�e de regarder les vari�et�es sym-plectiques compactes commes des \mauvaises" vari�et�es projectives et r�eciproquement, j'ai vouluclari�er l'analogue symplectique de certaines constructions alg�ebriques. La th�ese est divis�ee enquatre parties, largement ind�ependantes.La premi�ere partie de la th�ese est une introduction dont le but est de rappeler bri�evementdes d�e�nitions et des r�esultats elementaires de la g�eom�etrie symplectique ainsi que l'�enonc�e desr�esultats de S.K.Donaldson sur l'existence des sous-vari�et�es symplectiques des vari�et�es symplec-tiques. Il est tout a fait evident que n'importe quelle vari�et�e projective admet des sous-vari�et�es(projectives) de codimension un qui sont obtenus, par exemple, comme sections hyperplanes.Le r�esultat de Donaldson dit que ceci reste valable dans le contexte symplectique, c'est �a dire,n'importe quelle vari�et�e symplectique compacte a des sous-vari�et�es symplectiques lisses de codi-mension r�eelle deux. C'est pr�ecis�ement ce r�esultat qui m'a motiv�e �a regarder les vari�et�es sym-plectique \avec un �il projectif".Dans la deuxieme partie je me suis int�er�ess�e �a la g�eographie des vari�et�es symplectiquescompactes de dimension r�eelle six. L'int�erêt pour une telle �etude reside dans le probl�eme �a trou-ver des obstructions pour l'existence des structures symplectiques sur les vari�et�es compactes lissesadmettant une structure presque complexe. Je prouve (th�eor�eme 2.5.1) que chaque triplet de laforme (2a; 24b; 2c), avec a; b; c des entiers, apparâ�t comme le triplet (c31; c1c2; c3) des nombres deChern d'une vari�et�e symplectique compacte, connexe et simplement connexe de dimension r�eellesix. D'autre part, les nombres de Chern de toute vari�et�e symplectique (même presque complexe)de dimension six satisfont ces restrictions arithm�etiques. Ceci montre que les nombres de Chernne repr�esentent pas une obstruction pour l'existence des structures symplectiques. Je construismes exemples �a partir de certaines vari�et�es de base, en utilisant la somme connexe symplectiqueet les eclatements.\Symplectic bend-and-break: Possible ?", pr�esente une extension au cas symplectiquede la construction correspondante en g�eom�etrie alg�ebrique dans le cas symplectique (au moinsen dimensions r�eels quatre et six). Ce proc�ed�e, appell�e bend-and-break, a �et�e d�ecouvert parS.Mori et permet d'�etablir l'existence des courbes rationnelles (non-constantes) sur certainesvari�et�es projectives. Au-del�a de l'int�er�et en soit même de ce probl�eme, cette m�ethode occupeune position clef dans la classi�cation des vari�et�es projectives. Je d�emontre (th�eor�eme 3.9.9)que certains revêtements �nis de l'espace des applications pseudo-holomorphes stables dans unevari�et�e symplectique admet \g�en�eriquement" une structure presque complexe. Ensuite j'essayede combiner, dans la section 3.11, ce r�esultat avec certaines propri�et�es topologiques de l'espaceDeligne-Mumford des courbes stables pour pouvoir en d�eduire que vers le bord de l'espace desapplications stables il apparâ�t soit des courbes rationnelles, soit des courbes de genre strictementplus petit. En particulier, ces id�ees sugg�erent (proposition 3.11.7) qu'il n'est pas possible d'avoir,en dimension �x�ee, des vari�et�es symplectiques dont la premi�ere classe de Chern est un multiplearbitrairement grand d'une forme symplectique enti�ere.Dans la quatri�eme partie de la th�ese j'ai �etudi�e le lien entre les invariants de Gromov-Witten d'une vari�et�e alg�ebrique compl�exe et les invariants de Gromov-Witten de son quotientinvariant sous l'action d'un groupe alg�ebrique lin�eairement r�eductif. Les invariants de Gromov-Witten sont des invariants puissants de la structure symplectique, mais ils sont tr�es di�ciles�a calculer. Il est donc naturel d'essayer �etablir des liens entre les invariants d'une vari�et�e etceux d'une autre qui est obtenue �a partir de la vari�et�e de d�epart par un proc�ed�e simple, enfaisant un quotient dans le cas que j'ai �etudi�e. Je construis d'abord le quotient invariant, sousv



l'action induite du groupe, de l'espace des modules des applications stables en d�ecrivant dans lasection 4.6 (proposition 4.6.1 et 4.6.7) les applications stables dans la vari�et�e qui d�e�nissent despoints semi-stables dans l'espace des modules correspondant. Dans la section 4.8 je d�emontreque, en g�en�eral, on peut s'attendre d'avoir des bonnes r�elations entre les invariants de Gromov-Witten seulement dans le cas des courbes de genre zero. A cause des di�cult�es techniques, jed�emontre ces liens seulement dans le cas des vari�et�es des drapeaux (th�eor�eme 4.8.3). Dans laderni�ere section 4.9 je calcule (proposition 4.9.5) de mani�ere explicite la forme de K�ahler, induitepar le plongement projectif, de l'espace des modules des application stables ayant le domainede d�e�nition une courbe �x�ee. A l'aide de la fonction moment induite (proposition 4.9.6) jedonne (th�eor�eme 4.9.8) l'interpretation symplectique du th�eor�eme 4.6.7. En fait l'etude que jefais dans cette derni�ere section est motiv�ee par la question suivante: puisque les invariants deGromov-Witten sont de nature symplectique et parce que le quotient invariant en g�eom�etriealg�ebrique a son analogue symplectique, le quotient de Marsden-Weinstein, est-il possible detrouver une relation entre les invariants d'une vari�et�e symplectique et ceux de son quotient deMarsden-Weinstein?
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Summary of the thesisThis thesis is a mixture of ideas coming from symplectic and algebraic geometry. Motivatedby some results of S.K.Donaldson, I have considered compact symplectic manifolds as some kindof ill-behaved projective varieties; conversely, I wanted to clarify the symplectic counterpart ofsome algebraic constructions. The thesis is divided into four parts.The �rst part serves as an introduction. Its purpose is to review some elementary de�-nitions and results in symplectic geometry as well as to recall the statement of the results ofS.K.Donaldson about the existence of symplectic submanifolds in symplectic manifolds. It isan obvious thing that any projective variety has codimension one subvarieties which can beobtained as hyperplane sections for instance. Donaldson proves that this still holds for closedsymplectic manifolds, namely any such manifold has real codimension two closed symplecticsubmanifolds. It is precisely this result which motivated me to look at closed syplectic varietieswith a \projective eye".In the second part I have studied the geography of connected and simply connected, com-pact symplectic manifolds. The interest for studying such a problem is �nding obstructions forthe existence of symplectic structures on almost complex, compact manifolds. I prove (theo-rem 2.5.1) that each triple of the form (2a; 24b; 2c), with a; b; c integers, occurs as the triple(c31; c1c2; c3) of some connected and simply connected, compact symplectic manifold. On theother hand it is well known that the Chern numbers of any symplectic variety (even almostcomplex) satisfy these arithmetic restrictions. The conclusion is that Chern numbers do notrepresent any obstruction for the existence of symplectic structures. I construct the examplesfrom some basic buiding blocks using the symplectic connected sum and the symplectic blow-up.\Symplectic bend-and-break: Possible?" presents an attempt at extending the bend-and-break construction in algebraic geometry to the symplectic category, at least for real di-mension four and six. The bend-and-break procedure, invented by S.Mori, is a poverful tool in�nding (non-trivial) rational curves on certain projective varieties. Apart from its own interest,this procedure plays a key rôle in the classi�cation of projective varieties. I prove (theorem 3.9.9)that some �nite global covers of the space of pseudo-holomorphic stable maps into a symplecticvariety \generically" admits an almost complex structure. After I try to combine this result withsome topological properties of the Deligne-Mumford space of stable curves in order to deducethat in the boundary of the space of stable maps either bubble components or curves of strictlysmaller genus appear. In particular, these ideas suggest (proposition 3.11.7) that in �xed di-mension it is not possible to have symplectic varieties whose Chern class is an arbitrarily largemultiple of an integral symplectic form.In the fourth part of the thesis I have studied the link between the Gromov-Witten in-variants of a complex projective variety and those of its geometric invariant quotient under theaction of a linearly reductive complex algebraic group. The Gromov-Witten invariants are po-werful symplectic invariants, but they are very di�cult to compute. It is therefore natural to tryto relate the Gromov-Witten invariants of a variety with those of a variety which is obtained bya simple procedure from the starting one, a quotient in my case. First, I construct the geometricinvariant quotient of the moduli space of stable maps, under the induced group action, describ-ing in section 4.6 (proposition 4.6.1 and theorem 4.6.7) the stable maps in the variety whichde�ne semi-stable points in the corresponding moduli space. In section 4.8 I show that one canexpect to have nice relations only between the rational Gromov-Witten invariants. Because oftechnical di�culties, I prove these links only for homogeneous manifolds (theorem 4.8.3). Inthe last section 4.9 I explicitely compute (proposition 4.9.5) the K�ahler form, induced by theprojective embedding, on the moduli space of stable maps whose domain of de�nition is a �xedvii



curve. Using the induced moment map (proposition 4.9.6) I give in theorem 4.9.8 the symplecticcounterpart of theorem 4.6.7. In fact, my study in this last section is motivated by the followingproblem: the Gromov-Witten invariants being symplectic in nature and because the geometricinvariant quotient in algebraic geometry has its symplectic counterpart, the Marsden-Weinsteinquotient, is it possible to relate the Gromov-Witten invariants of a symplectic manifold to thoseof its Marsden-Weinstein quotient?
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Part IBasic notions





1.2 What is a symplectic manifold?In this section I shall give the basic de�nitions and elementary results concerning the sym-plectic manifolds. A very good reference is the book [McDS1] of D.McDu� and D.Salamon.De�nition 1.2.1 Let V be a (not necessarily compact) manifold ; it is called symplectic ifthere is a two-form ! 2 V2 T �V which is closed and non-degenerate.The non-degeneracy means that at each point p 2 V the corresponding skew-symmetrictwo-form !p on TpV has non-vanishing determinant.Example 1.2.2 The standard example of a symplectic manifold is the phase space of a mani-fold. More precisely, we take a (smooth) variety N of dimension dimN = n and let V := T �N.If (x1; : : : ; xn) are local coordinates on N, we get the local coordinates (x1; : : : ; xn; �1; : : : ; �n)on V where �j := dxj. In these local coordinates, the symplectic form is given by! := nXj=1 dxj ^ d�jIt can be checked easily that this two-form is globally de�ned. From its local description it isobvious that it is both closed and non-degenerate. Let me remark that in this case ! is alsoexact: ! = �d� where the one-form � is de�ned by� := nXj=1 �jdxjWhen N = Rn , we get the canonical (global) symplectic form !0 on R2n . �Remark 1.2.3 In this example the manifold V is non-compact and this is the reason whythe symplectic form can be exact. On compact manifolds this never happens by the followingreason: ! being non-degenerate gives rise to the volume form !n (here dimV = 2n) and thereforeRV !n > 0. If ! was exact, the integral vanished. Because the symplectic form is closed, it alsodetermines a cohomology class [!] 2 H2(V;R). The very same argument as the the previousone shows that all the cohomology classes [!]k; 1 � k � n are non-zero. �Example 1.2.4 A lot of examples come from complex geometry: projective algebraic varieties(X; !) with their integral K�ahler form are symplectic or more generally, any K�ahler variety. �De�nition 1.2.5 Two symplectic varieties (V1; !1) and (V2; !2) are called symplectomorphicif there is a di�eomorphism ' : V1 ! V2 such that '�!2 = !1. The map ' is called symplecto-morphism.The problem of distinguishing between two symplectic manifolds relies in the following resultTheorem 1.2.6 (Darboux) Let (V; !) be a 2n-dimensional symplectic manifold. Around eachpoint p 2 V there is a neighborhood Vp �,! V such that (Vp; ��!) is symplectomorphic to an opendisc D ,! R2n endowed with the standard symplectic form !0 coming from R2n .3



Proof A proof can be found in [McDS1], page 93. �This shows that locally all symplectic varieties (of equal dimensions) look the same. It isa good time to explain why the dimension of any symplectic variety is even. In fact any suchvariety carries \a lot of" almost complex structures and therefore the dimension of the tangentspace at any point must be even; the precise result is stated in the proposition below, but beforestating it I need to introduce some de�nitions and notations:De�nition 1.2.7 (i) An almost complex structure J on V is called compatible with the sym-plectic form ! if !(Jv; Jw) = !(v; w) 8v; w 2 TVand !(v; Jv) > 0 8v 2 TV; v 6= 0(ii) An almost complex structure J is called !-tame if it satis�es only the second condition inthe previous de�nition.The set of all !-compatible almost complex structures on V is denoted by J (V; !), the setof the !-tame ones is denoted by J� (V; !) and the set of metrics on V is denoted by Met(V).For J 2 J (V; !), gJ(�; �) := !(�; J �)de�nes a metric on V. Now I am in position to state the following result ( [McDS1], prop. 2.48,page 61 and prop.2.49, page 63):Proposition 1.2.8 (i) There is a continuous map r :Met(V)! J (V; !) such that r(gJ) = Jfor all J 2 J (V; !).(ii) J (V; !) is contractile;(iii) J� (V; !) is contractile. (iv) Assume that there is an action of a compact group K on (X; !)which preserves the symplectic form. Then there are K-invariant almost complex structures onX compatible with !.Proof The complete proof can be found in the given reference. Here I just want to sketch theproof of the �rst statement: let us consider a metric g 2 Met(V). Then the symplectic formcan be expressed by means of a section V! Aut(TV)!(�; �) = g(A�; �)and the condition of ! to be skew-symmetric can be translated into the equality A� = �A,where the adjoint is taken with respect to the metric g. This equality shows that A is normal,i.e. A�A = AA�; then there is an automorphism of TV denoted by jAj, \the absolute value ofA", having the properties that it commutes with A and jAj2 = A�A. The equality(jAjA�1)2 = jAj2A�2 = A�AA�2 = (�A)A�1 = �Idshows that J := jAjA�1 is an almost complex structure and an easy computation proves that itis also compatible with !.Suppose now that there is an action of a compact group K on X preserving the symplecticform !. Then there is a unique left and right-invariant measure H on K with total mass equal4



one ; it is called the Haar measure of K. For any metric g 2 Met(X) let gK the metric on Xwhich, at a point x 2 X, is de�ned as follows(gK )x := ZK (k�g)xdH (k)Because H is bi-invariant, gK is an invariant metric on X. The polar decomposition for gK and! yields now a K-invariant almost complex structure on X. �Remark 1.2.9 (i) One should be aware that in general these almost complex structures are notintegrable, their Nijenhuis tensor do not vanish. In fact, there are examples of varieties carryingsymplectic structures but no K�ahler ones (see [McD1] for details).(ii) Let us notice that for performing our polar decomposition we did not use that the form! is closed but only its non-degeneracy. Consequently, as soon as on a vector space we havea non-degenerate two-form and a metric we automatically get a compatible almost complexstructure. �The results I gave until now are all valid for arbitrary symplectic manifolds, compact ornot. From now on I shall always suppose that the symplectic manifolds I am working with arecompact and to emphasize this I shall denote them by X. I mentioned already that in this casethe symplectic form gives rise to a cohomology class [!] 2 H2(X;R). Trying to �nd some linkswith the projective case, one may wonder if there are integral symplectic forms. The followinglemma gives a positive answer to this question:Lemma 1.2.10 Let (X; !) a compact symplectic manifold. Then for a given " > 0 there isa positive integer k with the property that there is another integral symplectic form !0k on Xsatisfying: k!0k � k � !k � "Proof First of all I have to clarify which is the norm in the statement of the lemma: I choseany metric g 2Met(X) and I de�ne the following norm on the space of formskuk := supp2XjupjgpWith respect to this metric g there is the corresponding Hodge decomposition and accordinglyI may write ! = �! +d�where �! is the g-harmonic part of !. Now the space H2(X;R) is a �nite dimensional vectorspace in which H2(X;Z) is a lattice. The norm de�ned above induces a norm on H2(X;R). For" > 0 I will �nd an integral harmonic form �!k0 and k > 0 such thatk �!k0 �k� �! k � "Now I de�ne !0k := �!k0 +k � d� and one may see in a moment that k!0k � k � !k � "; it will be anintegral form by construction. Eventually taking a smaller " > 0, the non-degeneracy of ! willimply that of !0k. � 5



This lemma combined with the result on the existence of compatible almost complex struc-tures shows that symplectic manifolds are some kind of \bad" projective varieties. Let meexplain why: Kodaira embedding theorem says that if the K�ahler form of a compact complexK�ahler manifold is integral, then it is projective. The embedding is given by means of holomor-phic sections in a high enough power of the line bundle associated to the K�ahler form. We seethat in the symplectic setting we have integral two-forms but, of course, there are in general nointegrable compatible almost complex structures. However, S.Donaldson found some very stronganalogies with the projective case. A brief presentation of his results in this direction makes theobject of the next section.1.3 Some results of S.DonaldsonAll the results which are stated here appear in the paper [Do] which is the main referencefor this section. An obvious property of an algebraic variety is that it has divisors, complexcodimension-one subvarieties which can be obtained intersecting them with some hypersurfacesof the projective space where the variety is immersed. The symplectic analogue is the following:Theorem 1.3.1 (S.Donaldson) Let (X; !) be a compact symplectic manifold of dimensiondimX = 2n such that the DeRham cohomology class [!] is integral. Then for su�ciently largeintegers k the Poincar�e-dual of k[!] can be realized by a real codimension-two symplectic sub-manifold Zk ,! X. If X is connected, then Zk can be chosen to be connected too.Proof The proof is technical and I won't give any details, but the idea of it. First one choosesan almost complex structure J compatible with the symplectic form. This form being integral,one may associate a complex line bundle L ! X endowed with a unitary connection whosecurvature form is 2�i!; the �rst Chern class of it will be [!]. Now the situation is similar to theK�ahler case, but the non-integrability of J will be an obstruction in �nding pseudo-holomorphicsections in L (or its powers). The way-out is the following: the aim is to �nd the subvarietiesas the zero set of some section s : X ! L
k in a power of the line bundle; therefore one isinterested in the behavior of s only along its zero set. Let me recall that the choice of thealmost complex structure J on X determines a splitting d = @ + @ of the exterior derivative;the splitting extends to a similar one which acts on the sections of a complex line bundle. Ifs was pseudo-holomorphic, i.e. @s = 0, along its zero set then we were done, but this is stillnot possible. The important remark is that the failure of the tangent space to Zero(s) to beinvariant under J , at a certain point p, is measured by the quantity @s(p)=@s(p); if it was zero,the tangent space in that point was J -invariant. If this quotient is non-zero but small, one loosesthe invariance; however the symplectic form is still non-degenerated on it. Therefore the proofis reduced to the following (stronger) statement:Theorem 1.3.2 (S.Donaldson) Let L ! X be a complex line bundle over a compact sym-plectic manifold X with compatible almost complex structure and with c1(L) = [!]. Then thereis a constant C such that for all large k there is a section s : X! L
k withj@sj � Cpk j@sjon the zero set of s.This statement is stronger that the previous theorem because it proves that for a given almostcomplex structure J compatible with the symplectic form there are \hyperplane sections" in Xwhich are as close to be J -holomorphic as one wants to.6



What happens in the case when the symplectic form ! is not any more integral? Lemma 1.2.10says that there are integral symplectic forms !0k as close as wanted to some multiples k!,k � 0. If I �x a !-compatible almost complex structure J , I may use the (�xed) metricg!;J (�; �) = !(�; J �) to measure the closeness. Because J is compatible with k! for any k, it willtame !0k for k big enough. Let us �x !0 := !0k a \close enough" integral symplectic form. Thismeans that k!0k � k!kg!;J � "for " > 0 (very) small. Therefore one may write!0(�; �) = (k!)(�; A�)where A 2 Aut(TX) is close to the identity, kA � Idk = o("). The aim is to �nd an almostcomplex structure J 0 compatible with !0 which is close to J . One may �nd it as follows: considerthe metric kg!;J = gk!;J . Let us recall (proposition 1.2.8(i)) that there is a polar decompositionon the space of metrics with respect to the symplectic form !0. I apply this decomposition tothe metric kg!;J = gk!;J !0(�; �) = gk!;J(�;�JA�)The continuity of the polar decomposition shows that the !0-compatible almost complex struc-ture we get will be close to J .Now we may apply Donaldson's result to deduce the existence of !0-symplectic connected,codimension-two subvarieties Hm of X representing the Poincar�e-dual of m!0; they tend to beJ 0-holomorphic as m grows. Therefore, if " is chosen small enough and after m is also takenbig enough, the resulting !0-symplectic subvarieties will be also !-symplectic. This proves thefollowing:Lemma 1.3.3 If (X; !) is a compact, connected symplectic manifold, then there are connectedreal codimension-two symplectic subvarieties of X. Moreover, if one �xes a !-compatible al-most complex structure J on X, then these subvarieties can be chosen to be as close to beJ -holomorphic as wanted.Applying this procedure 12dimRX � 1 times we obtain that in any symplectic manifold(X; !; J) there are embedded connected symplectic Riemann surfaces C �,! X (of very highgenus in general), whose tangent bundle fail to be J -invariant by an amount as small as wanted.If we consider on C the (non-degenerated) two-form ��! and the metric ��gJ , the polar decom-position provides us an (integrable) complex structure j 2 Aut TC. This way (C; j) becomesa complex algebraic curve and the inclusion � : (C; j) ! (X; J) can be viewed as a perturbedjJ -holomorphic curve; moreover,supx2C k@jJ�k = O (dist(TC; JTC))where dist(TC; JTC) denotes the distance between the corresponding two-plane bundles alongC.Remark 1.3.4 It is easy to construct almost complex structures J 0 on X with the propertiesthat our curve C is J 0-holomorphic and that J 0 is C0-close to J : �rst one works out such a J 0jU7



in a tubular neighborhood U � C. There is A 2 Aut TU with the property that J 0jU = eAJe�A.For a cut-o� function f supported in U and which equals one on C, de�ne J 0 := efAJe�fA; theproblem is that A will be only C0-close to zero, f having big slope in general. ConsequentlykNJ 0 �NJk can hardly be expected to be close to zero. �
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Part IIOn the geography of six-dimensionalcompact symplectic manifolds





2.1 Some generalitiesGiven a complex vector bundle (E; j) ! X over a compact manifold X one can de�ne itsChern classes ck(E; j) 2 H2k(X;Z). If one has a continuous family (jt)t2T (T connected) ofalmost complex structures in E, one may associate to each element of this family the corre-sponding Chern classes ck(E; jt) 2 H2k(X;Z) obtaining continuous maps T ! H2k(X;Z); suchmaps must be constant. This proves that the Chern classes of a complex vector bundle areinvariant under continuous deformations of the complex structure.If (X; J) is an almost complex manifold, i.e. there are almost complex structures on itstangent space, of dimension dimX = 2n the previous discution shows that the Chern classesof X (which are by de�nition the Chern classes of its tangent bundle) depend only on thedeformation type of the given J . The Chern numbers are de�ned to becn1 := hcn1 (X); [X]i; cn�11 c2 := hcn�11 (X)c2(X); [X]i; : : : ; cn := hcn(X); [X]i:Remark 2.1.1 On the same di�erentiable variety X there can be almost complex structureshaving di�erent Chern classes; for details in the six-dimensional case one may consult [OV].We have seen in section 1.2 that any symplectic manifold (X; !) is almost complex, the spaceJ (X; !) being contractile. Therefore the Chern classes are well de�ned and it can be easily seenthat they depend only on the deformation type of the symplectic form.If X is a six-dimensional almost complex manifold, its Chern numbers obey some arithmeticalrestrictions. NamelyLemma 2.1.2 Let (X; J) be a connected almost complex six-manifold. Then its Chern numberssatisfy the followings c31 � c3 � 0 mod 2; c1c2 � 0 mod 24Proof The third Chern number is just the Euler characteristic of X and it can be expressedusing the Betti numbers of Xc3 = 1� b1 + b2 � b3 + b4 � b5 + 1 = 2� 2b1 + 2b2 � b3The cup-product on H3(X;Z) is skew symmetric and non-degenerate (by Poincar�e-duality);therefore its dimension b3 must be even. This proves that c3 is an even integer.The restrictions on c31 and c1c2 are less obvious, they require the use of the Atiyah-Singerindex theorem. The complex structure on the tangent space to X determines a splittingT �X
R C = �1;0 � �0;1of the complexi�ed cotangent space. The canonical complex spinor bundle S/c can be identi�edwith �0;� := V�0;1 and it has a decomposition into the positive and negative spinors:S/c+ := �0;even; S/c� := �0;oddThe exterior derivative splits as d = @ + @ with @ acting on the complex spinors. Considernow the formal adjoint @� of @ with respect to the hermitian metric determined by the complexstructure; this way we get the Dirac operator11



D/c+ := @ + @� : S/c+�!S/c�which is elliptic and its index is given byindexD/c+ = ZX Â(X)e 12 c1(X)In the six-dimensional caseÂ(X) = 1� 124p1(X) = 1� 124(c21(X)� 2c2(X))Doing the computations in the previous formula we get thatindexD/c+ = 124c1c2and this proves that c1c2 � 0 mod 24.In order to get informations on c31 we consider the twisted Dirac operator (which is in factthe Dirac operator associates to another choice of the Spinc-structure)D/c+(K�1X ) : S/c+ 
K�1X �!S/c� 
K�1Xwhose index is given byindexD/c+(K�1X ) = ZX Â(X)e 32 c1(X) = 12c31 + 18c1c2Because we know already that 18c1c2 2 Z, we deduce that c31 � 0 mod 2. �A detailed presentation of the Dirac operators can be found in [LM] where are also provedthese index theorems: corollary D.18, page 400.2.2 Basic toolsIn the whole paper, if Y is a submanifold of X, NYjX will denote the normal bundle of Y inX. I shall recall some results used in the article in order to produce new examples of symplecticmanifolds from given ones. The method I shall use extensively is that of the symplectic connectedsum of two symplectic manifolds. The details of this construction can be found in [G].Proposition 2.2.1 Let Xj; j = 1; 2 denote two symplectic manifolds of dimension dim(Xj) =n and let Y be another symplectic manifold of dimension dim(Y) = n� 2 such that there aretwo symplectic embeddings ij : Y�!ij(Y) = Yj ,! Xj with the property:c1(NY1jX1) + c1(NY2jX2) = 0:Then one can make the symplectic connected sum of X1 and X2 along Y; the result will be anew symplectic manifold.Suppose now that there are two 2-spheres Lj ,! Xj which meet Yj transversally in onepoint. Then we can form the symplectic sum of the pair (X1;Y1;L1), (X2;Y2;L2). It will alsocontain an embedded 2-sphere L which is the (usual) connected sum of L1 and L2.12



Proof See [G], page 538. �Now we are interested in deciding whether such a symplectic sum is or is not simply connected.This criterion is also known and used by Gompf in his article.Proposition 2.2.2 Let X be a symplectic manifold and suppose that there is a symplecticcodimension two submanifold Y which has the properties:� its normal bundle is trivial, i.e. NYjX = OY;� there is an embedded projective line L ,! X which cuts Y transversally in exactly onepoint.Then the homomorphism i� : �1(X�Y)�!�1(X) induced by inclusion is in fact an isomor-phism. In particular, if X if 1-connected, X�Y will be also.Proof The proof uses Weinstein's theorem which tells us that in our situation there is asymplectically embedded neighborhood D� � Y ,! X of Y (see for instance [McDS], page98), where D� is the disc of radius � in R2 with the induced symplectic structure. BecausecodimXY = 2, any loop in X can be moved away from Y and so i� is surjective. Let usnow consider a loop  ,! X �Y whose image i�[] = 0; this means that there is a homotopy� : I2�!X of  to a constant map. This homotopy can be taken in such a way that it meetsS(�) �Y transversally in a �nite number of circles k, each of them homotopic to a meridianS1(�)�pt. of S1(�)�Y. We deduce that [] =Qk[k] in X�Y. In order to prove that [] = 0in X �Y it su�ces to prove that each class [k] is so. We may move each circle k until wereach the intersection circle c := L\ (S(�)�Y) ; but now c is contractible in L� fpointg = C .�Proposition 2.2.3 (i) Suppose X1 and X2 are symplectic 4-manifolds which contain isomor-phic symplectically embedded curves Y1 �= Y2 �= Y with trivial normal bundle. Then the Chernnumbers of the symplectic connected sum X := X1]YX2 are the following:c21(X) = c21(X1) + c21(X2)� 4c1(Y)c2(X) = c2(X1) + c2(X2)� 2c1(Y)(ii) Suppose X1 and X2 are symplectic 6-manifolds which contain isomorphic symplecticallyembedded 4-folds Y1 �= Y2 �= Y with trivial normal bundle. Then the Chern numbers of thesymplectic connected sum X := X1]YX2 are the following:c31(X) = c31(X1) + c31(X2)� 6c21(Y);c1c2(X) = c1c2(X1) + c1c2(X2)� 2(c21(Y) + c2(Y));c3(X) = c3(X1) + c3(X2)� 2c2(Y):Proof Regardless of the dimension of the data, we may again apply Weinstein's theo-rem and deduce that there are the symplectic embeddings 'j : Y � D��!Xj such that therestrictions 'jjY�0 = ij . Take the involution  of D� � 0 given in polar coordinates by: (r; �) := (p�2 � r2;��). This is a symplectomorphism of the punctured disc. We can use it toidentify (symplectically by idY� ) the two tubular neighborhoods Yj ,! Xj in order to obtainthe symplectic sum X. Topologically, X is obtained by identifying the cylinders Yj � S(r0),where S(r0) denotes the circle of radius r0 := �=p2. Let me consider now a top-dimensionalform � on X. The restrictions �jX1�(Dr0�Y1) and �jX2�(Dr0�Y2) can always be extended (not13



uniquely, of course) to X1 and X2 ; let us chose such extensions and denote them by �1 and �2.Remark now that the map idY �  gives us a form � on Y � S2 obtained from �1 and �2 andidentifying them on Y � S(r0) where they agree with �. With these choices, let us integrate �on X:ZX � = ZX1�(Dr0�Y1) � + ZX2�(Dr0�Y2) �= ZX1 �1 + ZX2 �2 � Z'1(Dr0�Y)[ '2(Dr0�Y) �= ZX1 �1 + ZX2 �2 � ZY�S2 �In order to compute the Chern numbers of the connected sum we may take connections on X1and X2 having the property that they agree on Y1�D� and Y2�D� with a product connectionon Y �D�. Let �1 and �2 be the forms representing the (same) Chern classes on X1 and X2respectively, corresponding to these connections. By our choice we may glue together �1 and�2 obtaining a form � on X which will represent the Chern class of X. Now, when we want tointegrate � on X, we have already at our disposal the forms �1 and �2, by the very construction.The form � which appears in the formula above will represent some Chern class on Y� S2. �2.3 Behaviour of the Chern numbersIn this paragraph I shall study the behaviour of the Chern numbers under blow-ups. Let usnote in passing that the blow-up procedure preserves the fundamental group as can be seen usingthe Seifert-van Kampen theorem. In [McD] is presented the blowing-up procedure of a symplecticsubmanifold of a symplectic manifold; I shall recall it for the sake of completeness. Let Y ,! Xbe a symplectic submanifold and denote byNYjX its normal bundle. On the projectivized bundle~Y := P(NYjX)�!Y (with respect to a complex stucture which is compatible with the symplecticform !), there is a tautological line bundle T over ~Y whose �ber over a point (y; lv) 2 ~Y isf(y; �v); � 2 C g, the complex line corresponding to lv. There is the commuting diagram:T �! ~Y' # # fNYjX �! YMoreover, ' is a di�eomorphism if restricted to non-zero vectors of T . Therefore one cantake a small disc sub-bundle of T around the zero section which is identi�ed with a tubularneighborhood V of Y ,! X. Then one takes~X := (X� V ) [@V '�1(V )to be the symplectic blow-up of X along Y. What is still to be shown is that ~X is really asymplectic manifold. This is done in x3 of McDu�'s article and (if h : ~X�!X is the projection)the new symplectic form is essentially ~! = h�! + �a with a 2 H2( ~X) a form which is non-degenerate along the \exceptional divisor". We may notice that the K�ahler form on the blow-upof a K�ahler manifold is constructed in a similar way.Lemma 2.3.1 In the following, � will always denote a symplectic manifold of dimension six.� Blow-up of a point If �0 is the blow-up at a point of �, then the Chern numbers transformas follows: 14



c31(�0)= c31(�)� 8;c1c2(�0)= c1c2(�);c3(�0)= c3(�) + 2:� Blow-up of a curve Let C ,! � be an algebraic curve of genus g and consider the blow-up�0 of � along C. Then we have the relations:c31(�0)= c31(�) + 6(g � 1)� 2hc1(NCj�); [C]i;c1c2(�0)= c1c2(�);c3(�0)= c3(�)� 2(g � 1):Proof Since c3 represents the Euler number, one can immediately deduce the correspondingformulae for it.Let me compute now the transformation laws for c31 and c1c2 in the case when a point isblown-up. According to [GH, p.608-609], c01 = h�c1 � 2� and c02 = h�c2, where h : �0�!�denotes the natural projection and � represents the Poincar�e dual of the exceptional divisorE ,! �0. Using these relations we deduce that(c01)3 = c31 � 8�3 = c31 � 8ZE �2 = c31 � 8;c01c02 = (h�c1 � 2�) � h�c2 = c1c2 � 2ZE j�h�c2 = c1c2 � 2ZE f�i�c2 = c1c2:I shall compute now (c01)3 and c01c02 when the curve C ,! � of genus g is blown-up. In thiscase we have the commutative diagram: E j,! �0f # # hC i,! �It is proved in [GH, p.609-610] that c01 = h�c1 � � and c02 = h�c2 + h�PDXC � h�c1(X) � �.Consequently, (c01)3 = c31 � 3h�c21 � � + 3h�c1 � �2 � �3:Let me compute the righthandside of the previous equality:h�c21 � � = ZE j�h�c21 = ZE f�i�c21 = 0 since i�c21 2 H4(C) is zero;h�c1 � �2 = ZE j�h�c1 � j�� = ZE f�i�c1 � j��= ZE �2(1� g) + hc1(NCj�); [C]i� f�volC � j��?= 2(g � 1)� hc1(NCj�); [C]i;�3 = ZE j��2 ??= ZE �2 ???= ZE f�c1(NCj�) � � = �hc1(NCj�); [C]i:For writing the equality (?), I use that the restriction of j�� to the �bres of E f! C (which are allisomorphic to P1) is minus the class of the volume form of the �bres, and therefore f�volC � j��15



is minus the class of the volume form of E . The form � is the �rst Chern class of the tautologicalbundle T ! E = P(NCj�). It is known that � = j�� (see [GH, p.607]) and that the followingequality holds (see [GH, p.606]): �2 � f� �c1(NCj�)� � � = 0:These considerations justify (??) and (???). It remains to prove that c1c2 is invariant under theblow-up. Indeedc01c02 = (h�c1 � �) � (h�c2 + h�PDXC � h�c1 � �)= c1c2 + c1 � PDXC � h�c21 � � � h�c2 � � � h�PDXC � � + h�c1 � �2= c1c2To obtain the last equality, I use that:h�c21 � � = ZE j�h�c21 = ZE f�i�c21 = 0;h�PDXC � � = ZE j�h�PDXC = ZE f�i�PDXC = 0;h�c2 � � = ZE j�h�c2 = ZE f�i�c2 = 0;c1 � PDXC = ZC i�c1 = 2(1 � g) + hc1(NCj�); Ci:The remaining term was already computed and it is h�c1 � �2 = 2(g � 1)� hc1(N ); Ci. �2.4 The building blocks of the constructionThe following examples can be found in [G]. I shall recall the construction of those which willbe used here.A Consider W1 := P2]9P2. Supposing that the nine points are in general position, we can thinkthem of as the intersection points of two smooth cubics C and C0 in P2. We may consider thelinear system �C+�C0, [� : �] 2 P1, which has base points exactly the nine given points. Blowing-up P2 in these points we separate the directions and obtain an elliptic �bration structure onW1 over P1. Any of the exceptional divisors provides a symplectically embedded projective linewhich cuts in only one point the generic �ber which is, topologically, a torus of self-intersection0. We are in the case of propositions 1.1 and 1.2 and we can do the symplectic sum of m pairs(W1; f ibre; E), where E denotes an exceptional divisor. The resulting (elliptic) �bration Wmcontains a projective line which cuts transversally in one point the generic elliptic �bre. Letnow W �m denote the blow-up of Wm in one point and let em be the corresponding exceptionaldivisor. Obviously W �m is 1-connected; the Chern numbers are:c21(W �m) = �1;c2(W �m) = 12m+ 1:B This building block is the 4-manifold S1;1 in [G], page 566-568. I won't describe its construc-tion but I shall mention its properties:� it is symplectic and 1-connected;16



� it contains symplectically embedded curves F1; F2 of genus 1 and 2 respectivelly, with trivialnormal bundle; in addition, each of these curves are cut by (disjoint) spheres transversally, inone point;� its Chern numbers are: c21(S1;1) = 1;c2(S1;1) = 23:C Consider a quartic curve in P2 having a single node. Blow it up to obtain a non-singularprojective curve of degree 4 and genus 2 in P2]P2 having self-intersection 2. Blowing-up twelvemore times one has a genus two curve F2 of self-intersection 0 in P1 := P2]13P2. The 13thexceptional divisor will be a projective line which intersects our curve F2 transversally in onlyone point. The Chern numbers are: c21(P1) = 9� 13 = �4, c2(P1) = 3 + 13 = 16. We can makethe symplectic sum of l pairs (P1; F2; E), the result being the 1-connected symplectic manifoldPl containing a curve F2 of self-intersection 0 and a projective line which cut it transversally inone point. We may compute the Chern numbers for this manifold using proposition 2.2.3:c21(Pl) = 4l � 8;c2(Pl) = 20l � 4:2.5 The construction of the examplesIn this section I prove the main result of this part, namely:Theorem 2.5.1 Let X be a symplectic 6-manifold. Thenc31(X) � c3(X) � 0 mod 2; c1c2(X) � 0 mod 24Conversely, any triple (a; b; c) with a � c � 0 mod 2 and b � 0 mod 24 occurs as a triple(c31; c1c2; c3) of Chern numbers of some connected and 1-connected, compact symplectic6-manifold.The basic tool in constructing the examples is the symplectic connected sum of pairs. I shalluse the notation X1]YX2 to denote the symplectic connected sum of X1 and X2 along Y; Fgwill denote always a projective curve of genus g. Consider now �rst the symplectic four manifoldX := W �m]F1S1;1;where the connected sum is done away from the exceptional divisor em. This manifold issymplectic but also 1-connected. Indeed, as mentioned, W �m contains a 2-sphere which meetsthe generic �ber F1 transversally in one point; the curve F1 ,! S1;1 is cut also transversallyby such a 2-sphere. Now we can apply proposition 1.2 and deduce that X is 1-connected. Itmust be mentioned at this point that we have done again a connected sum of pairs: because inboth W �m and S1;1 there are 2-spheres cutting F1 transversally, we may do the identi�cationsin such a way that F1 ,! X is cut again by a 2-sphere transversally in one point, according toproposition 2.2.2. We will use this property to show the simply connectedness of some of ourexamples. The Chern numbers are: 17



c21(X) = 0;c2(X) = 12m+ 24:The constuction will be broken into several steps, according to the values of c1c2. Let me beginwith a lemma which gives us a simple method to vary c31 and c3 independently.Lemma Suppose that we have a six-dimensional, 1-connected symplectic manifold � havingthe Chern numbers (2a; 24b; 2c). Suppose that we have the additional properties:� � contains a symplectically embedded product U � D, where U is an open subset of asymplectic 4-manifold and D is a disc. Assume further that U contains a projective line Ehaving the property that �� := hc1(NEj�); [E]i � �1. This happens in the case where � iseither a product S � F (S is a surface containing the projective line E, and F is an algebraiccurve) or is obtained by a symplectic connected sum of such a product, away from E. In thiscase one can move E in the direction given by F ;� there is a projective curve F2 of genus two, disjoint from E, with trivial normal bundle.Then, just blowing up x points, r distinct copies of E and z distinct copies of F2, one can obtainall triples of Chern numbers of the form (2a0; 24b; 2c0), where a0; c0 are arbitrary integers.Proof In fact, the formulas given in x2 show that c1c2 is invariant and the other two Chernnumbers are: c31 = 2(a� (3� �) � r � 4x+ 3z);c3 = 2(c+ r + x� z):Imposing the condition that c31 = 2a0; c3 = 2c0, we obtainx = � � r � (a0 � a+ 3(c0 � c));z = (1 + �)r � (a0 � a+ 4(c0 � c))and one can see that we can chose r big enough to ensure the positivity of x and z. �Now we can �nally construct the examples. We will distinguish several cases, according tothe value of c1c2. Let us begin with:c1c2=24 = 0 Consider W �1 � F1 ; it is a symplectic manifold, but there are two problems: itis not 1-connected and there is no F2 curve on it. We will see that considering the following� :=W �1 � F1]F1�F1S1;1 � F1;where we identify in cross the two F1's, these problems disappear. Making the connected sumwith S1;1 � F1 has the e�ect of introducing the needed curve F2. We have to show that thismanifold is 1-connected.In order to make the proof clear, let us denote the two F1 factors by F 01 and F 001 . In eachsummand F 01 � F 001 has trivial normal bundle, so we may chose the (symplectically embedded)neighborhoods F 01 � F 001 �D� in each. For writing down the Seifert-van Kampen diagram, weconsider the open setsU1 :=W �1 � F 01 � F 001 � F 01 �D3�=4 = (W �1 � F 001 �D3�=4)� F 01,U2 := S1;1 � F 001 � F 01 � F 001 �D3�=4 = (S1;1 � F 01 �D3�=4)� F 001 ;the intersection being U1 \ U2 = F 01 � F 001 �A with A := D(�=4; 3�=4) an annulus. There is thefollowing commuting diagram: 18



�1(U1)i0� % & j0��1(F 01)� �1(F 001 )� �1(A) �1(�)i00� & % j00��1(U2)�1(�) is generated by the images of �1(U1) and �1(U2). We will prove that these images aretrivial.�1(U1) = �1(W �1 � F 001 �D3�=4)� �1(F 01) = 0� �1(F 01)�1(U2) = �1(S1;1 � F 01 �D3�=4)� �1(F 001 ) = 0� �1(F 001 )To write down these equalities we used the fact that in W �1 and S1;1 there are 2-spheres whichcut transversally in one point F 001 and F 01 respectively; then we applied proposition 2.2.2. Let usprove that the images of �1(U1) and �1(U2) are trivial in �1(�):j0��1(U1) = j0�i0��1(F 01) = j00� i00��1(F 01) = j00�0 = 0:An analogous reasoning shows the triviality of j00��1(U2). Therefore � is 1-connected and hasobviously c1c2 = 0. It satis�es the conditions of the lemma and we are done. �c1c2=24 = 1 Take � := P1 � P1. The generic projective line passing through the node of thequartic considered in the construction of P1 meets it two more times. Blowing-up the node wewill have a projective line (�x one) which meets the proper transform of the quartic in two points.Now, blow-up these two points and ten more to obtain in P1 the F2 curve of self-intersection 0and the (-2) projective line E. We are again in the situation of the lemma with � = 2. �c1c2=24 = �1 Just take � :=W �1 � F2]F1�F2P1 � F1:The result is 1-connected and satis�es the conditions of the lemma with � = 1. �c1c2=24 � 2 We are just considering the product � := X � P1; its Chern numbers are(0; 24(m + 2); 2(12m + 24)). This is a 1-connected symplectic manifold. In � there is theprojective line em which lies in W �m and has the normal bundle O � O(�1). One can see thatthe � in the lemma above is �1. There is also the curve F2 on � having trivial normal bundle.Blowing-up r times along em, x points and z times along F2, we obtain a symplectic manifoldhaving the Chern numbers: c31 = 2(�2r � 4x+ 3z);c1c2 = 24(m + 2);c3 = 2(12m + r + x� z + 24):Let us impose now that (c31; c1c2; c3) = (2a; 24b; 2c). We will obtain the following restrictionson the parameters r; x; z:� r � x = a� 36b+ 3c,� m = b� 2,� 2r � z = a� 48b+ 4c.One can see immediately that this system can be solved under the restriction that all parametersare positive, if and only if b � 2. � 19



c1c2=24 � �2 Let us consider now the product X�F2 ; the Chern numbers are: (0;�24(m+2);�2(12m+24)). The problem is that this symplectic manifold is not 1-connected; �1(�) = Z�4which comes from the F2 factor. We cancel this fundamental group taking the symplecticconnected sum (of pairs) � := X� F2]F1�F2S1;1 � F1:� is symplectic, and using proposition 2.2.3, we deduce that its Chern numbers are (0;�24(m+2);�2(12m + 24)). A completely similar argument as in the c1c2 = 0 case shows that � is1-connected. Doing again the blow-up of x points, r curves em and z curves F2 we obtain asymplectic manifold having the Chern numbers:c31 = 2(�2r � 4x+ 3z);c1c2 = �24(m+ 2);c3 = 2(�12m+ r + x� z � 24):Imposing (c31; c1c2; c3) = (2a; 24b; 2c) we obtain the following restrictions:� r � x = a� 36b+ 3c;� m = �b� 2;� 2r � z = a� 48b+ 4c:This system is solvable if and only if b � �2. �
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Part III"Symplectic bend-and-break"Possible?





3.1 What am I looking for?In this part I shall try to develop an alternative, di�erential geometric approach to the well-known bend-and-break technique in algebraic geometry which (at least theoretically) could beextended to the case of symplectic manifolds. The basic remark, which should be the guidingidea, is that the rational curve which appears when one \bends" an algebraic curve inside aprojective manifold (keeping a point �xed), is nothing but a \bubble" which appears in theGromov compacti�cation of those morphisms.A strong hint that positivity assumptions on the �rst Chern class of the tangent bundle of asymplectic manifold would imply the existence of symplectic rational curves on that manifold isgiven by the following:Theorem (Taubes) Let (P2; !; J) be a symplectic projective plane such that the class of thesymplectic form is the generator of the second cohomology class and c1(P2) = +3[!]. In this casethere is an embedded J-holomorphic sphere representing the generator of the second homologyclass.This theorem is very deep and it was proved by C.H.Taubes using the Seiberg-Witten invari-ants in [T1] and [T2]. However it has the shortcoming to be speci�c to the four-dimensional caseand gives no hint if higher dimensional symplectic manifolds carry low-genus symplectic curves(or under which assumptions they would).Even if the techniques I shall try to develop in the sequel are far from being strong enoughto reprove this theorem they have no dimensional restrictions and (I think) suggest that if theanticanonical bundle of a symplectic manifold is suitably positive then there are symplecticcurves of low-genus on it.3.2 Bend-and-break, an overviewIt is a method of producing rational curves (i.e. morphisms with source the projective line)on an algebraic variety. The result can be stated as:Theorem (S.Mori) Let X be an algebraic variety over a characteristic zero �eld having a curveC on it with the property that �KX �C > 0. Then through each point of C passes a non-trivialrational curve.The idea behind it is to raise the dimension of the space Hom(C;X) of morphisms from C toX. This is possible only going through positive characteristics and making use of the Frobeniusmorphism. For this reason the proof of this theorem is strongly algebraic; but if it happens thatthe space Hom(C;X) has a su�ciently high dimension, the proof is much easier. Let me statethe result in this weaker form as it can be found in [CKM], lecture #1:Proposition 3.2.1 Let X be an algebraic variety of dimension n having a curve C on it withthe property that dimHom(C;X) � n+ 1. Then through every point of C passes a non-trivialrational curve.Proof Obviously one may suppose that C is not the projective line. Let C u0! X be thegiven morphism, 0 2 C a marked point and �0 := u0(0) 2 X. Because C is not the projectiveline, (C; 0) will be a stable curve. Let Hom(C;X)0!�0 ,! Hom(C;X) be the subspace ofthe morphisms form (C; 0) to (X; �) ; it is a quasi-projective variety of dimension at least23



n + 1 � n = 1. Take a (non-complete) curve D on it and let �D be its completion. Evaluatingthe maps we get a morphism f : D�C�!Xhaving the property that f(s; 0) = �0 for all s 2 D. Suppose that it extends to a morphism�f : �D�C�!XIt will have the same property that �f(s; 0) = �0 for all s 2 �D. Because (C; 0) has �niteautomorphism group, the image of �f (which is a closed subvariety of X) is two dimensional.De�ne A := fp 2 C j �f(s; p) = �p 2 X 8s 2 �DgHere �p denotes a point of X depending on p 2 C. Obviously A is closed and non-empty because0 2 A. It is also open: for p 2 A consider an a�ne neighborhood U of �p in X. There is aneighborhood V of p inC such that �f(��1C (V )) � U ; here �C denotes the projection �D�C! C.For p0 2 V the map �D 3 s 7! �f(s; p0) 2 X has its image in the a�ne U . Because �D is complete,it must be constant. This proves that A = C. In this case the image of �f is at most onedimensional, a contradiction with the previous statement.The contradiction comes from the assumption that the evaluation map f extends from D�Cto �D�C. Therefore �f : �D�C� ! Xis a rational map. By Hironaka, one may desingularize �f blowing-up �D �C several times. Atleast one of the exceptional curves will be a non-trivial rational curve on X and will pass through� 2 X. �Remark 3.2.2 It is important to keep in mind that in order to satisfy the assumptions ofproposition 3.2.1, Mori goes into positive characteristics where he makes use of the Frobeniusmorphism which allows him to raise the dimension of Hom(C;X). Simple index computationshows that in characteristic zero, e.g. when X is a complex projective variety, one can not ful�ll,in general, the required assumptions even if multiple covered curves are allowed. �Even if, as I just explained, in the complex case the proposition above is almost vacuous(except the case of rational and elliptic curves), I shall give an alternative proof of it in this casei.e. C and X are complex algebraic varieties.Alternative proof As before, I assume that there is an evaluation morphism�f : �D�C�!XWe saw that the image of �f is two-dimensional, so there is p 2 C such that�fp : �D! X �fp(u) := u(p)is non-constant. If ! is the (integral) K�ahler form onX, then the evaluation h �f�p!; �Di is a strictlypositive integer by the simple fact that on any non-constant curve the K�ahler form has positive24



degree. On the other hand, �fp is homotopic to �f0 which is a constant map and consequentlyh �f�0!; �Di = 0. The contradiction proves that �f can not be a morphism.The fact that h �f�p!; �Di > 0 can be deduced also as follows: taking possibly a multiple, I mayassume that the Poincar�e-dual of ! is represented by a hypersurface H ,! X which does notcontain �fp( �D) and which intersects it in at least one point (just take a hypersurface trough anarbitrary point of �fp( �D)). Because we are dealing with complex varieties, at each intersectionpoint the intersection number ofH and �fp( �D) is +1 and therefore the evaluation above is strictlypositive. �Remark 3.2.3 Let me notice that this alternative proof doesn't use the assumption that Xis a projective variety, but only the fact that ev : Hom(C;X) ! X is a holomorphic map.Consequently, such a proof works also for K�ahler varieties and also, as we shall see, for varietieswhose Nijenhuis tensor is small enough. The crucial assumption in this proposition is that onthe dimension of the space of morphisms C! X and which is rearly satis�ed in characteristiczero. �3.3 Some explicit examplesI want to leave for a moment this very abstract setting and to make an explicit computationwhich will show the link between the bend-and-break and bubbling phenomenon.Example 3.3.1 I consider X = P2 to be the standard projective plane with homogeneouscoordinates [z0 : z1 : z2]. Let me consider in this plane the point � := [0 : 0 : 1] and the linesL1 := fz1 � z2 = 0g, L1 := fz1 + z2 = 0g. Let us notice that L1 and L1 do not pass through �and the intersection L1 \ L1 = [1 : 0 : 0].I want to study the space of holomorphic curvesu : (P1; 0; 1;1)�!P2of degree one such that u(0) = �, u(1) 2 L1, u1 2 L1. The family of unparameterized curveswhich pass through � is given by L" := f"z0 � z1 = 0gwhere the slope " 2 P1 = (P1 � f0g) [ f0g = C [ f0g. For " = 0 we get the line L0 = fz1 = 0gjoining � to [1 : 0 : 0].The family of parameterized holomorphic lines will be indexed by " and I shall denote u"the holomorphic map whose image is L". If � is the variable on C , the form of the degree-oneholomorphic maps u" will be u" = [u";0(�) : u";1(�) : u";2(�)]with u";0; u";1; u";2 a�ne holomorphic maps. The coe�cients of these maps can be determinedusing the restrictionsu"(0) = [0 : 0 : 1]; u"(1) = [1 : " : "] = L1 \ L"; u"(1) = [1 : " : �"] = L1 \ L"The computations give, for " 6= 0 25



u"(�) = �1"� : � : �� + 2�A �rst remark is that for " = 1 this map is still well de�ned. In fact the problems come as "approaches 0. Away from � = 0 the map has the formu" = �1 : " : "��1 + 2���which is well de�ned even for " = 0. On compact sets K � P1 � f0g the di�erentials areuniformly bounded and in the limit we get a constant map. Let us turn our attention to theform of u" around � = 0 u" = �1" � �2� � : �2� � : 1�It is clear that as " ! 0, the di�erential of u" is unbounded in � = 0. I shall analyze thissituation from two points of view: the algebraic and the symplectic one.The algebraic point of view The space of the considered morphisms is the non-completecurve C = P1 � f0g and we have the evaluation morphismev : C � P1�!P2It extends to a rational map ev : P1 � P1�! P2where the �rst P1-factor is C = C [f0g. In order to make ev a morphism I need to consider theblow-up P̂1 � P1 of P1 � P1 in [0 : 1]� [0 : 1]. This way I shall obtain a morphismeev : P̂1 � P1�!P2For explicit computations, let me choose local coordinates ("; �) in P1�P1 around [0 : 1]� [0 : 1].In these coordinates P̂1 � P1 is nothing but the blow-up Bl(0;0)C 2 of C 2 in the origin on whichwe have the local coordinates f("; �) � � j � = �"gThe map eev will be given by("; �)� � eev7! �1" � �"2� �"; �"2� �"� = � �2� �"; �"2� �"�For " = 0 I get the restriction of eev to the exceptional divisor(0; 0) � � 7! ��2 ; 0�whose image is the line L0 = fz1 = 0g.26



The symplectic point of view Here the problem is formulated as follows: the di�erentialsdu"(0) are unbounded as " ! 0 and therefore the rescaling procedure will give us a tower ofbubbles. In this concrete example there is only one bubble which appears. The limit stable mapu0 will have the domain T = P1bubble t0 P1principalThe image of restriction of u0 to P1bubble will be the line L0, while u0 contracts the principalcomponent P1principal to the point [1 : 0 : 0]. One may see that in this case the bubble component\absorbs" the whole energy of the principal component.There is one more thing to notice, namely that the space of unparameterized holomorphiclines which pass through � 2 P2 is P1 which is smooth and compact variety. But when one wantsto parameterize these curves one gets a non-compact space. This happens because the point1 2 P1 will have to be \pushed" closer and closer to 1 2 P1 as we approach the line L0. �As it will be explained in the sequel, in the higher genus case we have to allow the conformalstructure to vary. The next two examples show that families of holomorphic curves with variableconformal structure may or may not give bubbles in the limit.Example 3.3.2 The Veronese map V : P1�!P3V [�0 : �1] := [�30 : �20�1 : �0�21 : �31 ]gives an embedding of the projective line into the projective space whose image V (P1) ,! P3 is acurve of degree three. Set theoretically V (P1) = H2\H3 is the intersection of two hypersurfacesin P3 of degrees two and three respectively. Their equations areH2 = fz21 � z0z2 = 0g H3 = fz0z23 + z32 � 2z1z2z3 = 0gThe intersection has degree six, so H2 \H3 double covers the map V . A simple computationshows that transverse intersection of a quadric and a cubic hypersurface in P3 is a smooth curveof genus four and degree six; therefore the above intersection is not transverse. But bothH2 andH3 can be approximated by quadric and cubic hypersurfaces H2;" and H3;" whose intersectionC" = H2;"\H3;" is smooth and transverse. We get this way a family (C")" of curves of genus fourand degree six inside P3 whose limit is a double covered rational curve. This can be explainedas follows when we try to parameterize these genus-four curves, the di�erential of the maps willbe unbounded and in the limit the bubble component absorbs the whole energy of the principalcomponent (as in the previous example) yielding a double covered P1. �But it is much to optimistic to expect that bubbling appears when we let curves (with variableconformal structure) to move, keeping a marked point �xed. There is the following elementarycounter-example even in the algebraic case:Example 3.3.3 Consider the pencil f�C1+�C2 j [� : �] 2 P1g generated by two cubics C1 andC2 in general position in P2. Blowing up the nine intersection points of these cubics we get thesurface S = P2]9P2 which �bers over P1: the �ber over [� : �] 2 P1 is just the cubic �C1+�C2.Any of the exceptional divisors E ,! S can be thought of as a section of this �bration which givesa marked point on each �bre. The natural projection � : S ! P2 is nothing but an evaluationmap and it has the property that contracts the exceptional divisor E. �27



This example shows that the classical bend-and-break falls short if the conformal structureof the curves is left to vary; but suggests also a way out: not all the �bers of S ! P1 aresmooth. There are also singular �bres with degenerated conformal structure (in this examplewe get rational curves) and these ones have geometric genus strictly smaller than that of thegeneral �bre.3.4 Problems in the symplectic caseThe necessary ingredients needed to treat the symplectic case will be introduced in the nextsections; for the moment I just want to give the motivations for the forthcoming constructions.The di�culties appear from the very beginning: for imitating the \bend-and-break" a naturalchoice would be the space of simple J -holomorphic curves C u! X, the analogue of Hom(C;X)when X was projective. But when the complex structure of C is �xed, the expected dimensionof this moduli space is 2(n(1� g) �KX � A)where A 2 H2(X;Z) represents the homology class of the curves and dimRX = 2n. One maysee that for g � 0 it is a negative number (this actually happens in the case of the standardprojective plane) and therefore a symplectic analogue of proposition 3.2.1 wouldn't be realisticor it would apply only to a restricted class of manifolds. Consequently I am forced to allowthe complex structure of C to vary, increasing this way the expected dimension of the space ofcurves by the dimension of the Deligne-Mumford space i.e. 6(g � 1); it will be2((3 � n)(g � 1)�KX �A)For this reason, the next section will be devoted to remind some elementary facts about Deligne-Mumford spaces.3.5 Deligne-Mumford spacesThere is a wide literature discussing this subject: the algebraic point of view was attackedby Deligne, Grothendieck, Mumford, Knudson et al; a di�erential-geometric point of view isdiscussed in great detail by J.Jost in [J]. Here I adopted a less complete but (I �nd) moreintuitive approach to the subject, modeled after the paper [EE].Let � denote an oriented compact Riemann surface of genus g and consider the marked points(x1; : : : ; xk), k � 0 on it; we require to be satis�ed the following inequality: k + 2g � 3. First Igive a few notations:� J (�) will denote the space of complex structures on �;� Dk(�) will stay for for the group of orientation-preserving di�eomorphisms of � which have(x1; : : : ; xk) as �xed points;� �nally, D0k(�) will be the connected component of the identity in Dk(�).There are natural actionsDk(�)� J (�)! J (�) and D0k(�)� J (�)! J (�)28



De�nition 3.5.1 The Teichm�uller space Tg;k of curves of genus g with k marked points isde�ned to be Tg := J (�)=D0k(�)Theorem Tg;k is a K�ahler manifold of complex dimension 3(g � 1) + k. More precisely, it is abounded holomorphically convex domain in C 3(g�1)+k .The problem with this space is to be non-compact and it can not be compacti�ed in a niceway (i.e. it is not quasi-projective). One may �x this problem as follows: there is still an actionDk(�)=D0k(�)� Tg�!Tgwhere �g;k := Dk(�)=D0k(�) is the Teichm�uller group. Taking the quotientMg;k := Tg;k=�g;kwe obtain the open Deligne-Mumford space Mg;k of smooth curves of genus g with k markedpoints. It is a singular space, an orbifold, but has the advantage of being quasi-projective; thecompacti�cation is done by means of stable curves.De�nition 3.5.2 (stable curve) A connected, non-necessarily irreducible, reduced algebraiccurve C of arithmetic genus g and with k marked points is called stable if the following holds:� the singularities of C are at worst ordinary double points;� the marked points lie in the smooth locus of C;� for each irreducible component C� of C of arithmetic genus g� it is satis�ed the inequalitym� + 2g� � 3where m� is obtained summing the number of marked points on C� with that of contact pointswith other irreducible components and that of singular points.This second condition is equivalent saying that C has a �nite automorphism group. Itis a classical result that adding the classes of singular stable curves one obtains a projectivecompacti�cation Mg;k of Mg;k which is called the Deligne-Mumford space of curves of genus gand with k marked points.The functorial properties of these spaces imply that there is a \forgetful" map�g;k :Mg;k+1�!Mg;kwhich was proved by Knudsen to be in fact a morphism of algebraic varieties. Correspondingto the k marked points there are also the k \marking" sectionsx1; : : : ;xk :Mg;k�!Mg;k+1which are also proved to be morphisms.When g � 2, so we may take k = 0, Mg is a parameter space for the (possibly degenerate)complex structures on a Riemann surface of genus g. For algebraic purposes, the spacesMg;k arethe good ones to use in further constructions of the moduli spaces of stable maps �a la Kontsevich,29



because they coarsely represent certain functors. Their shortcoming, from di�erential geometricpoint of view, is to be not �ne moduli spaces.Take the example of � : M2;1 ! M2: we would like it to de�ne a \universal curve" overMg, i.e. the geometric �bres ��1(j) to represent the equivalence class of j for all geometricpoints j 2Mg. But this property fails: ��1(j) is the quotient of the curve represented by j byits automorphism group. For this reason, in the case g = 2 the �bres of � : M2;1 ! M2 areprojective lines because all genus-two curves are hyperelliptic and they have the hyperellipticinvolution.A second \bad" property is that the Deligne-Mumford spaces have orbifold singularities. Forthese reason I shall present the construction of some smooth global covers of Mg which doeshave \universal curves" over it. Let me very briey recall the de�nition of some ingredientswhich are important for the understanding of Mg, g � 2.I shall begin with the Weil-Petersson metric: the tangent space of the Teichm�uller space Tgat a point j is TjTg = H0(Cj;K
2Cj )the complex vector space of holomorphic quadratic di�erentials on the curve Cj which representsthe point j 2 Tg. There is the universal curve �g : Tg;1 ! Tg which has the property that��1g (j) = Cj. If we take the relative dualizing sheaf 
Tg;1=Tg := (Ker d�g)� of this �bration it iseasy to see that the germ at j 2 Tg of the direct image(�g)� �

2Tg;1=Tg�j = H0(Cj;K
2Cj )The Poincar�e metric on Cj; j 2 Tg can be used to put a metric on the space of holomorphicquadratic di�erentials, i.e. on the tangent space TjTg. This way we get the Weil-Peterssonmetric !WP on Tg ; it is K�ahler, invariant under the action of the modular group �g and thereforeinduces a K�ahler forms on each quotient Tg=� of the Teichm�uller space by a subgroup � � �g.In particular we get the Weil-Petersson metric on Mg and this one can be extended to a K�ahlerform !WP on the whole Mg.The other key ingredient is the canonical class �1. This is de�ned as follows: using thehermitian metric induced by the hyperbolic metrics on the �bres of Tg;1 ! Tg, one may computethe (1; 1)-form � 2 �1;1Tg;1 representing the �rst Chern class of 
Tg;1=Tg . The �rst canonicalclass �1 is de�ned �1(j) := ZCj �2 j 2 Tg� being invariant under the action of �g, �1 is also and it induces a 2-form on any quotient ofthe Teichm�uller space by a subgroup of �g. It is proved by S.Wolpert in [W1] that �1, on Mg,can be extended to a form [�1] 2 H2(Mg;Z) and [�1] = (1=2�2)[!WP]. The much �ner equalityproved in [W2], which will be interesting, states that�1 = 12�2!WP on Tgif they are computed as explained above. The result says that �1 can be represented by a strictlypositive (1; 1)-form. 30



In the sequel, following the ideas of E.Looijenga, I shall give the construction of some \good"�nite covers of Mg. As I already mentioned, there are at least two reasons for searching suchcovers: Mg is a singular variety and it do not have a universal curve.Let me introduce the following de�nition which can be found in [RT2]:De�nition 3.5.3 A �nite, connected coverpgood :Mgoodg;k !Mg;kis a good cover ifMgoodg;k is a normal projective variety with quotient singularities such that thereis an universal curve �goodg;k :Mgoodg;k+1�!Mgoodg;ki.e. for each j 2 Mgoodg;k+1, (�goodg;k )�1(j) is isomorphic to pgood(j). Furthermore there is thecommuting diagram Mgoodg;k+1 pgood�! Mg;k+1�goodg;k # # �g;kMgoodg;k pgood�! Mg;kD.Mumford proves in [Mu1] that such good covers exist using level structures. This resultwon't be satisfactory except for the case of tori: dimCM1;1 = 1 and normal varieties of dimensionone are smooth. Therefore Mgood1;1 will ful�ll all the requirements above. In fact we have alreadya description of a good Deligne-Mumford space for the elliptic curves: it is just P2]9P2 ! P1described in the example 3.3.3.For the case g � 2 the rescue comes from E.Looijenga's result in [L1] which states that thereare smooth good covers of the Deligne-Mumford space. I shall sketch his construction: as before,let � denote the smooth, compact, oriented Riemann surface underlying genus g curves and �xa point x 2 �. Let us consider:N := hl2 j l 2 �1(�; x)i� �1(�; x)the normal subgroup generated by the squares in �1(�; x) and take the Galois covering e�! �corresponding to N , i.e. �1(e�; ex) = N ; it is called the Prym cover of �. The Galois group isG = �1(�; x)=N �= H1(�;Z2)G acts by di�eomorphisms on e� and it induces an action on H1(�;Zn) for each n � 1.Any orientation-preserving di�eomorphism f : (�; x) ! (�; f(x)) lifts to a di�eomorphismef : (e�; ex)! (e�; gf(x)) which is uniquely determined up to a G-action; it depends on the choiceof the lifting gf(x) of f(x). ef de�nes an automorphism of H1(e�;Zn) and therefore one may talkabout the action (modulo G) of the group D(�) of orientation preserving di�eomorphisms of �on H1(e�;Zn).De�ne ��;(n) to be the subgroup of D(�) consisting of di�eomorphisms f whose lift ef acton H1(�;Zn) like an element of G ; this condition is independent of the lift. It is immediate31



that ��;(n) � D(�) is a normal subgroup. Let me notice that if f is in D0(�), the connectedcomponent of the identity in D(�), then ef is homotopic to a G-di�eomorphism of e�. Thereforewe have the following inclusions D0(�) ,! ��;(n) ,! D(�)which induce the exact sequence of groups0�! ��;(n)D0(�)�! D(�)D0(�)�!D(�)��;(n)�!0Let us notice that ��;(n)D0(�) is a subgroup of the Teichm�uller group and that �g[n] := D(�)��;(n) ,!AutH1(e�;Zn)=G is �nite. Therefore, if we de�neMg[n] := Tg=(��;(n)D0(�) )we get a �nite (branched) cover of Mg whose Galois group �g[n] is �nite.De�nition 3.5.4 Mg[n] is called the space of Prym level-n structures on �.This space has a compacti�cation M g[n] which is by de�nition the normalization of Mg[n] inMg. The main result in [L1] is:Theorem 3.5.5 (E.Looijenga) Mg[n] is smooth for all even integers n � 6.Remark 3.5.6 The �bre of p[n] : Mg[n] ! Mg over a point j 2 Mg consists of pairs (Cj; [f ]),where Cj is an algebraic curve representing j and [f ] is an equivalence class of orientation-preserving di�eomorphisms f : � ! Cj ; two such maps f; g are equivalent if and only ifg�1f 2 G. �How can one obtain the universal curve over Mg[n]? Instead of working with all the di�eo-morphisms of � we may look only to those ones which have x as �xed point, i.e. we consider thegroup D1(�), and to de�ne ��;1;(n) to be its (normal) subgroup which acts on e� as an elementof G. There is again the exact sequence0�!��;1;(n)D01(�) �!D1(�)D01(�)�! D1(�)��;1;(n)�!0and it is an immediate remark that the monomorphisms0�!��;1;(n)D01(�) �! ��;(n)D0(�) and 0�! D1(�)��;1;(n)�!D(�)��;(n) = �g[n]are in fact isomorphisms. ThereforeMg;1[n] := Tg;1=(��;1;(n)D01(�) )is again a �g[n]-Galois covering of Mg;1 and there is also a natural map �[n] :Mg;1[n]!Mg[n].As before, the compacti�cation Mg;1[n] is de�ned to be the normalization of Mg;1[n] in Mg;1.32



Remark 3.5.7 The �bre of p[n] : Mg;1[n] ! M g;1 over a point (j; �) 2 Mg;1 consists of triples(Cj ; x0; [f ]) where Cj and [f ] are as in remark 3.5.6 and x0 2 Cj is a point which is in theequivalence class of the point �. Two maps f : (�; x) ! (Cj; x0) and g : (�; x) ! (Cj; y0) areequivalent if and only if: x0 = y0 and g�1f 2 G. �One can see that Mg;1[n] ! Mg[n] is a universal curve and so far we have satis�ed ourrequirements for a good Deligne-Mumford space.In my constructions of moduli spaces of pseudo-holomorphic curves I shall use such a Mg[n]as parameter space for the complex structures which can be put on the Riemann surface �. Inorder to have a unitary package of notations, I shall denote, for some �xed nN0 :=M0;3 N0;1 :=M0;4N1 :=Mgood1;1 N1;1 :=Mgood1;2Ng :=M g[n] Ng;1 :=Mg;1[n]I �x once for all a projective embedding � : Ng;1 ! PN ; on each �bre Cj, j 2 Ng we get ametric j which is just the restriction of the Fubini-Study metric of PN . I shall use the notation� : Ng;1 ! Ng for the projection.An important result concerning the Deligne-Mumford spaces is the following:Theorem 3.5.8 (S.Diaz) If Z ,! Mg (g � 2) is a complete subvariety, then dimCZ � g � 2.Equivalently, if Z ,!Mg is a complete subvariety of dimension dimC Z � g�1, then Z intersectsthe boundary divisor Mg �Mg.Proof The original proof of this result can be found in [Di] and uses a strati�cation of Mg.Here I shall present the alternative approach of E.Looijenga to this result, which can be foundin [L2]. The main theorem of [L2] implies that �d�11 = 0 in H2(g�1)(Mg), where �1 denotes the�rst canonical class de�ned before. If Y ,!Mg would be a complete subvariety of dimension atleast (d� 1), then h�dimY1 ; [Y]i > 0 because �1 is a strictly positive form. This contradicts that�d�11 represents a zero cohomology class. �Because M0;3 = � and M1;1 = P1 � 0; 1;1, it is clear that the only complete subvarieties ofthese ones are points. The spaces Ng !Mg being a �nite rami�ed cover, the conclusion of thetheorem holds for them also.In fact, because �1 can be represented as a positive (1; 1)-form, the proof given above saysmore: if Z ,!Mg is a closed symplectic subvariety of dimension dimRZ � 2(g� 1) then Z mustintersect the boundary divisor of Mg. As we shall see, this remark will allow us to treat \good"C1-small deformations of K�ahler manifolds on the same footing with K�ahler manifolds.3.6 Pseudo-holomorphic curvesThis concept was introduced by M.Gromov in his article [Gr] and became a very powerfultool in the study of symplectic manifolds an even projective manifolds. A good introduction canbe found in [McDS2].De�nition 3.6.1 Let (X; J) be an almost complex manifold and let (C; j) be a complex curve.A map u : C! X is called jJ -holomorphic if33



@jJu := 12(du+ J � du � j) = 0Let us notice that when J is integrable the de�nition above is that of a holomorphic map.De�nition 3.6.2 A jJ -holomorphic map u : (C; j) ! (X; J) is called simple if there is nofactorization u = u0 � � where (C0; j0) is another complex curve, � : (C; j) ! (C0; j0) is a(rami�ed) covering (of degree at least two) and u0 : (C0; j0)! (X; J) is a j0J -holomorphic map.From now on I shall always suppose that X is compact symplectic and the almost complexstructure is !-compatible (sometimes I shall allow it to be only !-tame). If  is a metric on(C; j) in the conformal class of j, then the energy of an arbitrary map ' : (C; j)! (X; !; J) isde�ned to be E(') := 12 ZC jd'j2;gJ (p)d(p)This de�nition do not depend on the choice of the metric  in the conformal class of j. It is animmediate remark that in the case when ' = u is pseudo-holomorphicE(u) = ZC u�!and if furthermore u is simple, ZC u�! = h[!]; [u(C)]i =: !(A)where A 2 H2(X;Z) is the homology class represented by the map u. In particular we see thateach non-constant pseudo-holomorphic map de�nes a non-zero two-homology class.The purpose of this section is to prove that exists a moduli space for simple pseudo-holomor-phic curves which represent a �xed class A 2 H2(X;Z) ; I shall adopt the (now classical) line ofproof which can be found in [McDS2] or [RT2]. Here one may see the use of the global coversNg ! Mg described in section 3.5: the existence of a universal curves over them makes easierthe construction of the moduli spaces of stable maps because it is not necessary anymore to takeinto account the automorphisms of the curves.Let � denote a �xed compact, oriented Riemann surface. For a homology class A 2 H2(X;Z)de�ne Map(�;X; A) := ff : �! X j f is smooth and f�[�] = AgLetWm;pj (Map(�;X; A)) denote its completion with respect to the metric j on the �breCj; j 2Ng. Let me notice that this space is the same as that of Wm;p-maps Cj ! X with respect tothe same metric. \Putting together" these spaces as j varies in Ng we get�m;pA := Gj2NgWm;p(Maps(�;X; A)) � fjgSobolev estimates show that for m � 1 and p > 2 any Wm;p map is of class Cm�2=p.34



For l � m let J l denote the space of Cl, !-compatible almost complex structures on X. Theuniversal moduli space is de�ned to beN lg(X; A) := f(u; J) 2 �m;pA � J l j u is a simple J � holomorphic mapgThe elliptic regularity says that any such a map is of class Cl.Proposition 3.6.3 The universal moduli space N lg(X; A) is a Cl�1-Banach manifold.Proof There is a Wm�1;p-Banach bundleEm�1;p�!�m;pA � J lwhose �bre over (f; j; J) 2 �m;pA � J l isEm�1;p(f;j;J) := Wm�1;p
0;1jJ (�; f�TX)the space of complex jJ -antilinear sections �! f�TX. The @-operator de�nes a section of thisbundle S(f; j; J) := df + J(f) � df � jOne may see that N lg(X; A) is the zero set of this section. In order to show that it is smoothCl�1-Banach manifold, I have to prove that S is transverse to the zero section; in other words,I have to prove that the projection at a zero of the di�erential of S on the vertical space issurjective. For a zero (u; j; J) of S, a tangent vector is a triple (�; y; Y ) where � 2 �(�; f�TX),y 2 TjNg, Y 2 EndJ (TX) is J -antilinear endomorphism. The projection of the di�erential onthe vertical space is given byDS(u; j; J)(�; y; Y ) = Du� + Y (u) � du � j + J(u) � du � IyHere Du denotes the linearization of the Cauchy-Riemann operator; Iy denotes the variation ofthe complex structure j in the �bre Cj corresponding to the variation y of j 2 Ng. It is provedin [McDS2], pages 34-35, that whenever u is a simple J -holomorphic mapTu�m;pA � TJJ l 3 (�; Y ) 7! Du� + Y (u) � du � j 2 Em�1;p(u;j;J)is surjective. Therefore in our case DS(u; j; J) will be surjective also. This proves that N lg(X; A)is Cl�1-Banach manifold. �Its tangent space at a point (u; j; J) isT(u;j;J)N lg(X; A) = f(�; y; Y ) j Du� + Y (u) � du � j + J � du � Iy = 0gFor the canonical projection � : N lg(X; A)! J l the following holds:Lemma 3.6.4 � is a Fredholm operator of index given byindex(�) = 2(n(1 � g)�KX �A+ dimCNg)35



Proof I shall compute the index of � at a point (u; j; J). Let me consider the operatorD : T(u;j)�m;pA �!
0;1jJ (u�TX)D(�; y) := Du� + J � du � IyD is a compact perturbation of Du which in turn is a compact perturbation of the @-operator@ : T(u;j)�m;pA �!Wm�1;p
0;1jJ (u�TX)Therefore D is Fredholm of the same index as @,index(D) = 2(n(1� g)�KX �A+ dimCNg)I shall begin the proof of the lemma: the kernel of d� := d�(u; j; J) isKer(d�) = f(�; y; 0) j D(�; y) = 0g �= Ker(D)and therefore closed and �nite dimensional. Because the range of D is closed, the de�ningproperty of the tangent space shows that the range of d� is also. It remains to prove thecokernel is of �nite dimension. LetH : TJJ l 3 Y 7! Y (u) � du � j 2Wm�1;p
0;1jJ (u�TX)There are two remarks to be done:� Ker(H) � Im(d�). IndeedKer(H) = fY 2 TJJ l j Y (u) � du � j = 0g = d�f(0; 0; Y ) 2 T(u;j;J)N lg(X; A)g� Because Im(d�) = fY 2 TJJ j 9(�; y) s:t: D(�; y) +H(Y ) = 0g we deduce thatH(Im(d�)) = Im(D) \ Im(H)Coker(d�) = T(J;�)J lIm(d�) �= T(J;�)J l=Ker(H)Im(d�)=Ker(H) �= H(T(J;�)J l=Ker(H))H(Im(d�)=Ker(H))= Im(H)H(Im(d�)=Ker(H)) = Im(H)Im(H) \ Im(D) �= Im(H) + Im(D)Im(D)= Im(S)Im(D) = 
0;1j;J(u�TX)Im(D) = Coker(D) �The Sard-Smale theorem says that the set of regular values of � is of second Baire categoryinside J l. A standard argument shows that the same is true for the space J of C1 almostcomplex structures. For a smooth J the elliptic regularity implies that each J -map is smoothand the space of such curves is also smooth. I shall denote by Ng(X; A; J) the �bre of � over a(smooth) almost complex structure J .We can see that d� is surjective if and only if(surj) T(u;j)�m;pA 3 (�; y) 7! Du� + J(u) � du � Iy 2 
0;1jJ (u�TX)is surjective for each J -map. 36



Remark 3.6.5 It is very important to keep in mind that it is possible that the di�erential ofthe projection � is never surjective and therefore the �bre over each regular value of � is theempty set. �Example 3.6.6 I shall give an example when such a situation occurs: the double cover X ofP2 along a smooth sextic C6 ,! P2 is known to be a K3 surface. There exist always a �nite,non-zero, number of embedded projective lines L ,! P2 which are tangent to C6 at two distinctpoints. Such a line will intersect it simply in two more points, C6 being by assumption of degreesix. This statement is true for any smooth sextic but, since here I am giving an example, explicitcomputations can be readily done for C6 := fz60 + z61 + z62 = 0g.The image in X of such a line provides an embedded curve D of arithmetic genus equal twoand having two double points corresponding to the tangency points of L with C6 ; D is thereforea rational curve. Let me denote by u : P1 ! X the simple map having D its image; for � 2 C ,de�ne u� : P1 ! X by u�(�) := u(��). If � 6= 1 I get a mapu := (u; u�) : P1 ! X�Xwhich is not contained in the diagonal.The symmetric product X(2) de�ned byX(2) := X�X= � (x; x0) � (x0; x)is singular along the diagonal. A resolution of singularities is given by X[2], the Hilbert schemeof �nite algebraic schemes (Y;OY) with Yred � X and lenghtOY = 2. For Yred consisting oftwo distinct points (Y;OY) is nothing but a pair of (reduced) points in X. The di�erence comesfrom points x 2 X whose structure sheaf is non-reduced; such points are de�ned locally by theideal (ax + by;m2); [a :b] 2 P1; where m � C [x; y] is the maximal ideal of the origin. There is abirational morphism X[2]�! X(2). Beauville proves in [Be] that for X a K3 surface, X[2] is ahyperk�ahler 4-fold.Any hyperk�ahler manifold V posses a 2-sphere SV of (integrable) complex structures whichare all compatible with a �xed metric (of K�ahler) type. It is a consequence of the results proved in[V] that there is a dense subset S0 � SV such that for all I 2 SV the manifold (V; I) is of generaltype; it has the property that the closed analytic subvarieties are complex even-dimensional; inparticular they do not carry any complete curves.The map u induces a (simple) rational mapu : P1�! X[2]which extends to a morphism by the valuative criterion of properness.Let A 2 H2(X[2];Z) denote the homology class represented by the image of u. Abstract indexcomputation shows that the expected (real) dimension of simple parameterized (J -holomorphic)maps representing the class A is 2r, wherer = 4(1� 0) + c1(X[2]) �A = 4Quotienting out the Sl(2; C )-action on P1, I deduce that the expected dimension of non-parame-terized simple J -holomorphic curves representing the homology class A equals 2(4� 3) = 2.Let me consider again the universal moduli space Ml0(X[2]; A) together with the projection37



� :Ml0(X[2]; A)�!J lI say that for an integrable complex structures J induced by the hyperk�ahler structure of X[2]either the �bre ��1(J) is empty or J is not a regular value for �. I should notice that theconstruction above shows that the image of � intersects SX[2] .Assume the contrary: let J 2 SX[2] which is regular for � and there are simple J -holomorphicrational maps representing the homology class A. Then the image of � will contain an openneighborhood of J . As I remarked earlier, the set S0 of complex structures I on X[2] for which(X[2]; I) is of general type is dense in SX[2] . So I shall �nd such an I contained in the image of �which means that there are complete (rational) curves on (X[2]; I). This contradicts the choiceof I. �This example is not really satisfactory for proving the remark 3.6.5 since the integrablecomplex structures induced by the hyperk�ahler structure of a manifold represent a very smallpart of the set of all almost complex structures. It remains an interesting problem to give anexplicit example where � is nowhere submersive.3.7 The four-dimensional caseThe question if the map � above has non-empty smooth �bres is a deep and di�cult questionwhich is related to the existence of a non-vanishing Gromov-Witten invariant. Fortunately indimension four this \emptyset problem" is solved by the following simple criterion which can befound in [HLS]:Proposition 3.7.1 Suppose (X; !; J) is a four-dimensional symplectic manifold with an !-compatible almost complex structure. Consider A 2 H2(X;Z) with the propertyc1(X) � A � 1Then the condition (surj) is satis�ed for any immersed pseudo-holomorphic curve u : (C; j)!(X; J).Proof Because the map u is an immersion, there is a complex structure preserving splittinginto the tangent and normal bundles: u�TX = T �Nwith respect to the metric u�gJ . According to this splitting we may decompose our operatorinto its tangent and normal part D = DT �DNDT : (
0(C;T )� TjNg)� 
0(C;N )�!
0;1jJ (C;T )DT ((�T ; y); �N ) = Du�T + J(u) � du � Iy + proj
0;1jJ (C;T )Du�N =: P (�T ; y) + proj
0;1jJ (C;T )Du�Nand DN : 
0(C;N )�!
0;1jJ (C;N )DN (�) = proj
0;1jJ (C;N )Du�38



It is shown in [HLS] thm 1' page 6 that the operator DN is surjective.Let us focus now on the tangent directions: in order to prove the surjectivity of D it is enoughto prove that P is so. Let me notice that when restricted to the tangent bundle T , Du is nothingbut the usual @-operator because the complex structure of the tangent bundle is integrable; thisimplies that P = @ + P1. I have to treat separately the three cases:(i) g = 0: Coker(@) = H1(P1;T ) �= H0(P1;K
2) = 0 ; @ is surjective and P is also.For higher genus curves @ always has cokernel.(ii) g = 1: Coker(@) = H1(E ;O) = H0(E ;O) = C ;(iii) g � 2: Ker(@) = H0(C;T ) = 0. The index of @ can be computed using Riemann-Rochand gives index(@) = (1� g) + 2(1� g) = 3(1� g)on the other hand index(@) = h0(T )�h1(T ) = �h1(T ). We deduce that Coker(@) = H1(C;T )is of complex dimension 3(g � 1).In both cases the operator P1 will save use: according to the @-Hodge decomposition
0;1(T ) = H0;1(T )� Im(@)We can see that the @-operator leaves \uncovered" precisely the @-harmonic forms. But thedeformation space Ng;1 ! Ng is complete at j 2 Ng and thereforeH0;1(T ) �= H0;1(T ) �= fIy j y 2 TjNggThis proves that P is not only epimorphism, but is in fact an isomorphism. �3.8 Orientation of the space of J-holomorphic curvesIf V is a smooth manifold, then it is orientable if and only if the real rank-one bundleVmax TV or (equivalently) Vmax T �V is trivial. An orientation is given by the choice of aglobal non-vanishing section. If o and o0 are two such sections they de�ne the same orientationif and only if o0=o is a strictly positive function on V.In order to make clear the method used for orienting the space of pseudo-holomorphic mapsI have to give some elementary facts concerning index bundles. Let me start with a technicallemma:Lemma 3.8.1 Let L : V ! W be a linear Fredholm operator and suppose  : C N ! W isa linear map such that L �  : V � C N ! W is surjective. Then there is the following exactsequence 0�!Ker L�!Ker (L�  )�!C N�!Coker L�!0Proof First one has to give a description of the cokernel of L.
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Coker L = WImL = ImL+ Im ImL �= Im ImL \ Im =  (C N =Ker  ) (prCN (Ker(L�  ))=Ker  )= C N =Ker  prCN (Ker(L�  ))=Ker  �= C NprCN Ker(L�  )Using this isomorphism it becomes clear the exactness of the sequence. �What's the use of this lemma? For a linear Fredholm operator L : V ! W, where V;W ! Tare Banach bundles over a manifold T, the index bundle of L is de�ned to beindexL := [Ker L]	 [Coker L]which should be viewed as an element in KO(T). The problem with this de�nition is to makesense only if L has a kernel of constant rank along T (let me remind that dimKerL�dimCokerL= constant). The important thing is that the determinant of the index bundle is well-de�ned.Indeed, let t 2 T be a point; the operator Lt : Vt ! Wt has a �nite dimensional cokernel andtherefore we may �nd a neighborhood Ut ,! T of t with the property that there is a morphism : C N !W such that L�  : V � C N !W is surjective over Ut. Here C N ! Ut denotes thetrivial bundle.Remark I should point out that I do not assume L nor  to be complex-linear and that C Nstands for R2N ; anyway, if �a priori one �nds an Rodd he may take the direct sum with R andgets a Reven . �Lemma 3.8.1 above tells us thatmax̂Ker L
 max̂Coker L!�1 �= max̂Ker(L�  )so the determinant of the index bundle is well de�ned locally. A simple argument shows thatthis construction do not depend on the choice of  and therefore this bundle is globally de�ned.In our case there is a commutative diagramV D�! E& .Ng(X; A; J)where Vu;j = T(u;j)�A = 
0(u�TX)�TjNg and E(u;j) = 
0;1(u�TX). Both bundles have naturalcomplex structures which is given by J . On a vector (�; y) 2 V(u;j) the operator D acts as followsD(u;j)(�; y) = Du� + J(u) � du � Iy = @u� + 14NJ(@u; �) + J � du � Iywhere @u denotes the @-operator in the complex vector bundle u�TX ! Cj and NJ is theNijenhuis tensor of J . It is important to notice that D is not complex linear. The tangent spaceof Ng(X; A; J) at a point (u; j) is the kernel of D(u;j) and therefore it has a canonical orientationif the top wedge-product of KerD has a canonical trivialization. Because J was chosen generic,D is surjective and therefore max̂KerD = det indexD:40



The homotopy [0; 1] 3 t 7! Dt, where Dt : V ! W is de�ned at a point (u; j) 2 Ng(X; A; J) byDt(u;j)(�; y) := @u� + t4NJ(@u; �) + t � J(u) � du � IyAll these operators are Fredholm being compact perturbations of @. This way we deform Dwhich is not complex linear into @ which is, so its kernel and cokernel over each point (u; j)are J -complex spaces and therefore carry a natural orientation. The problem is again that thedimension of the kernel of @ may jump, but we can handle this problem with the previous trick:in this case we have the operator D = (Dt)t2[0;1]V D�! E& .Ng(X; A; J) � [0; 1]Consider a point (u; j) 2 Ng(X; A; J). D = D1 being surjective, Dt will be also for t close to 1.Because [0; 1] is a compact parameter space, we can �nd a neighborhood U(u;j) ,! Ng(X; A; J)of (u; j) and a morphism  = ( t)t2[0;1] : C N ! E with the properties� Dt �  t : V � C N ! E are surjective for all t 2 [0; 1] ;�  t is the zero morphism for t close to 1 ;�  t are all complex linear.Let me explain why this is possible: the �rst condition can be clearly satis�ed because thecokernels of all Dt's are �nite dimensional; the second condition can be satis�ed because D1 isalready surjective. If we have a morphism ' = ('t)t2[0;1] : RN ! E a morphism satisfying the�rst two properties then we may de�ne  = ( t)t2[0;1] : C N = RN 
R C ! E its complexi�cation t(v 
 1) = '(v) and  t(v 
 i) = J'(v)This procedure preserve the �rst two conditions but now  satis�es also the third condition.Now we are almost done: the bundle Ker(D �  ) is well de�ned over U(u;j) � [0; 1] and therestriction to U(u;j) � f0g is complex, with complex structure given by J and C N ; hence itcarries a natural orientation. The top wedge-productmax̂Ker(D �  )�!U(u;j) � [0; 1]is a real line bundle whose restriction to the 0-end is trivial and therefore it is globally trivial.The lemma above insures that the construction do not depend on the choice of �.Remark 3.8.2 This proof tells a little bit more: it says, in the transverse situation, that if wetake (locally) the direct sum V � C N , we can deform the tangent space of Ng(X; A; J)� C N at(u; j) � 0 (which is split inside V � C N ) into a J -complex subspace. �3.9 Almost complex structure on the space of J-curvesIn this section I want to prove that if the Nijenhuis tensor of the almost complex structure Jon X is suitably small then the moduli space Ng(X; A; J) of pseudo-holomorphic curves admitsan almost complex structure. 41



The \Zariski tangent space" to Ng(X; A; J) at (u; j) is given byT(u;j)Ng(X; A; J) = f(�; y) 2 
0(u�TX)� TjNg j D(u;j)(�; y) = Du� + J(u) � du � Iy = 0gLet me introduce on the space 
0(u�TX)� TjNg the scalar producth(�; y); (�0; y0)i := ZCj (u?g)x(�x; �0x)dj(x) + gWP(y; y0)In the formula above gWP represents the Weil-Petersson metric on Ng ; j is the metric onCj induced by the projective embedding � : Ng;1 ! PN ; u?g is the metric induced by g on thevector bundle u�TX! Cj. In the case when A = 0 2 H2(X;Z), so Ng(X; A; J) = X�Ng, theabove scalar product at a point u : Cj 7! x 2 X is given by the formulah(�; y); (�0; y0)i = gx(�; �0) � volj (Cj) + gWP(y; y0)which is almost the product metric on X � Ng. I shall denote by W 2(u�TX) � TjNg thecompletion with respect to the norm given by the scalar product.On 
0;1jJ (u�TX) I introduce the scalar producth�; �i : = ZCj (u?g)x(�x; �x)dj(x)and its completion with respect to this norm will be denoted by W 2(
0;1jJ 
 u�TX). For thesenorms the operator D(u;j) :W 2(u�TX)� TjNg�!W 2(
0;1jJ 
 u�TX)is unbounded and Fredholm whose kernel will be the \Zariski tangent space" at (u; j) toNg(X; A; J) ; by elliptic regularity, the elements in its kernel are smooth.Let me notice that both 
0(u�TX) � TjNg and 
0;1jJ (u�TX) are complex vector spaces andthe scalar products de�ned on them are compatible with the complex structure. If J denotesthe complex structure on 
0(u�TX)� TjNg, then the formula�(v; v0) := hJv; v0i 8 v = (�; y); v0 = (�0; y0) 2W 2(u�TX)� TjNg= ZCj (u?!)x(�x; �0x)dj(x) + !WP(y; y0)de�nes a skew-symmetric two-form on it. In a completely analogous way, I de�ne the metric Gon W 2(uTX)� TjNg. I want to see when � is non-degenerate on KerD(u;j). This is equivalentsaying that for all v 2 KerD(u;j) there is a w 2 KerD(u;j) such that �(v; w) 6= 0.There are orthogonal decompositions into closed subspacesW 2(u�TX)� TjNg = KerD(u;j) � (KerD(u;j))?W 2(�0;1jJ 
 u�TX) = ImD(u;j) � (ImD(u;j))?For a vector v = (�; y) 2 KerD(u;j) letJv = (Jv)0 + (Jv)?42



be the orthogonal decomposition of the vector Jv = (J�; JNgy) (here JNg stands for the complexstructure on Ng). I want to compute�(v; (Jv)0) = � (v;Jv � p?(Jv)) = kvk2 ��(v; p?(Jv)) = kvk2 � hJv; p?(Jv)i� kvk2 � kJvk � kp?(Jv)k � kvk2 � kp?k � kJvk � kJvk = 0I have proved that �(v; (Jv)0) � 0 8v 2 KerD(u;j)For � to be non-degenerate it is su�cient to have strict inequality above. It can be seen that
(v; (Jv)0) = 0 if and only if equality holds in the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality. This happensprecisely when p?(Jv) = l � Jvwith l 2 R+ a constant i.e. if and only if Jv 2 �KerD(u;j)�?, l = 1.Remark 3.9.1 The computations above show that this \bad case" occurs if and only ifJKerD(u;j) \ �KerD(u;j)�? 6= 0I should notice that such a situation is quite an unnatural one since the dimension of the �rstvector space equals the codimension of the second one. The \generic" intersection of two suchvector spaces is transverse. It might be possible that varying J 2 J (X; !) and using a di�erentmetrics on X (for instance f2gJ , with f : X ! R a nowhere vanishing function) in order tode�ne the scalar product, such a transversality can be achieved. But it is di�cult to decidewhen such \generic" J 's and f 's really exist. �De�nition 3.9.2 In the spirit of the previous remark, I shall call the almost complex structureJ on X !-good if it is both generic (in the usual sense) andJKerD(u;j) \ �KerD(u;j)�? = 0for all (u; j) 2 Ng(X; A; J).The analysis done before shows that if J is good, then the space Ng(X; A; J) carries an almostcomplex structure J which is obtained from the polar decomposition of � with respect to G;there is an induced metric G(v; w) := �(v; Jw)on Ng(X; A; J). According to proposition 1.2.8, J it is obtained as follows: the automorphismA of the tangent space with the property that�(v; w) = hAv;wi 8v; w 2 T(u;j)Ng(X; A; J)has the concrete description 43



�(v; w) = hJv; wi = h(Jv)0 + (Jv)?; wi = h(Jv)0; wiso that Av = (Jv)0 = projKerD(u;j)JvThen J = A � jAj�1, where the absolute value jAj of A is the positive operator given by jAj :=pA�A. The inequality�(v; Jv) = hAv; Jvi = �hJAv; vi = hjAjv; vi > 0 8v 2 TNg(X; A; J)shows that � is non-degenerate on any J-invariant subspace of TNg(X; A; J).In what follows I want to study some properties of the natural map $ : Ng(X; A; J) ! Ngwhich associates to a map (u; j) the conformal structure j of the domain of de�nition of u. Thismap $ is C1 in the case when J is ! � good.De�nition 3.9.3 For a C1 map h : M ! N between smooth manifolds I shall call a �breh�1(n); n 2 N, h-general ifrank dhm = maxm02M rank dhm0 8m 2 h�1(n)The de�nition is correct since the rank of the di�erential dhm0 is bounded by the dimensionof N. It is easy to see that any smooth map h : M ! N has non-empty and smooth h-general�bres; indeed, let m0 2 M be a point where dh has maximal rank r. Then it will have (thesame) maximal rank in an open neighborhood V 0 of m0 inside M. The restriction of h to V 0has constant rank and therefore its image h(V 0) is a smooth, locally closed submanifold of N.The inverse image V := h�1(h(V 0)) is an open subset of M and the restrictionh : V �!h(V 0)is a smooth map between smooth manifolds. Moreover, by very construction, h is surjective atthe point m0 2 V . Standard Sard theorem insures that the regular values of h form a denseopen set in h(V 0). I should notice that this de�nition di�ers from that of regular �bres of amap.If I de�ne the \universal curve" over Ng(X; A; J) to beNg;1(X; A; J) := Ng(X; A; J) �Ng Ng;1;I get the commutative diagramFj �Cj ij,! Ng;1(X; A; J) $1�! Ng;1# p # #Fj �j,! Ng(X; A; J) $�! Ngwhere Fj denotes a $-general �bre; it is nothing else but the space of simple J -holomorphiccurves representing the 2-homology class A 2 H2(X) and having �xed domain of de�nition Cj.44



De�nition 3.9.4 Using the evaluation mapev : Ng;1(X; A; J)�!Xev((u; j); s) := u(s) 8s 2 CjI can de�ne the following cohomology class [
] on Ng(X; A; J)h[
]; [B]i := hev�! [$�1;p�1(B)ifor any 2-cycle [B] 2 H2(Ng(X; A; J)) (here B is a representative of its class). The cohomol-ogy class [
] is represented by the two form 
 de�ned to be the integral over the �bres ofNg;1(X; A; J) ! Ng(X; A; J) of the four form ev�! ^$�1.Let me remind that ! is the symplectic form on X and  is the restriction of the standardK�ahler form of PN to Ng;1 via an embedding Ng;1 ! PN . When restricted to the �bres Fj, [
]has a very nice description as a DeRham 2-form:Lemma 3.9.5 The restriction of ��j [
] to any Fj is represented by:(��j
)u(�1; �2) = ZCj (u?!)s(�1;s; �2;s)dj(s) = (��j�)u(�1; �2) 8�1; �2 2 TuFjwhere u?! denotes the skew-symmetric form on u�TX induced by !.Proof For B 2 H2(Fj) a 2-cycle,h��j [
]; [B]i = hev�! [$�1; [B �Cj]i = hev�j! [ j ; [B �Cj]i = hev�j! [ j=[Cj]; [B]iwhere j denotes the restriction of  to the �bre Cj. This equality shows that ��j
 can berepresented by the �bre integral of the four-form ev�j! [ j on Fj � Cj ! Fj. At any point(u; s) 2 Fj �Cj, one may see that, as a di�erential form(ev�j! ^ j)(u;s) = (ev�j;s!)u ^ (j)sbecause the derivatives of evj in the Cj-direction are annihilated taking the exterior productwith j (for �xed s 2 Cj, I denoted evj;s : Fj ! X the map u 7! u(s); u 2 Fj). If �1; �2 2 TuFjare two vectors,(ev�j;s!)u(�1; �2) = ! ((d evj;s)u�1; (d evj;s)u�2) = ! ��1;u(s); �2;u(s)� = (u?!)s(�1;s; �2;s) �For any v = (�; y) 2 T(u;j)Ng(X; A; J)D(u;j)(Jv) = �12JNJ(�; �)This equality says that if the Nijenhuis tensor has a small norm, Jv is \almost" in the kernel ofD(u;j) and therefore the almost complex structure J might be !-good. Let denote by45



W 1;2(u�TX) ,!W 2(u�TX)the completion of 
0(u�TX) with respect to o W 1;2-norm. Then the restrictionD(u;j) : W 1;2(u�TX)� TjNg�!W 2(
0;1jJ 
 u�TX)is a continuous Fredholm operator. It has a continuous pseudo right-inverseR(u;j) :W 2(
0;1jJ 
 u�TX)�!W 1;2(u�TX)� TjNghaving the property thatR(u;j)D(u;j)(v) = proj(KerD(u;j))?v 8v 2W 1;2(u�TX)� TjNgR(u;j)(w) = 0 8w 2 �ImD(u;j)�?Assume now that there is v 2 KerD(u;j) such that Jv 2 �KerD(u;j)�?. Then� D(u;j)v = 0 ) D(u;j)(Jv) = �1=2JNJ (�; �)� Jv = R(u;j)D(u;j)(Jv) = �1=2R(u;j)(JNJ(�; �)).Taking the norms in the previous equality I obtainj(�; y)j � 12kR(u;j)k � kNJk � j�jwhere kNJk := supx2X kNJkx. Because j(�; y)j � j�j, I deduce that a necessary condition forthis \bad situation" to occur is: 1 � 1=2kR(u;j)k � kNJk. This proves the:Lemma 3.9.6 � If kNJk < 2 � 1kR(u;j)kthen the two-form � is non-degenerate on the tangent space of Ng(X; A; J) at (u; j).� If kNJk < inf(u;j)2Ng(X;A;J) 2 � 1kR(u;j)k (�)then � is a non-degenerate 2-form. In other words, if J is generic and its Nijenhuis Tensor issmall enough, then J is !-good.For integrable J the operator D(u;j) is complex linear and therefore � is obviously non-degenerate on its kernel. The meaning of the lemma above is that if one makes a C1-smallperturbation from an integrable almost complex structure, then � remains non-degenerate.Remark 3.9.7 (i) First of all it is not clear that the in�mum above should be a positive number,because the space Ng(X; A; J) is non-compact. The scalar products on each T(u;j)Ng(X; A; J)46



depend on (the norm of) the derivative of the map u. If these derivatives are bounded, theninf(u;j) 1=kR(u;j)k > 0. If the di�erentials of the maps (u; j) 2 Ng(X; A; J) are unbounded, thenJ -holomorphic 2-spheres appear in the limit. Consequently we may say that either X carriesJ -holomorphic 2-spheres (which is a good news) or our in�mum is strictly positive and theinequality (�) makes sense. It seems a di�cult problem to give an estimate for this in�mum.(ii) In the integrable case the previous procedure gives us the standard (integrable) almostcomplex structure on Ng(X; A; J).(iii) (A shortcoming) Assuming that the Nijenhuis tensor NJ has a very small sup-norm,we may �nd in a neighborhood of J integrable almost complex structures. Indeed, let us considerthe functional J� 3 K '7! supx2X kNKk2(x) 2 RJ� is an open set inside the space of all almost complex structures on X ; ' is a non-constantfunction and if, for a certain J , '(J) is (very) small then it might exist in its neighborhood analmost complex structure J 0 2 J� with the property that '(J 0) = 0. But this means that J 0is integrable and therefore (X; J 0) is a complex manifold. The conclusion is that the previousconstruction seems to be applicable only to C1-small deformations of K�ahler manifolds. �Another interesting question is the following: there is a natural map$ : Ng(X; A; J)�!Ngwhich associates to a map (u; j) the conformal structure j of its domain. The problem is to seehow far it falls short this map being pseudo-holomorphic. The di�erential at a point (u; j) of $is given by d$(u;j)(�; y) = y:Let us notice that in the case when (X; J) is a complex manifold, this di�erential is complexlinear; in the case when the Nijenhuis tensor is small one should expect that $ won't be anymorea holomorphic map, but close being so.It turns out that this is indeed the case. We saw already that�(�; �) = hA�; �i with A(�) = projKerD(u;j)J(�):For v = (�; y) we have the inequalityjAv � Jvj = j(Jv)?j = 12 jR(u;j) (JNJ(�; �)) j � 12kR(u;j)k � kNJk � j�j � 12kR(u;j)k � kNJk � jvjwhich implies theLemma 3.9.8 kA� Jk(u;j) � 12kR(u;j)k � kNJkIn the notations of proposition 1.2.8, we have that the absolute value of J is jJ j = pJ�J = Id.Because the polar decomposition is continuous for the C0-topology, we obtain that the absolutevalue of A is jAj = pA�A = Id +O(kNJk) and consequently the almost complex structure47



J(u;j) = J+O(kNJk)I want now to see whether or not the form 
 is non-degenerate on the relative tangent bundleTrel := Ker d$. At a point (u; j) 2 Ng(X; A; J), Trel = KerDu ,! KerD(u;j) and usingthe metric G there is a direct sum decomposition KerD(u;j) = KerDu � (KerDu)?G . Forv 2 KerDu, let me compute
(v;projKerDuJv) = G(Jv;projKerDuJv) = G(projKerDuJv;projKerDuJv)= jprojKerDuJvj2G � 0Recall that v 2 KerDu, that kJ� Jk = O(kNJk and that the failure of Du to be J -linear isgiven by an amount of kNJk. Therefore, if NJ has some very small norm, it is reasonable toexpect that projKerDuJv 6= 0 for all v 2 KerDu. In this case 
 is non-degenerate on the relativetangent bundle of Ng(X; A; J)! Ng.The conclusions of this section can be summarized in the followingTheorem 3.9.9 Let (X; !; J) be a symplectic manifold and A 2 N2(X;Z) a 2-homology class.(i) If J is !-good, then the space Ng(X; A; J) admits an almost complex structure.(ii) If the sup-norm on X of the Nijenhuis tensor NJ of the almost complex structure J issuitably small, then either there are J-holomorphic bubbles on X or J is !-good. In the secondcase, the almost complex structure J has the property thatkJ� Jk = O(kNJk)where J denotes, for a J-holomorphic map u : Cj ! X, the complex structure induced on
0(u�TX)� TjNg by J and JNg .(iii) Under the same assumptions as in (ii), the canonical projection$ : Ng(X; A; J)�!Ngfails to be JJNg-holomorphic by an amount of O(kNJk) and the form 
 is non-degenerate on therelative tangent bundle of $ : Ng(X; A; J)! Ng. Consequently, every $-general �bre (Fj ; ��j
)is a symplectic manifold. The metric G and the symplectic form ��j
 de�ne an almost complexstructure Ij with the property that kIj � Jk = O(kNJk).Note The �rst thing to say about this result is that it is very imprecise. If the �rst conclusion,i.e. that the moduli space of J -curves is almost complex, is likely to be true in many situations,the conclusions (ii) and (iii) use the assumption that kNJk is (very) small, but it is not givena clear estimate for the acceptable bound. In the proposition above kJ� Jk is computed withrespect to the norm induced by the scalar product h�; �i. But we may consider the normj(�; y)jsup := supx2C j�xju�gJ + jyjgWPon TuNg(X; A; J) � JTuNg(X; A; J), which is a �nite dimensional vector space; consequently itis equivalent with the other one and therefore jJ� Jjsup is small if kNJk is small. This remarkwill be useful in the applications. �In the case when there is an almost complex structure on Ng(X; A; J), it is a trivial fact thatthis space has a canonical orientation. There remains however a question: what kind of object48



is Ng(X; A; J)? It is certainly a smooth manifold in the case when J is chosen to be generic, butin general it is not smooth. However, as it was proved by B.Siebert, it is a Hausdor� space inthe Gromov topology and admits a natural compacti�cation. It the case when X is a projectivevariety, Ng(X; A; J) is a quasiprojective variety. In the next section I shall briey present howour moduli spaces of curves can naturally be compacti�ed.3.10 Gromov compactnessAn important feature of the space Ng(X; A; J) is that it can be compacti�ed; moreover, insome well-de�ned situations, J -holomorphic bubbles appear in the limit. This section is devotedto give a brief account about the Gromov compacti�cation of the space of pseudo-holomorphiccurves, the main references being the papers [PW], [RT1], [Si]. Let me start with the followingDe�nition 3.10.1 (stable J-map) (C;x; u) is a J -holomorphic stable map if� C is a connected, reduced, complete marked algebraic curve whose singularities are at mostdouble points;� for any irreducible component C� of C the restriction ujC� is J -holomorphic;� any smooth genus 0 (resp. 1) which is contracted must have at least three (resp. one)special point i.e. marked or singular.The reason for introducing this de�nition is given by the following theorem whose proof isgiven by prop.3.1 of [RT1] or thm.6.2 of [PW]):Theorem 3.10.2 Consider a sequence (uk)k of stable J-holomorphic maps uk : (Cjk ;x) ! X,jk 2 Ng, with bounded energy and suppose that jk k!1�! j1 2 Ng. Then there is a subsequenceof (uk)k which converges to a stable J-curve (C;x; u).In the theorem above convergence means:(i) the image curves converge to the image of the limit map in the Hausdor� topology.Moreover, the energy of the limit map is the same as the energy of the convergent subsequence;(ii) on compacts subsets K � (C�Csing) the convergence is in C1(K).If C1 denotes the �bre of Ng;1 over j1, then the curve C is obtained from C1:(i) either joining some trees of P1's at some points of C1(ii) or �rst joining chains of P1's at some double points of C1 (separating this way thecomponents) and after adding the trees of P1's on this new curve.C1 is called the principal component of C and the attached P1's form the bubble component.Whenever a bubble is attached at a marked point, it will \leave" the principal component and\land" on a bubble. This happens in such a way that the evaluation map corresponding to thismarked point is continuous. Let us remark also that the arithmetic genus of C and Cprincipalcoincide.A natural question is when this bubbling appears. Let me remind that using a �xed aprojective embedding � : Ng;1 ! PN we obtain on each �bre Cj, j 2 Ng;1 a metric j . On Xwe have the metric gJ(�; �) = !(�; J �) so for any map uj : Cj ! X we may consider its sup-normjuj j := supp2Cj jdu(p)jj ;gJ49



When we consider the converging subsequence uk : Cjk ! X given by the theorem two thingsmay happen with the sequence of the norms (jukj)k: it is either bounded or unbounded. It isproved in the given references that bubbling appears precisely when this sequence is unbounded;there will be (isolated) points where the di�erential of these maps grows bigger and bigger. A(repeated) rescaling procedure will give the bubbles.In order to compactify spaces like Ng(X; A; J), one has to add, as biundary component,isomorphism classes of stable J-maps. This construction is explained, for instance, in [LiTi] and[Si].Theorem 3.10.3 If (X; !; J) is a symplectic manifold with an !-tame almost complex structureJ , then the spaceMholg;k(X; A; J) := f(C;x; u) stable J � holomorphic j u�[C] = A; g(C) = g; jxj = kg=isois compact and Hausdor� and it carries a \virtual fundamental class"[[Mholg;k(X; A; J)]] 2 H2((3�n)(g�1)+k+c1(X)�A)(Mholg;k(X; A; J))Moreover there is a continuous evaluation mapev :Mholg;k(X; A; J)�!Xkgiven by the marked points.For proving this theorem B.Siebert uses Mg;k as parameter space for curves of genus g andk marked points, but the theorem is still true if one considers a �nite covering of it as long asno bubbles appear in the limit maps. Working with global a cover of Mg;k may be useful in thedi�erential setting because it carries a universal curve whose �bres give representatives for thepoints in the base space. In particular I may take Ng as parameter space (see section 3.5 for itsde�nition) and I get theCorollary 3.10.4 If (X; !; J) is a symplectic manifold with an !-tame almost complex struc-ture, then the space Ng(X; A; J) has a compacti�cation Ng(X; A; J) obtained \adding" theisomorphism classes of stable J -maps representing the homology class A 2 H2(X;Z) and whoseprincipal components are �bres of Ng;1 ! Ng.Let me point out that B.Siebert's construction do not use any genericity assumption onJ . If the almost complex structure is generic, one has the additional information that theboundary Ng(X; A; J)�Ng(X; A; J) is of real codimension at least two (cf. [RT2]) and thereforeNg(X; A; J) carries a natural orientation class which is obtained extending that of Ng(X; A; J).3.11 ApplicationsAs I said in the �rst section of this second part, my guiding idea was to investigate if itis possible to produce rational curves on symplectic varieties. Mori's theory shows that if thecanonical bundle of a projective variety is not nef, then there are rational curves on it i.e.non-constant morphisms P1 ! X. They are obtained using the \bend-and-break" procedurewhich is unfortunately strongly algebraic. The example 3.3.3 suggests that letting the conformalstructure of our curves to vary we may expect degeneracy of the complex structure, in other50



words we may expect to �nd curves with strictly smaller (geometric) genus. Such a techniquewould provide us a recursive method to get curves of smaller and smaller genus.(I) The projective caseIn this case, the good choice of the parameter space for the curves of genus g is Mg becauseof its functorial properties. Now (X; J) denotes a smooth, complex projective variety ; hyper-plane sections give rise to smooth holomorphic curves of some big genus g on it and representinga certain homology class A 2 H2(X;Z). There are two possibilities for Mg(X; A): bubblingeither appears or it doesn't in the Gromov compacti�cation Mg(X; A; J). If bubbles occur, Iam done because I get the rational curve on X. So let me assume that there is no bubblingphenomenon. In this case Mg(X; A; J) has a projective scheme structure and there is a mor-phism $ : Mg(X; A; J)red ! Mg; here Mg(X; A; J)red denotes the reduced scheme underlyingMg(X; A; J). The image of $ will be a complete subvariety of Mg and the aim is to be able todecide whether or not it intersects the boundary divisor. According to S.Diaz's result, this willbe the case if the dimension of the image is at least g � 1.Di�culties appear in the case when Mg(X; A; J) has no reduced points because the only onething which can be computed (at least theoretically) is the dimension of the Zariski tangentspace of Mg(X; A; J). If this scheme has no reduced points, case which occur as it was shownby D.Mumford in his paper [Mu2], the dimension of the Zariski tangent space is strictly biggerthan the dimension of the reduced space at every point.In the case when Mg(X; A; J) has reduced points, these will form a Zariski open set. Forcomputing dim Im$, let me consider a smooth and reduced point (u; j) 2 Mg(X; A; J) whichrepresents a morphism u : C! X. Corresponding to the exact sequence:0�!TC�!u�TX�!NCjX�!0I get 0! H0(u�TX)! H0(NCjX) �! H1(TC)! H1(u�TX)! H1(NCjX)! 0Here I assumed that g � 2, because the genus of the curves we �nd �a priori on a projectivevariety is high. The dimension of the image of $ is just the dimension of the image of the map� : H0(NCjX)! H1(TC) i.e.dim Im$ = h1(NCjX)� h1(u�TX) + 3(g � 1)and using S.Diaz's theorem we get the followingCriterion 3.11.1 If 2(g � 1) � h1(u�TX)� h1(NCjX) (|)then the compacti�cation Mg(X; A; J) contains curves of strictly smaller geometric genus.Such an approach is much too weak compared with Mori's technique in the case when thecanonical bundle of a projective manifold is not nef. The approach might be interesting forprojective varieties whose canonical bundle is trivial (Calabi-Yau varieties) which are supposedto carry low genus curves, even rational ones.The simplest case should be that of K3 surfaces, but di�cult questions I don't know toanswer appear already. It is known that the projective K3 surfaces are parameterized by acountable family Sg�2Fg with the property that:51



(i) the K3 surfaces in F2 are obtained as double covers of P2 along a smooth sextic;(ii) if g � 3 and X 2 Fg then there is a very ample line bundle L! X with the property thatL2 = 2(g � 1) and which de�nes a projective embedding X ,! Pg. The transverse hyperplanesections of X are smooth curves of genus g.The generic elements in these families have the property that Pic(X) = ZL ; they are calledK3 surfaces of general type. It is known from Mumford that any K3 surface carries rationalcurves ; a detailed proof of the fact that K3 surfaces of general type carry rational curves in any(positive) degree can be found in [Ch]. If I want to apply the previous techniques to reprovethis result I am running into the following problem I don't know to answer:I am starting with a K3 surface of general type of genus g � 3. The transverse hyperplanesections in X are smooth curves of genus g ; on the other hand, because X is of general type,any curve on X (with arithmetic genus g) is obtained as a hyperplane section. If A 2 H2(X;Z)denotes the class of the hyperplane section, the space Mg(X; A) is g-dimensional. Now I amlooking at the projection $ : Mg(X; A) ! Mg and I would like to know the dimension of itsimage, so I would need to estimate the dimension of the �bres. It is already a di�cult task,but S.Mukai proves in [Mk] that for g � 11 and odd, if H and H 0 are two hyperplanes whichintersect X transversally along CH and CH0 respectively, these two curves are not isomorphic.This is a very strong result and shows that $ is in fact birational on the image. So, Im$ is ag-dimensional subvariety of Mg and therefore it intersects the boundary divisor �g :=Mg�Mgalong a (g � 1)-dimensional subvariety. It can quite easily be shown that there is a Zariskiopen subset in Im$ \ �g which represents curves whose singularity is an ordinary doublepoint. These curves have geometric genus equal (g � 1) and therefore the space Mg�1(X; A)is (g � 1)-dimensional. I would need to know again the dimension of the general �bres of$ :Mg�1(X; A)!Mg�1 ; in fact, in order to be able to continue the inductive procedure untilI �nd rational curves on X, I would need again that $ is generically a �nite map. This leads tothe question I don't know the answer:Question 3.11.2 Suppose that D, C are two projective curves andX is a K3 surface of generaltype. Is it possible to have a morphismf : D�C�!Xwith the following property: there is a Zariski open subset D0 � D such that the maps fd :C! X, d 2 D0, de�ned by fd(p) := f(d; p) for all p 2 C are birational on the image ?In order to have a�rmative answer to this question it would be su�cient that for a morphismu : C! X which is birational on the image H0(C; u�TX) = 0 (one may actually assume that uis, di�erential geometrically, an immersion).(II) The K�ahler caseProblems appear from the very beginning: in to order to see if the complex structure of somecurves degenerate I must have some curve to start with; in fact, on a general K�ahler manifoldthere are no curves at all and therefore all Gromov-Witten invariants must vanish, as they donot depend on the almost complex structure used to de�ne them.Donaldson's result says that there are almost complex structures J on X C0-close to theintegrable one which are compatible with the K�ahler form and having the property that existJ -holomorphic curves on X ; the problem is that in general the Nijenhuis tensor of such J 'sis big and I can not construct anymore the almost complex structure on the space of curves.52



Actually it is hopeless to �nd any low \arithmetic genus" J -holomorphic curves on such a badK�ahler manifolds.Therefore I shall assume that our K�ahler manifold (X; !; J0) carries holomorphic curves.I am again in the same situation as before: if bubbling doesn't occur, the compacti�cationNg(X; A; J0) carries a complex structure and the projection $ is holomorphic. Its image isa complex submanifold of Ng and therefore an algebraic subvariety: consequently I can check(theoretically) the inequality (|) to see whether or not the complex structure of the curvesdegenerate.(III) The symplectic caseAgain, I would like to �nd out what is happening if J -holomorphic bubbles do not appear inthe limit, to have criteria insuring that in the compacti�cation Ng(X; A; J) there are curves withdegenerated conformal structure. This is equivalent asking whether the image of the continuousmap $ : Ng(X; A; J)�!Ngintersects the boundary divisor of Ng. In the complex analytic case I had an upper boundof the dimension of complete algebraic subvarieties of Ng; in the symplectic case $ is only acontinuous map, so what I need is an upper bound for the degree of non-vanishing (rational)homology groups of Ng. Such a result exists indeed (see [Ha] and [HL], page 16):Theorem (J.Harer)Mg has the homotopy type of a complex of dimension 4g�5 and moreoverH4g�5(Mg;Q) 6= 0. In particular, Hk(Mg;Q) = 0 for k � 4g � 4.As it is pointed out in [HL] loc. cit., the theorem holds also for �nite Galois covers of Mg, inparticular for the spaceNg I am working with. Compared with the upper bound on the dimensionof complete algebraic subvarieties of Mg, this result is much weaker and the computations donefor the standard projective plane show that one can not expect$ to have such a high dimensionalimage, at least not in the projective case.A second problem which arises is what kind of object is $(Ng(X; A; J)) ,! Ng itself: inorder to apply a result like Harer's one, it should carry some rational homology class. In thiscase I get the following obvious:Criterion 3.11.3 If Im$ � Ng carry a non-zero homology class in H�(Ng) with � � 4(g � 1),then Im$ intersects the boundary divisor of Ng.The existence of a homology class supported on the image of a map is not at all obvious. I shallstudy this problem in the case when J is generic and its Nijenhuis tensor is small. Certainly,such conditions on the almost complex structure are very restrictive; examples of manifoldswhich do admit such J 's are projective (or K�ahler) varieties with non-vanishing Gromov-Witteninvariants. If pseudo-holomorphic bubbles do not appear in the limit, Ng(X; A; J) is a smooth,compact manifold and moreover, according to theorem 3.9.9, it has a complex structure J onits tangent space such that the di�erential of the projection $ fails to be complex linear byan amount of O(kNJk). The genericity assumption on J implies that $ is a smooth mapbetween smooth compact manifolds and the theorem 3.9.9(iii) says that every $-general �breis symplectic with symplectic two form ��
 and compatible almost complex structure I.Proposition 3.11.4 If the almost complex structure J is generic and its Nijenhuis tensor issmall enough, then Im$ carries a non-zero homology class of dimension53



2� := 6(g � 1)� dimCoker Duwhere (u; j) 2 Ng(X; A; J) is any point where d$ has maximal rank.Proof Using the form 
 on Ng(X; A; J) introduced in de�nition 3.9.4 it is easy to de�ne nowa homology class of expected dimension supported on the image of $[Im$] := $�([N g(X; A; J)] \ 
r) 2 H2�(Im$)where 2r := dimension of a $-general �bre =dimKerDu. Taking the cap-product with 
r the�bres of $ are \killed" and therefore the dimension of the homology class [Im$] is2� = dimNg(X; A; J)�2r = 6(g�1)+2n(1�g)+c1(A)�dimKerDu = 6(g�1)�dimCoker DuIt remains to prove that this homology class is non-zero: let !WP be the K�ahler form of Ng.It is a positive (1; 1)-form with respect to the complex structure JNg . For k � 0, the restrictionof !kWP to any JNg -invariant 2k-plane in TjNg; j 2 Ng is its (positive) volume form. I want toevaluate h!�WP; [Im$]i = h$�!�WP; [X] \ 
ri = h$�!�WP [ 
r; [X]iI claim that this integral is strictly positive: indeed, at each point (u; j) 2 Ng(X; A; J) there isthe orthogonal decompositionT(u;j)Ng(X; A; J) = Ker d$(u;j) � (Ker d$(u;j))?Gwhere I consider the orthogonal with respect to the metric G introduced in section 3.9 which iscompatible with the almost complex structure I. Both of the direct summands are J-invariants;furthermore, because d$ fails to be complex linear by an amount of O(kNJk), I deduce that ifNJ is small enough, $�!WP is non-degenerate on (Ker d$(u;j))?G . Because $�!WP vanishes onKer d$ and 
 is non-degenerate on Ker d$, the evaluation is positive. �An immediate consequence of this proposition is the followingCorollary 3.11.5 Under the same assumptions on J as before, ifdimCokerDu � 4(g � 1)then in the compacti�cation Ng(X; A; J) must appear J -holomorphic curves whose domain havegeometric genus strictly smaller than g.Proof Assume the contrary: then h!�WP; [Im$]i > 0 with � � g � 1. On the other hand, bythe result of E.Looienga in [L2], we know that [!d�1WP ] = 0 in H2(d�1)(Mg). The contradictionproves the corollary. �The problem is that �a priori it is rather di�cult to explicitly compute the dimension of thecokernel of Du. The way out is the Riemann-Roch formula54



dimRKerDu � dimRCokerDu = 2n(1� g) + 2c1(A)and the following criterion, analogous to proposition 3.2.1:Proposition 3.11.6 Let (X2n; !; J) be a symplectic manifold whose almost complex structureis !-good and has small Nijenhuis tensor. Assume that in the compacti�cation Ng(X; A; J) donot appear bubbles in the limit. If F = $�1(j) is any $-general �bre, thendimRKerDu � 2n 8u 2 FProof It goes along the very same line as that of proposition 3.2.1: I assume that thedimension of the kernel is at least 2(n+ 1) and no bubbles appear in the compacti�cation. Letme consider the map ev : F�Cj�!Xand, for q0 2 Cj, take evq0 : F ! X be the evaluation at the point q0. It is a smooth mapbetween smooth manifolds, so it has general �bres (see de�nition 3.9.3) whose dimension is atleast 2(n+ 1)� 2n = 2; let Fq0!x0 , x0 2 X be one of them. The hypothesis on J to be !-goodtells us, cf. theorem 3.9.9, that (F;
; I) is a symplectic manifold. The tangent spaceTuFq0!x0 = f� 2 TuF j �(q0) = 0gcan be seen to be I-invariant (because for u 2 F, Iu 2 �(C; End(u�TX))) and therefore(Fq0!x0 ;
; I) is a symplectic submanifold of (F;
; I). Donaldson's result says that there arealmost I-holomorphic curves on it whose tangent space are as close being I-invariant as wanted ;let D ,! Fq0!x0 be a curve such that h
;Di > 0. The evaluation mapev : D�Cj ! Xhas the property that ev(u; q0) = x0 for all points u 2 D and consequentlyhev�q0!; [D� fq0g]i = 0:On the other hand, because (ev�! ^ j)(u;j) = (ev�q!)u ^ (j)qZCj �ZD ev�q!�dj(q) = ZD�Cj ev�! ^ j = ZD(ev�! ^ j)=[Cj ] = ZD 
 > 0which implies the existence of points q 2 Cj having the property thathev�q!; [D� fqg]i > 0As [D� fq0g] and [D� fqg] are homotopic, I get a contradiction which proves that the kernelof Du is at most 2n-dimensional. �Assembling the previous two results we get:55



Proposition 3.11.7 If J is generic with small Nijenhuis tensor andc1(A) � (n� 2)g + 2then in the compacti�cation Ng(X; A; J) there are either J -holomorphic bubbles or curves withstrictly smaller geometric genus.Remark 3.11.8 For proving these results I used both the genericity of J and the smallnessof kNjk. It might be possible to avoid the genericity assumption on J using the techniquesintroduced by B.Siebert in his paper [Si] and working in the total space of a �nite rank bundleover the space of curves. The very restrictive condition in my approach is that on the Nijenhuistensor which makes sure that on Ng(X; A; J) there are some good structures (almost complexstructure, symplectic structure on the �bres of $). It might be possible that such nice structuresexist for a much wider class of symplectic manifolds but the big problem is how could they be\detected". �
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Part IVGIT on Mg;k(X; A)





4.1 The setupIn this part I want to study the following problem: assume that a connected reductive linearalgebraic group G acts on an irreducible projective algebraic variety X via a linearization onthe very ample line bundle OX(1) ! X. Then there is a canonically induced G-action on themoduli space Mg;k(X; A) and one is tempted to make its geometric invariant theoretic (GIT)quotient. On the other hand, the homology class A 2 H2(X;Z), if it is \nice" enough in a sensethat will be made precise, induces a homology class bA 2 H2(bX;Z), where bX denotes the GITquotient of X by G, so one may talk about the space Mg;k(bX; bA). The natural question whichraises is whether there is any link between these two objects. The motivation for this study is toanswer (at least partially) the question whether the Gromov-Witten invariants of X and bX arerelated or not. The main result I obtain in this direction is theorem 4.8.3 which states that itexists a relation between the rational Gromov-Witten invariants of X and bX, under the strongassumption that they are both ag varieties.The structure of the study is as follows: in sections 4.2-4.4, I briey recall the de�nitionand the construction of the moduli space of stable maps Mg;k(X; A). The reason for doing itis that I need in my computations the description of the projective embedding of Mg;k(X; A).Section 4.5 presents some basic notions of geometric invariant theory (GIT) I need. My studystarts actually in section 4.6, where I give an algebraic criterion (proposition 4.6.1) for decidingwhen a stable map [(C;x; u)] de�nes a G-semi-stable point in the moduli spaceMg;k(X; A). Therest of the section is devoted to �nd necessary conditions on one hand and su�cient conditionson the other hand for this criterion to be satis�ed. An important result is theorem 4.6.7 whichasserts that if the image of a stable map [(C;x; u)] is contained in the G-semi-stable locus of theprojective variety X, then it de�nes a G-semi-stable point in Mg;k(X; A). In section 4.7 I testthe semi-stability criterion 4.6.7 and I study the relation between the moduli spaces Mg;k(X; A)and Mg;k(bX; bA) in a concrete example. The conclusions are presented in section 4:8 whereI state and prove theorem 4.8.3 which relates the rational GW-invariants of X and bX in thecase when both these varieties are ag manifolds. Finally, in section 4.8 I present a symplecticapproach to the problem. The motivation comes from the aim to get a better understandingof the algebraic conditions in criterion 4.6.1. Using the di�erential version of the Atiyah-Singerindex theorem in the relative case, proved by J.M.Bismut, H.Gillet, D.Freed and Ch.Soul�e, Iexplicitely compute the moment map for the C � -action on a certain spaceMC;k(X; A) de�ned inthis section, induced by the C � -section onX. As a consequence I obtain a geometric, transparentproof of theorem 4.6.7.4.2 Reminders about the Hilbert schemesAll the results in this section are due to A. Grothendieck and can be found in the article[Gk]. The starting data are a complex projective variety OX(1)! X and a polynomial P withrational coe�cients. For any complex scheme S denote:QuotPX(S) := � coherent quotients Q of OS�X, at=Ssuch that 8s 2 S, �(Qs(�)) = P (�) 8� � 0 �� isoTwo quotients Q and Q0 of OS�X are equivalent if there is an isomorphism g : Q ! Q0making the diagram 59



OS�X �! Q �! 0k id # gOS�X �! Q0 �! 0commutative. In [Gk] a general existence theorem of Quot-schemes has been stated but I shallstate below only the case I am interested in:Theorem 4.2.1 (A.Grothendieck) The functor:QuotPX : Schemes�!SetsS 7! QuotPX(S)is represented by a projective scheme H := HilbPX, the Hilbert scheme of closed subschemes ofX whose Hilbert polynomial equals P .This means that there is a coherent sheaf Q ! H �X at over H and a surjective homo-morphism � : OH�X ! Q satisfying the following universality property: for any scheme S andany quotient OS�X ! Q ! 0, at over S, there is a unique map f : S ! H such that Q isequivalent with (f; idX)�Q .Notice that Q being a coherent quotient of OH�X de�nes a closed subscheme Z of H�Xand the natural projection Z ! H is at and has the property that for any geometric pointh 2H the �bre Zh is a closed subscheme of X whose Hilbert polynomial is P .In order to prove that H is projective, Grothendieck uses the following:Result 4.2.2 There is an integer l > 0 such that for all coherent quotients0�!I�!OX�!Q�!0with Hilbert polynomial P the following three conditions hold:(a) Hi(X;Q(n)) = 0 8n � l 8i > 0 ;(b) Hi(X;I(n)) = 0 8n � l 8i > 0 ;(c) H0(X;I(l + k)) = H0(X;OX(k))
H0(X;I(l)) 8k � 0.The condition (a) implies that dimH0(X;Q(n)) = P (n) for all n � l and the condition (b)says that there is an exact sequence0�!H0(X;I(n))�!H0(X;OX(n))�!H0(X;Q(n))�!0for n � l. The projective embedding of H is obtained as follows:H�!GrP (l) �H0(X;OX(l))_�h 7! H0(X;Q h(l))_Lemma 4.2.3 The map above is injective.60



Proof If Q1 and Q2 are two quotients of OX such that H0(X;Q1(l))_ = H0(X;Q2(l))_ thenfrom the equalities H0(X;I1;2(l)) = \�2H0(X;Q1;2(l))_Ker �it follows that H0(X;I1(l)) = H0(X;I2(l)) =: V . The condition (c) together with Serre'stheorem guarantees that for some k � 0, the homomorphismV 
OX(k)�!I1;2(l + k)is surjective and therefore I1 = I2 because I1;2 = Im ((V 
OX(k)) 
OX(�l � k)�!OX). �I want to describe also the ample line bundle on the GrassmannianGr := GrP (l) �H0(X;OX(l))_�Let E � H0(X;OX(l))_ be a P (l)-dimensional linear subspace. ThenKE := \�2EKer � � H0(X;OX(l))is a P (l)-codimensional linear subspace. The �bre of the universal rank P (l) quotient bundleQ! Gr is: QE = H0(X;OX(l))KEThe ample line bundle is detQ! Gr.4.3 The variety M g;k(X; A)The reference for this section is the article [FP]. Let me recall that X is an irreducible,reduced complex projective variety and A 2 H2(X;Z) is a �xed homology class.I shall give the de�nition of Mg;k(X; A) in the algebraic setting. Let start with:De�nition 4.3.1 For a complex algebraic scheme S, a family of k-pointed, genus g stable mapsconsists of the data (C;x; �; S; u) where:(i) � : C ! S is a at morphism and x = (x1; : : : ;xk) : S ! C is a family of k sections ;(ii) u : C ! X is a morphism such that for all geometric points s 2 S its restriction us :(Cs;xs)! X is a stable map (see de�nition 3.10.1).Two such families (C1;;x1;2; �1;2; S; u1;2) are isomorphic if there is an isomorphism � : C2 ! C1such that: u2 = u1 � � and x1 = � � x2.De�ne the contravariant functor:Mg;k(X; A) : Schemes�!Sets61



S 7! � families of k-pointed, genus g stable maps=Ssuch that us�[Cs] = A 8s 2 S �� isoIt is proved in the given reference that:Theorem 4.3.2 There exists a projective, coarse moduli spaceMg;k(X; A) coarsely representingthe functor Mg;k(X; A).This means that the geometric points of Mg;k(X; A) parameterize the equivalence classes ofgenus g, k pointed stable maps representing the homology class A 2 H2(X;Z).The very ample line bundle OX(1)! X de�nes a projective embedding:OX(1) �! OPr(1)# #X �! PrThe image of A under the canonical map H2(X;Z) ! H2(Pr;Z) will be d[L], where [L]represents the class of a line in the projective space. ThereforeMg;k(X; A) is a closed subschemeof Mg;k(Pr; d). What I want to present below in more detail is the description of its ample linebundle since I need this later on.Lemma 4.3.3 A map u : (C;x)! Pr is stable if and only ifLC := !C(x1 + : : :+ xk)
 u�OPr(3)is ample.Proof LC is ample if and only if its restiction to each irreducible component of C is amplei.e. it has positive degree. If u� denotes the restriction of u to the C� component of C, thenLCjC� = !C�(contact points + marked points)
 u��OPr(3):It is immediate that the degree of the righthandside is positive if and only if the stabilitycondition is satis�ed. �Lemma 4.3.4 There is a number f = f(g; k; r; d) > 0 such that for all genus g, k pointed stablemap (C;x; u) representing the class d � [L] 2 H2(Pr;Z) the line bundle L
fC is very ample andH1(C; L
fC ) = 0.Proof the result can be deduced from the following facts:� if L� ! C� is a line bundle whose degree is degL� � 2g(C�) + 1, then it is very ample;� there are only �nitely many types of graphs associated to the stable maps as in the lemma.Consider f = f(g; k; r; d) such that the resticton L
f� := L
fCjC� to the component C� of Chas degLf� � 2g(C) + 1. Notice that in this case H1(C; L
fC ) = 0 already. The line bundleL
fC ! C is very ample if and only if its global sections separate the points and the directions.For the moment only the restictions L
f� ! C� are known to be very ample, so points and62



directions can be separated for each irreducible component. There are still two problems: oneneeds to glue the sections over the C�'s into global sections over C and furthermore thesesections should separate the points lying on di�erent irreducible components. These things canbe done if one can impose prescribed values for the (partial) sections over the C�'s at the contactpoints with the other irreducible components. However this requires a su�ciently high degreefor the restrictions L� ! C�. One can obtain such a high degree raising the value of f . Thatone may chose a f which depends only on (g; k; r; d) comes from the fact that only �nitely manytypes of graphes associated to such stable maps occur. �I shall �x once for all such a f . Then the Riemann-Roch formula says thath0(C; L
fC ) = f(2g � 2 + k + 3d) � g + 1 =: Nwhich can be seen to be independent of (C;x; u). The same is true for the degree degL
fC =f(2g � 2 + k + 3d) =: e. The linear system associated to L
fC together with the map u de�nesan embedding uY : C�!P�H0(C; L
fC )_�� Pr �= PN�1 � Pr =: Ywhose image has bidegree (e; d). Notice that this embedding records both the curve C andthe morphism u ; more precisely, C is determined up to a choice of an isomorphism betweenP�H0(C; L
fC )_� and PN�1 i.e. up to a PGl(N)-action.The restriction to C of the very ample line bundle L := OPN�1(1)��OPr(1)! Y is:LjC = !C(x1 + : : :+ xk)
f 
 u�OPr(3f + 1)The Hilbert polynomial of C, viewed as a subvariety of Y, is�(OC(n)) = nhc1(L); [C]i+ �(C) = n(e+ d) + 1� g = P (n)which is again independent of the stable curve (C;x; u). If H := HilbPY denotes the Hilbertscheme of subschemes of Y whose Hilbert polynomial is P , then to each stable map (C;x; u)one can associate a point in H�Yk as follows(C;x; u) 7! (uY �C; uY (x1); : : : ; uY (xk))The natural PGl(N) action on PN�1 induces an action on H�Yk and it can be seen that twomaps (C1;2;x1;2; u1;2) are isomorphic if and only if they are in the same PGl(N) orbit. Thestability condition can be translated into the fact that the stabilizer of any stable map underthis action is �nite.Recall that H being a �ne moduli space for the corresponding functor, there is the followingdiagram C ,! H�Yat #Hsuch that for all geometric points h 2H, Ch represents the point h. Notice further that becausedegP = 1, the �bres Ch are all 1-dimensional subschemes of Y but they are not necessarilyconnected or reduced. Let I �H�Yk be the closed incidence subscheme de�ned by63



I := f(h; x1; : : : ; xk)j x1; : : : ; xk 2 ChgThe k marked points give rise to k sections:x1; : : : ;xk : I �!CI := I �H C:Using the projections: C ��! H�YpPr. &pYPr Yone can construct two line bundles on CI :L1 := p�YL and L2 := !CI =I (x1 + : : :+ xk)
f 
 p�PrOPr(3f + 1):There is an open subscheme U � I de�ned by the properties:(i) Ch is connected, reduced with at most ordinary double points (i.e. Ch is quasi-stable);(ii) the projection Ch ! PN�1 is an embedding;(iii) the markings lie in the non-singular locus of Ch;(iv) the degrees of L1jCh and of L2jCh agree on each irreducible component of Ch.The theorem of the cube of Mumford says that there is a \maximal" closed subscheme S of
U over which these two line bundles agree; S corresponds to the locus of stable maps.One of the main results in [FP] is the following:Theorem 4.3.5 Mg;k(Pr; d) = S=PGl(N)is a separated and proper scheme, projective over C .The problem with these moduli spaces is that they can be very singular and even non-reducedat every point. There is however a class of varieties, the ag varieties, for which the space ofrational stable maps is quite nice. A ag variety is, by de�nition, the quotient space G=P , whereG is a connected linear algebraic group and P is a parabolic subgroup of it. The result I aminterested in is:Theorem 4.3.6 If X is a ag variety, the moduli spaces M 0;k(X; A) are normal and theirsingularities are orbifold-like. Moreover, all these varieties are irreducible.Proof The proof for �rst part of the the theorem is given in the same paper [FP]. The irre-ducibility is established in the article [Th].4.4 The projective embedding of M g;k(Pr ; d)First I shall give the projective embedding ofH�Yk. Theorem 4.2.1 says thatH is projectivewith an embedding given by H�!GrP (l) �H0(Y;Ll)_�C 7! H0(Y;OC 
Ll)_64



for some (big) l > 0. Notice also that L�� � � � ��L| {z }k times �!Ykis very ample. With these in mind, the projective embedding ofH�Yk is constructed as follows:given a point (C; x1; : : : ; xk) 2H�Yk there is a surjection
W := H0(Y;Ll)(0) � kMj=1H0(Y;Ll)(j)�!H0(Y;OC 
Ll)� kMj=1 Llxj�!0and dimH0(Y;OC 
Ll)� kMj=1 Llxj = P (l) + k =: q + kLet me emphasize that I have used upper indices for the same vector space H0(Y;Ll) becausethey will play di�erent roles in what follows.The projective embedding of H�Yk in a projective space is given by:H�Yk �! Grq+k(W

_) �! P q+k̂ W
_!(C;x) 7! �H0(Y;OC 
Ll)�Lkj=1 Llxj�_ 7! det�H0(Y;OC 
Ll)�Lkj=1 Llxj�_The ample line bundle over H �Yk is detQk := det �Q+�(Ll) +�k�, where Q is the universalquotient bundle described in the section 4.2. In this case the �bre isQk(C;x) = �Q+�(Ll) +�k�(C;x) = H0(Y;OC 
Ll)� kMj=1 LlxjThe bundleQk and consequently detQk is invariant under the PGl(N)-action. For this reason itdescends to a line bundle over Mg;k(X; A) = S=PGl(N) where S �H�Yk (see theorem 4.3.5).Using the Nakai-Moishezon criterion, it is proved in [FP] that this quotient line bundle remainsample.4.5 Notions of geometric invariant theoryIn this section I want to recall some very basic de�nitions and results in GIT; all of themcan be found in the reference [MFK]. The goal of the invariant theory is to study the existenceof quotients X=G, where X is an algebraic scheme and G is a group acting on it. Mumford'sresults say that there are \nice" quotients in the case when the group is linearly reductive.De�nition 4.5.1 (theorem) Let G be a complex, linear algebraic group. It is called linearlyreductive if equivalently: 65



(i) any �nite dimensional representation of G is completely reducible;(ii) its unipotent radical is trivial: this is de�ned to be the largest connected normal unipotentsubgroup of G;(iii) G is the complexi�cation of its maximal compact subgroup.De�nition 4.5.2 ([MFK], page 30) Let X;L; G be a prescheme/C , an invertible sheaf overX and a linear algebraic group acting with an action � on X respectively. A G-linearization ofL is by de�nition an isomorphism ' such that:��L '��! p�XL L& . #G�X ����! X# pXL �! Xand satisfying the usual condition for a group action.In more down-to-earth terms, a G-linearization of L is a commutative diagramG�L '���! L# #G�X ����! Xsuch that for all g 2 G and x 2 X, 'g : Lx�!L�(g;x)is an isomorphism. The de�nition above simply says that the linear maps 'g (satisfying thecondition 'gg0 = 'g'g0) �t together in an algebraic fashion as g 2 G varies.Example 4.5.3 An important example when such a situation occurs is the following: assumethat a G is a complex linear algebraic group acting linearly on C r+1 and X is a quasi-projectivevariety inside Pr. The action of G descends to an action on Pr ; assume that X is invariantunder it. Because the �bre OPr(1)[z] is equal to Hom (C z; C ), G has a linearization in OPr(1)de�ned by hg � �; vi := h�; g�1 � vi 8� 2 OPr(1)[z] 8v 2 C z:This in turn induces a linearization of L := {�XOPr(1)! X.A slightly more general situation is that of a complex linear algebraic group acting on theprojective variety X by means of a linearization through an ample line bundle L ! X. Theampleness of L means that there is n > 0 such that the linear system associated to Ln gives anembedding X ,! P�H0(X; Ln)_�. The linearized action of G on L ! X induces an action onthe complex vector space H0(X; Ln)_. Now we are back again in the previous situation. �66



There is a general de�nition for the semi-stable points for the linearly reductive group actionson schemes but for my purposes it will be enough to restrict myself to the case presented in theexample 4.5.3.De�nition 4.5.4 (Proposition) Assume that G is a connected linearly reductive complexalgebraic group acting on C r+1 . Assume further that a projective variety X � Pr is left invariantby the inducedG-action on Pr. A point x 2 X is called semi- stable for this action if equivalently:(i) for a representative x0 2 C r+1 of x, 0 62 Gx0C r+1 ;(ii) there is n > 0 and a G-invariant section s 2 H0(X;OX(n)) with s(x) 6= 0.The (open) subset of X of semi-stable points is denoted Xss(OX(1)).If the orbit Gx0 � C r+1 is closed or, equivalently, the action of G on Xs := fyjs(y) 6= 0g isclosed, the point x 2 X is called stable. The set of stable points is denoted Xs(OX(1)); the setof stable points with �nite stabilizer is denoted by Xs(0)(OX(1)).The reason for introducing these concepts relies in the following problem: given a group actionon a variety, when does a \quotient" exist? There are two important notions of quotients:De�nition 4.5.5 (categorical quotient) Given an action � of the algebraic group G on thealgebraic variety X, a pair (bX; �) is called a categorical quotient of X by G if:(i) the diagram: G�X ��! X# pX # �X ��! bXis commutative.(ii) given any algebraic variety Z acted on by G and a G-morphism  : X�!Z, there is aunique map b making the diagram X  �! Z� # % b bXcommutative.De�nition 4.5.6 (geometric quotient) Given an action � of the algebraic group G on thealgebraic variety X , a pair (bX; �) is called a geometric quotient of X by G if:(i) � � � = � � pX as in de�nition 4.5.5(ii) � is surjective and the geometric �bres of � are precisely the orbits of the geometric pointsof X(iii) � is submersive i.e. U � bX is open if and only if ��1(U) � X is open(iv) �(U;ObX) = �(��1(U);OX)G.A very useful tool for detecting the semi-stable points corresponding to the action of a linearlyreductive group, in a given situation, is the following criterion which reduces this problem tothat of �nding the semi-stable points corresponding to C � actions.67



Theorem 4.5.7 (Hilbert-Mumford criterion) In the situation of the proposition 4.5.4, x 2X is G-semi-stable if and only if it is C � -semi-stable for all one parameter subgroups (1-PS)� : C � ! G. The same statement holds for the stable points.The use of this result consists in the following: if � is a representation of C � in a vector space
V , then there is a (�nite) direct sum decomposition

V = Mm2ZV mwhere V m = fv 2 V j �(t)v = tmv 8t 2 C �g. Indeed, C � being commutative, all the matrices�(t); t 2 C � can be diagonalized simultaneously in the same basis. The eigenvalues are charactersof C � which are precisely t 7! tm. A point x0 2 V , viewed as an a�ne space, has coordinatesx0 = (x0m)m2Z in the above basis. It is clear that 0 2 V is not in the closure of the C � -orbit of x0if and only if there are non-zero x0m 's for both positive and negative values of m. Let introducethe consecrated notation: �(x0; �) := �minfmjx0m 6= 0gThis remark together with the fact that if � is a representation of C � into V , then ��1 givenby ��1(t) := �(t�1) still de�nes a representation, implies the:Corollary 4.5.8 If a linearly reductive group G acts on a vector space V , a point x0 2 V isG-semi-stable if and only if for any 1-PS � : C � ! G:�(x0; �) � 0The next result justi�es the large number of de�nitions introduced so far:Theorem 4.5.9 ([MFK], thm. 1.10 page 38) (A) Let X be a complex algebraic variety andG a linearly reductive group acting on X via a G-linearized invertible sheaf L ! X. Then acategorical quotient (bX; �) of Xss(L) by G exists . Moreover:(i) � : Xss(L)! bX is a�ne and submersive(ii) there is an ample invertible sheaf M ! bX such that ��M = Ln0 for some n0 > 0 (so bXis quasi-projective)(iii) there is an open set bU � bX such that Xs(L) = ��1(bU) and (bU; �jXs(L)) is a geometricquotient of Xs(L) by G.(B) If moreover X is proper over C (e.g. it is projective) and L ! X is ample then bX isprojective over C . In fact: bX = Proj  Xn H0(X; Ln)G!Remark 4.5.10 In case (B) of the previous theorem, because M ! bX is ample, for large m > 0H0(bX;Mm) = H0(X; Lmn0)G �68



In part (A) of the theorem the general concept of semi-stability is used which was not de�nedin 4.5.4. This shouldn't be a problem because, anyway, L! Xss(L) is ample and in the rest ofthe paper I shall be always in the situation (B).The consecrated notation for bX is X==G and it is called the geometric invariant quotient ofX for the action of G.Later on I shall use the following easy:Lemma 4.5.11 Assume that on the complex projective variety X with an ample line bundleL! X a linearly reductive group G acts via a linearization of L. Then the map� : Xss(L)�!bXdoesn't contract any complete curve.Proof Assume the contrary, that there is a complete, irreducible curve C � Xss(L) which iscontracted by �. The theorem 4.5.9 says that there is a categorical quotient � : Xss(L) ! bXand an ample line bundle M ! bX such that ��M = L
n0jXss(L). Because C is assumed to becontracted, the evaluation degCL = 0. But this is not possible since L is ample. �In the section 4.8 I shall make use of the following result due to F.Kirwan which describesthe cohomology ring of the GIT quotient of a complex projective variety X:Proposition 4.5.12 (F.Kirwan) If the action of G on OX(1) ! X is such that Xss = Xs(0),then:(i) the restriction map H�G(X;Q) ! H�G(Xss;Q) is surjective ;(ii) the natural projection Xss�GEG! bX de�nes an isomorphismH�(bX;Q) ! H�G(Xss;Q):Here EG! BG denotes the universal G-bundle over the classifying G-space.Proof See [Ki], x14. �4.6 Computation of semi-stable points on Mg;k(X; A)In this section I shall �nally start to study the problem presented in the section 4.1. The�rst question to answer is which are the semi-stable points of Mg;k(X; A) for the induced groupaction.Let me recall the setup: G is a connected, linearly reductive, complex algebraic group actingon the complex, irreducible, reduced, projective variety X by means of a linearization of thevery ample line bundle OX(1) ! X. Then the G-action extends to one on OPr(1) ! Pr :=P�H0(X;OX(1))_� and X is preserved under this action. Fix a homology class A 2 H2(X;Z) ;inside Pr it will represent d times the class of the line in the projective space. I explained in thesection 4.3 that Mg;k(X; A) is a closed subscheme of Mg;k(Pr; d).Recall from 4.3.5 that M g;k(Pr; d) is the quotient S=PGl(N), where S is some subscheme ofH�Yk. As before, Y := PN�1�Pr andH := HilbPY is the Hilbert scheme of closed subschemesof Y having �xed Hilbert polynomial P (of degree 1).There is a natural action of G on Y = PN�1 � Pr which is trivial on the �rst factor and isthe given one on the second; it is important to notice that this G-action and the PGl(N)-action69



commute. This action induces a G-action on H also: if C is a closed subscheme of Y, then anelement g 2 G acts on it by: (g;C) 7! g�C, where in this case g is viewed as a self map of Y;because g is linear, it will preserve the Hilbert polynomial. Again one should notice that theG-action and the PGl(N)-action commute.Let me come back to the stable maps: S is the subscheme of H�Yk corresponding to stablemaps. There is an induced action: G� S�!S(g; (C;x; u)) 7! (C;x; g � u)This map is correctly de�ned because a stable map is transformed into a stable map. Moreover,as G is connected (g � u)�[C] represents the same homology class as u�[C] (inside both Xand Pr). Because the G- and PGl(N)-actions on S commute, there is an induced G-actionon S=PGl(N) = Mg;k(Pr; d) which leaves M g;k(X; A) invariant. Moreover, this action leavesinvariant the �bres of the map: $ :Mg;k(X; A)!Mg;k.The fact that the two actions of G and PGl(N) commute is important also because it impliesthat the G-semi-stable points of Mg;k(Pr; d) are the images of the G-semi-stable points of S.This means that I shall be able to work with (honest) maps instead of equivalence classes ofmaps.My next task is to make the linearizedG-action on detQk !H�Yk explicit. I start recallinghow the projective embedding of H�Yk is obtained.H�Yk�!P q+k̂ W
_!(C;x) 7! det 0@0@H0(Y;OC 
Ll)� kMj=1 Llxj1A_1Awhere W = H0(Y;Ll)(0) �Lkj=1H0(Y;Ll)(j).The G-action is as follows:(i) G acts on L = OPN�1(1)��OPr(1)�!Y = PN�1 � Prtrivially on the �rst factor and in the given way on the second one.(ii) this induces a natural actionG�H0(Y;Ll)�!H0(Y;Ll)(g; S) 7! gSwhere (gS)y = gSg�1y for all y 2 Y and S 2 H0(Y;Ll). In fact:H0(Y;Ll) = H0(PN�1;OPN�1(1)) 
H0(Pr;OPr(1))and G acts only on the second factor.70



(iii) the dual action on H0(Y;Ll)_ is de�ned(g;�) 7! g� where hg�; Si := h�; g�1Si 8S 2 H0(Y;Ll)The action on q+k̂
W

_ is the obviously induced one.In order to �nd the G-semi-stable points I shall use the Hilbert-Mumford criterion 4.5.7. For� : C � ! G a 1-PS, there is a (�nite) direct sum decomposition corresponding to the charactersof C � : H0(Y;Ll) = Mm2ZH0(Y;Ll)m�(t)S = tmS 8t 2 C � 8S 2 H0(Y;Ll)mI want to know when a point:24q+k̂0@H0(Y;Ll)(0) � kMj=1 Llxj1A_35 2 P q+k̂ W
_!is �-semi-stable, so I have to study the C � -orbit of a representative of this point in q+k̂

W
_.Let �1; : : : ; �q be a basis of HomC �H0(C;Ll)(0); C � and �1; : : : ; �k generators of Hom (Llxj ; C ),j = 1; : : : ; k. Notice that the choice of the �j's is equivalent with the choice of representativesx0j 2 C N � C r+1 of xj = (xj;1; xj;2) 2 Y because, by de�nition, Lxj = OPN�1(1)xj;1 
OPr(1)xj;2 .Using the epimorphism

W = H0(Y;Ll)(0) � kMj=1H0(Y;Ll)(j) {C�! H0(C;Ll)� kMj=1 Llxj�!0�1; : : : ; �q; �1; : : : ; �k can be extended to linear functionals on W

S 1; : : : ; S q : H0(Y;Ll)(0)�!ChS j ; Si := h�j ; {CSi j = 1; : : : ; q 8S 2 H0(Y;Ll)(0)and
T 1; : : : ;T k : H0(Y;Ll)�!ChT j ; Si := h�j; S(xj)i j = 1; : : : ; k 8S 2 H0(Y;Ll)(j)The T j's represent just the evaluations of the homogeneous polynomial S at the points x0jrepresenting xj.Remark I should emphasize that the linear functionals S j act only on H0(Y;Ll)(0) andevaluate identically zero on the other copies H0(Y;Ll)(j), j 6= 0. Similar remark is valid for the

T j's: they evaluate identically zero on H0(Y;Ll)(j0), j0 6= j. �The semistability condition is now71



0 62 C � � S 1 ^ : : : ^ S q ^ T 1 ^ : : : ^ T kVq+k W
_ (ss)The condition (ss) is equivalent to the existence of S1; : : : ; Sq+k 2 W such that0 62 fh�(t) � (S 1 ^ : : : ^ S q ^ T 1 ^ : : : ^ T k) ; S1 ^ : : : ^ Sq+ki j t 2 C �g C (ss0)Each vector Sj is the sum of 1+k vectors corresponding to the direct sum decomposition of W .Moreover, as I pointed out in the remark above, each of the S j's and T j's evaluate non-zeroonly on vectors in a certain component of W . Therefore the condition (ss') is equivalent to theexistence of S1; : : : ; Sq 2 H0(Y;Ll)(0) and Sq+j 2 H0(Y;Ll)(j) j = 1; : : : ; ksuch that (ss') holds. Because the C � action of the 1-PS � of G induces the decompositionH0(Y;Ll) = �m2ZH0(Y;Ll)m, I can further assume thatSj 2 H0(Y;Ll)(0)mj for j = 1; : : : ; qand Sq+j 2 H0(Y;Ll)(j)mq+j for j = 1; : : : ; k:I am now in position to computeh�(t) � (S 1 ^ : : : ^ S q ^ T 1 ^ : : : ^ T k) ; S1 ^ : : : Sq ^ Sq+1 ^ : : : ^ Sq+ki= hS 1 ^ : : : ^ S q ^ T 1 ^ : : : ^ T k; �(t�1)S1 ^ : : : ^ �(t�1)Sq ^ �(t�1)Sq+1 ^ : : : ^ �(t�1)Sq+ki= hS 1 ^ : : : ^ S q ^ T 1 ^ : : : ^ T k; t�m1S1 ^ : : : ^ t�mqSq ^ t�mq+1Sq+1 ^ : : : ^ t�mq+kSq+ki= t�Pq+kj=1 mj � hS 1 ^ : : : ^ S q; S1 ^ : : : ^ Sqi �Qkj=1hT j; Sq+ji= t�Pq+kj=1 mj � h�1 ^ : : : ^ �q; {�CS1 ^ : : : ^ {�CSqi �Qkj=1 Sq+j(x0j)This computation shows that the semi-stability property (ss') can be translated into the follow-ing:Proposition 4.6.1 The point [(C;x; u)] 2 Mg;k(X; A) is G-semi-stable if and only if for any1-PS � : C � ! G there are sectionsS1; : : : ; Sq; Sq+1; : : : ; Sq+k 2 H0(Y;Ll)satisfying the properties:(i) �(t)Sj = tmjSj for j = 1; : : : ; q + k with q+kXj=1mj = 0 ;(ii) f{�CS1; : : : ; {�CSqg is a basis for H0(C;Ll) ;(iii) Sq+j(xj) 6= 0 for j = 1; : : : ; k.72



For deducing some geometrical properties satis�ed by the G-semi-stable maps, I shall use thefollowing consequence of this proposition:Corollary 4.6.2 If the point [(C;x; u)] 2 M g;k(X; A) is G-semi-stable, then for all 1 � PS� : C � ! G there are sections Sj 2 H0(Y;Ll)mj j = 1; : : : ; qsatisfying the properties:(i) f{�CS1; : : : ; {�CSqg is a basis for H0(C;Ll) ;(ii) either all the integers fmjgj=1;:::;q are zero or among them there are strictly positive andstrictly negative ones.Proof For a �xed 1�PS of G, there are two possibilities in the previous proposition: eitherall the mj's vanish for j = 1; : : : ; q and we are done, or it is not so. Assume that all mj � 0 forj = 1; : : : ; q. Because the sumPj=q+kj=1 mj = 0, it follows that there must exist a mq+h < 0. Weknow that Smq+h(xq+h) 6= 0 and therefore the restriction {�CSmq+h 6= 0. Because f{�CS1; : : : ; {�CSqgis a basis of H0(C;Ll), one can write {�CSmq+h as a non-zero linear combination of these vectors.Now all it remains to be done is to replace a section from the original set which appears in thislinear combination with this new vector. �Now I can proceed to deduce some geometrical properties satis�ed by the G-semi-stable points[(C;x; u)]. I start with the following easy lemma:Lemma 4.6.3 Yss(L) = PN�1 � (Pr)ss(OPr(1))Proof L = OPN�1(1)��OPr(1)! Y is very ample and the associated linear system gives theSegre embedding: L ��! OPM�1(1)# #Y Segre��! PM�1 = PN(r+1)�1The linearized G action on L induces an action:G� CM�!CM where CM = C N 
 C r+1g � (x0 
 y0) = x0 
 gy0 8x0 2 C N and 8y0 2 C r+1For (x; y) 2 Y a semi-stable point, I chose a representative (x0; y0) 2 C N � C r+1 of it. Incoordinates on C N , x0 = (x00; : : : ; x0N�1). The image of the point (x0; y0) in CM is (x00�y0; : : : ; x0N�1�y0) ; it is semi-stable if and only if:0 62 G � (x00 � y0; : : : ; x0N�1 � y0)CMBecause not all of x00; : : : ; x0N�1 are zero, this last condition is equivalent to: 0 62 G � y0C r+1 i.e.y0 2 Pr is semi-stable. � 73



The next proposition gives a geometrical restriction which must satis�ed by the G-semi-stablemaps in Mg;k(X; A).Proposition 4.6.4 If (C;x; u) 2 M g;k(X; A) is a stable map which is G-semi-stable, then foreach 1-PS � : C � ! G there exist an irreducible component C� of C such that the image of themap ujC� : C��!Xin not contained in the �-unstable locus of X.Proof The line bundle Ll ! Y is again very ample and its associated linear system gives anembedding Ll ��! OPR�1(1)# #Y jLlj��! PR�1 = P�H0(Y;Ll)_�The G-action on Ll ! Y induces a linearised G-action on OPR�1(1) ! PR�1. For a stablemap (C;x; u) which is G-semi-stable and � : C � ! G a 1-PS of G, corollary 4.6.2 ensures theexistence of sections Sj 2 H0(Y;Ll)mj whose restictions to C give a basis of H0(C;Ll) ; inparticular, they are linearly independent. Because one has the direct sum decompositionH0(Y;Ll) = Mm2ZH0(Y;Ll)mthese sections can be completed with sectionsS0q+1 2 H0(Y;Ll)m0q+1 ; : : : ; S0R 2 H0(Y;Ll)m0Rto a basis of H0(Y;Ll). This basis de�nes coordinates on C R �= H0(Y;Ll)_ in which the�-action is diagonal.Claim There exists an irreducible component C� of C having the property that amongfS1; : : : ; Sqg there are two sections Sj 2 H0(Y;Ll)mj and Sj0 2 H0(Y;Ll)mj0 such that mj0 � 0and mj � 0 and their restriction to C� is non-zero.I know already that there are two sections S� and S� such that m� � 0 and m� � 0. Let C�and C� respectively two irreducible components of C on which these two sections do not vanish.Because C is connected, there is a chain of irreducible components C�;C�; : : : ;C� connectingthese two components. Since fS1; : : : ; Sqg is a basis of H0(C;Ll) and Ll ! C is very ample(see lemma 4.3.4), it follows that there are sections S��; S� ; : : : ; S�� with the property that:S�� does not vanish at a (certain) point in C� \C�, S� does not vanish at a (certain) pointin C� \C ; : : : ; S�� does not vanish at a (certain) point in C� \C� . Notice that S�� does notvanish on both C� and C�; similar remarks hold true for the other sections. Let m�� ;m� ; : : :denote the weights of the sections S��; S� ; : : : respectively. If m�� � 0, then the componentC� satis�es the requirement of the claim. If it is not the case, I look at the chain C�; : : : ;C�whose length is one less than the length of C�; : : : ;C� . Because at the end C� the weight m�74



is positive, an induction argument on the lenght of the connecting chain shows that there mustexist an irreducible component C� of the chain C�; : : : ;C� obeying property of the claim.Let me look now at the image of a point p 2 C� inside PR�1: a representative p0 2 C r ofit will have non-zero coordinates with both positive and negative weights (for the � action).According to the de�nition, �(p0; �) � 0, so p is �-semi-stable. Lemma 4.6.3 says that in thiscase u(p) is in the �-semi-stable locus of X. �This proposition has the shortcoming that it says nothing about the position of the image ofu vis �a vis the G-semi-stable points. A question which raises naturally is:Question 4.6.5 Is it true that if (C;x; u) 2 Mg;k(X; A) is G-semi-stable then the image ofsome ujC� : C��!Xis not contained in the G-unstable locus of X?The answer for this question is yes if we are dealing with torus actions and the curve C isirreducible:Corollary 4.6.6 Suppose that a torus T acts onX. If (C;x; u) 2M g;k(X; A) is a T -semi-stablepoint and C is irreducible, the image of u is not contained in the T -unstable locus of X.Proof By the Hilbert-Mumford criterion 4.5.7XssT = \� 1�PS of T Xss�Since C is assumed to be irreducible, the proposition 4.6.4 implies that the image of u intersectsthe �-unstable locus of X in �nitely many points; denote by C0(�) the Zariski open subset ofC consisting of points which are mapped by u into the �-semi-stable locus of X. Because thereare countably many 1� PS's in a torus,C 6= [� 1�PS of T(C�C0(�)) �In what follows I want to prove a weakened converse of the proposition 4.6.4. It may beuseful in the case when the unstable locus Xunstable(OX(1)) has large codimension in X. In thiscase it is reasonable to think that \many" curves in X won't meet it at all.Theorem 4.6.7 Let (C;x; u) 2Mg;k(X; A) be a stable map satisfying the assumption:Im (u : C! X) � Xss(OX(1))Then the point (C;x; u) 2Mg;k(X; A) is G-semi-stable.Proof Theorem 4.5.9 says that the GIT quotient bX = X==G is projective becauseOX(1)! Xis very ample; in fact it is a projective subvariety of cPr = Pr==G. This last geometric quotientcan be described as 75



cPr = Proj Xn H0(Pr;OPr(n))G!Let's denote by � : (Pr)ss !cPr the quotient map. There is an invertible sheaf M !cPr havingthe property that ��M = OPr(m0)j(Pr)ss for some m0 > 0and also, by remark 4.5.10 H0(cPr;Mn) ���= H0(Pr;OPr(nm0))Gfor large values of n.The assumption that the image of the stable map is contained in the semi-stable locus of Ximplies that there is a commutative diagram(C;x) u�! Xssbu& # �bXRemark 4.6.8 The map bu : (C;x) ! bX is still stable. Indeed, problems would appear onlyif bu contracted some P1-components, without enough special points on them, which are notcontracted by u (u is stable map). Lemma 4.5.11 says that this can not happen. �In virtue of the lemma 4.6.3, the GIT quotient of Y by G is bY = PN�1�cPr and the quotientmap  : Yss(L)�!bY is just  = (idPN�1; �). Let me de�ne the line bundleM := OPN�1(m0)��M�! bY:It has the property that �M = OPN�1(m0)����M = �OPN�1(m0)��OPr(m0)�jYss = Lm0 jYssand it can be easily checked thatH0( bY;Mn)  ��= H0(Y;Lnm0)Gfor large n. There is again a commutative diagram(C;x) uY�! Yss = PN�1 � (Pr)ssbuY& #  = (idPN�1; �)bY = PN�1 �cPr
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Because uY is an embedding, buY is also. The 1-dimensional subvariety bZ := buY�C of bY hasHilbert polynomial:bP (n) = h0(C; bu�YMn)� h1(C; bu�YMn)= h0(C; u�YLnm0)� h1(C; u�YLnm0) = P (nm0)where P is the Hilbert polynomial of uY�C � Y. It is independent of (C;x; u) 2 Mg;k(X; A)satisfying the hypothesis of the proposition.The result 4.2.2 used in the proof of the theorem 4.2.1 concerning the existence of Hilbertschemes ensures the existence of an integer k > 0 such that for all n � k, Mn is generated byits global sections and for any closed subscheme bZ of bY whose Hilbert polynomial is bP there isan epimorphism H0( bY;Mn)�!H0( bY;ObZ 
M)�!0:I have to recall that for obtaining the projective embedding ofM g;k(Pr; d) I had to chose a highenough power Ll ! Y in order to ful�ll the conditions required in the theorem 4.2.1. Because �M = Lm0 jYss , I can chose, from the very beginning, l large enough such that  �Mn = LljYsswith n � k (l = nm0).The following three relations8>>><>>>: H0(C; u�YLl) = H0(C; bu�YMn)H0( bY;Mn)�!H0(C; bu�YMn)�!0H0( bY;Mn)  ��= H0(Y;Ll)Gprove that there are G-invariant sections S1; : : : ; Sq 2 H0(Y;Ll)G such that the restrictionsf{�CS1; : : : ; {�CSqg form a basis of H0(C; u�YLl). The problem with the marked points is easy: thehypothesis says that u(x1); : : : ; u(xk) 2 Xss(OX(1)) and therefore I can consider their imagesbuY (x1); : : : ; buY (xk) 2 bY. The number n was chosen large enough to ensure that Mn is globallygenerated by its sections. Consequently, there exist bSq+1; : : : ; bSq+k 2 H0( bY;Mn) such thatbSq+j(xj) 6= 0, j = 1; : : : ; k. Using again that H0( bY;Mn)  ��= H0(Y;Ll)G, I �nd the G-invariantsections Sq+1; : : : ; Sq+k 2 H0(Y;Ll)G with the property that Sq+j(xj) 6= 0 for j = 1; : : : ; k.The q + k sections S1; : : : ; Sq; Sq+1; : : : ; Sq+k now obviously satisfy the conditions of theproposition 4.6.1. �Corollary 4.6.9 If the stable map [(C;x; u)] has the property that Imu � Xs(0), then [(C;x; u)]2Mg;k(X; A)s(0).Proof In view of the previous proposition, the only thing to be proved is that, under theassumption that the image of u is contained in the locus of stable points with �nite stabilizer ofX, the stabilizer in G of [C;x; u] is still �nite. Let me consider a representative u : (C;x)! Xof the point [(C;x; u)] and de�ne H := StabG[(C;x; u)]: I assume that dimH > 0. By de�nition,for any h 2 H, there is an automorphism h 2 Aut(C;x) having the property that hu = uh.In particular, for all h 2 H, Imhu = Imu. Let p 2 C be an arbitrary point: by assumptionu(p) has �nite stabilizer in G and therefore dimH�u(p) = dimH > 0. But H�u(p) � Imu whichis one dimensional. I deduce that dimH = 1. Let me look at the connected component of theidentity H� of H: it is a connected 1-dimensional group and therefore isomorphic either to the77



multiplicative group Gm or to the additive group Ga. In both cases limt!1 t�u(p) 2 Imu will be�xed. This contradicts the assumption that Imu � Xs(0). �Remark 4.6.10 (i) The conclusion of the lemma above is optimal: in the example treated inthe section 4.7, the line fz0 = z2 = 0g intersects the unstable locus only in two points but itsstabilizer is C � .(ii) I would like to point out that the conclusions in theorem 4.6.7 are much stronger thanthose required in the proposition 4.6.1 and this suggests that what I have proved is not theoptimal result. I would like to present some problems one should be aware of in the attempt ofextending this proposition:Let (C;x; u) be a stable map such that the image under u of any of its irreducible componentsC� is not contained in the unstable locus of X. I shall restrict myself to the case when C isirreducible. It has �nitely many points fy1; : : : ; y�g which are mapped intoXunstable. Composingwith the projection, I get an induced rational mapbu : (C;x)�! bX:It might happen that some of the marked points are among the y's, but it is not a problem toextend the map at a marked point because it lies on the smooth locus of C ; X being projective,bu extends at a smooth point of C by the valuative criterion of properness. One of the badsituations is when a point y is precisely a double point of C: in this case one can extend themap above only from the normalization of C (at that point). The price to pay is that thearithmetic genus decreases strictly.Another bad situation is the following: suppose for simplicity that we are dealing with a C �action and x 2 X is a stable point with �nite stabilizer. Denote by A the integral (spherical)2-homology class in X represented by C �xX and let's look at M0;0(X; A). It will contain themap: u : P1 ! X, u(t) = t � x (the map, which is de�ned �a priori only on C � extends at 0 and1 by the valuative criterion of properness for X). Because Xss ! bX doesn't contract completecurves (see lemma 4.5.11), u(0) or u(1) must be unstable. Here comes the problem: the mapbu : P1 ! bX is constant, so it won't be stable anymore (in the sense of de�nition 3.10.1).For these reasons I don't know how to deal with more general situations than that presentedin theorem 4.6.7. �4.7 An exampleIn this section, for an explicit example, I shall compute the spaces Mg;k(X; A) and its GITquotient on one hand, and Mg;k(X==G; bA) on the other hand in order to see what happens inconcrete situations. Unfortunately, for being able to make computations, I chose the exampleas simple as possible: the variety X will be the complex projective 3-space P3 and the groupacting on it is C � . The linearized action is given by:C � � C 4�!C 4 t� (z0; z1; z2; z3) 7! (tz0; tz1; t�1z2; t�1z3)The unstable locus of C 3 for this action is the union of the two disjoint linesL0 := fz0 = z1 = 0g and L00 := fz2 = z3 = 0g78



and it can be seen that on (P3)ss the C � action is free. The invariant quotient is P1 � P1 andthe corresponding quotient map is � : P3 ��! P1 � P1[z0 : z1 : z2 : z3] 7! [z0z2 : z0z3]� [z1z2 : z1z3]I shall study the space M0;0(P3; 1) i.e. the moduli space of stable rational, unmarked maps intoP3 which represent the class of a line. In order to make some interesting computations I shouldhave allowed marked points but in that case I can't carry over the computations anymore. It iseasy to see whatM0;0(P3; 1) is just the space of lines in P3. Any such a line is determined by twolinear equations. Let me notice further that the line L := fz0 + z2 = z1 + z3 = 0g is completelycontained in the stable locus of P3 ; according to theorem 4.6.7, it must de�ne a semi-stablepoint of M0;0(P3; 1). We will see that this is the case. Indeed, a projective embedding of it isgiven by M0;0(P3; 1)�!P 2̂ H0(P3;OP3(1))! �= P5C := fH1 = H2 = 0g 7! [H1 ^H2]Via this embedding one can identifyM0;0(P3; 1) = fZ01Z23 � Z02Z13 + Z03Z12 = 0gwhere Zij := zi ^ zj are the coordinates on P5. The induced linearized C � action is given byC � � C 6�!C 6t� (Z01; Z02; Z03; Z12; Z13; Z23) 7! �t�2Z01; Z02; Z03; Z12; Z13; t2Z23�The line L is mapped into the point (z0 + z2) ^ (z1 + z3) = Z01 +Z03 �Z12 +Z23 which can beseen to be semi-stable.Another thing to notice is that the only two unstable points inM0;0(P3; 1) are fZ02 = Z03 =Z12 = Z13 = Z23 = 0g and fZ01 = Z02 = Z03 = Z12 = Z13 = 0g which correspond to the linesL0 = fz0 = z1 = 0g and L00 = fz2 = z3 = 0g.The ring of invariants of C [Zi;j ] is generated by Z02; Z03; Z12; Z13; Z01Z23. Consequently, aprojective embedding of the GIT quotient of P5 is given by the rational mapv : P5 �� ! P10 (Ver)[Z01; Z02; Z03; Z12; Z13; Z23] 7�![Z202 : Z203 : Z212 : Z213 : Z02Z03 : Z02Z12 : Z02Z13 : Z03Z12 : Z03Z13 : Z12Z13 : Z01Z23]Now I have to study the other space, that of rational maps to P3==C � = P1 � P1. Thehomology class induced on P1 � P1 by the line L � (P3)ss is that of bidegree (1; 1), so I have toclarify what the moduli space M0;0(P1 � P1; (1; 1)) is. Because P1 �P1 is convex, it is a smoothvariety of dimension 3 which contains the group PSl(2) viaPSl(2)�!M0;0(P1 � P1; (1; 1)) � 7! u� := (idP1; �)79



The problem is that a sequence of stable maps (u� )� may degenerate to a stable map havingreducible domain which consists of a principal component P1 and some bubble components.Because the image of such a stable map must represent the homology class (1; 1) of P1 � P1,it is quite easy to see that only one bubble component may appear. So, in the boundary ofM0;0(P1 � P1; (1; 1)) I shall �nd the mapsu1 = (u1;1; u2;1) : P1principal t0 P1bubble�!P1 � P1u1;1jP1principal = idP1 u1;1jP1bubble = 0 2 P1u2;1jP1principal = p 2 P1 u2;1jP1bubble 2 PSl(2) such that 0 7! pFor �xed 0 2 P1principal and p 2 P1, the maps above are equivalent, so they de�ne the samepoint in M0;0(P1 � P1; (1; 1)). Consequently, the equivalence classes of such limit maps will beparameterized by the choices of 0 and p which both vary in a projective line. This means thatthe boundary divisor ofM0;0(P1�P1; (1; 1)) will be isomorphic with P1�P1. There is actually amore concrete description of this space: the group Sl(2) can be viewed and compacti�ed insideP4 via Sl(2) � Sl(2) := fa0a3 � a1a2 = a24gThe boundary divisor of Sl(2) has the equations fa0a3 � a1a2 = a4 = 0g i.e. it is a quadricin P3 which is isomorphic with the product of two projective lines. There is a Z2 action on P4given by [a0 : a1 : a2 : a3 : a4] � [�a0 : �a1 : �a2 : �a3 : a4] which is trivial on the hyperplanefa4 = 0g. One should notice also that PSl(2) = Sl(2)= �. The compacti�cation PSl(2) is byde�nition Sl(2)= � and its boundary divisor is P1 � P1. According to the previous discussion,M0;0(P1 � P1; (1; 1)) = PSl(2)Now the relation between M 0;0(P3; 1)==C � and M0;0(P1�P1; (1; 1)) becomes quite transpar-ent: remember that the equation of the space of lines in P3 is fZ01Z23 = Z02Z13 � Z03Z12g :Writing Z01Z23 = �pZ01Z23 �2, one recovers the equation of Sl(2) ; the Z2 action is presentalso, since there are two possible choices for the square root unless Z01Z23 = 0. The two spacesare identi�ed via the rational map (Ver).4.8 Some consequencesThe context in which I place myself is again that of a complex, connected, linearly reductivegroup G which acts on the complex projective variety OX(1) ! X ; let bX denote the GITquotient of X. An element A 2 Im (H2(Xss;Z)! H2(X;Z)) de�nes a homology class bA 2H2(bX;Z) via the quotient map � : Xss ! X. From the theorem 4.6.7 I deduce that there is arational map Mg;k(X; A)�! Mg;k(bX; bA)whose domain of de�nition contains the open set of stable maps [C;x; u] with the property thatIm(u : C ! X) � Xss: The universality property of the categorical quotient ensures that theabove rational map induces the commutative diagram80



\M g;k(X; A) :=Mg;k(X; A)==G Qk��! Mg;k(bX; bA)cevXk .evX==Gk (CD)(X==G)kUnder the assumption that the action of the group G on X is such that Xss = Xs(0), I wantto study some �niteness properties of the rational map Qk; the result I want to prove is:Proposition 4.8.1 Assume that Xss = Xs(0) and that there exist stable maps with irreducibledomain of de�nition inMg;k(X; A) whose image is contained in the semistable locus of X. ThenQk : \Mg;k(X; A)�! ImQkis a generically one-to-one rational morphism.Proof Let u1; u2 : (C;x)! X be two stable maps having the property that C is irreducible,their images are contained inXss and that bu1 = bu2 2Mg;k(bX; bA). I know from the theorem 4.6.7that in this case (C;x; u1;2) are semi-stable points in Mg;k(X; A). Let me de�ne the mapv : C! X�Xv(p) := (u1(p); u2(p)) 8 p 2 CIf � denotes the action of G on X, I can consider its graph�� ��! G�X�X. &G�X �! Xwhich comes with another two projections�� pr��! X�XprG #GFor (x; g0x) 2 (Xss �Xss) \ Im pr,pr�1(x; g0x) = f(g; x; gx)j gx = g0xg = �(g; x; gx)j g�10 gx = x	 = g0 � StabGx:The assumption that Xss = Xs(0) implies that this �bre is �nite. Construct the followingcommuting diagram �� �X�X C =: ��;C ��! C# # v�� pr��! X�XBecause Imu1; Imu2 � Xss and bu1 = bu2, it follows that Im v � (Xss � Xss) \ Im pr. Ialready remarked that the �bre of pr over a point (x; g0x) 2 (Xss �Xss) \ Im pr is �nite. As aconsequence, the map ��;C ! C is surjective and with �nite �bres, so ��;C is a complete curve.The image of the composed map 81



��;C �! ��& # prGGmust be a �nite number of points because G is a�ne and ��;C is complete; I denote byfg1; : : : ; gtg := Im (��;C ! G) :The following description of ��;C��;C = f(g; x; gx; p) 2 �� �C j (x; gx) = v(p) = (u1(p); u2(p))g= f(g; p) 2 G�C j u2(p) = gu1(p)gshows that C can be writtenC = t[l=1Cl := t[l=1 fp 2 C j u2(p) = glu1(p)g :Each Cl is a Zariski closed subset of C. Because C is assumed to be irreducible, I deduce thatthere exist a g such that u2 = gu1. But this means that [C;x; u1] = [C;x; u2] 2 \Mg;k(X; A). �Remark 4.8.2 The reasoning of this proposition shows that for arbitraryC, under the assump-tion that Xss = Xs(0), the map Qk is generically a �nite to one map on its image. On the otherhand, from the example treated in the section 4.7, one may see that this result is the best onecan expect: the line fz0 = z2 = 0g intersectes the unstable locus (transversally) in two points,but its stabilizer is the whole C � . �I want now to show how the previous results help, in some cases, to compute the GW-invariants of the GIT-quotient X==G. I shall assume that all the G-semi-stable points of X have�nite stabilizer in G i.e. Xss = Xs(0). In this case, if � : Xss ! bX denotes the quotient map,there is an exact sequence of vector bundles0�!Tg�!TXss�!��T bX�!0;where Tg denotes the subvector bundle of TXss de�ned by the in�nitesimal action of G ; the factthat Tg is indeed a vector bundle is insured by the assumption that G acts with �nite stabilizerson Xss. Moreover, this hypothesis implies also that Tg is trivial.Consider now a 2-homology class A 2 H2(Xss;Z) and denote, as usual, by bA 2 H2(bX;Z) thepush-forward ��A. The exact sequence above implies thathc1(bX); bAi = h��c1(bX); Ai = h|�Xss c1(X); AiI should recall that in order to compute the GW-invariants one uses some special cycles on thecorresponding spaces of stable maps, called virtual fundamental classes (see the theorem 3.10.3).I want to compare now the dimensions of these cycles for Mg;k(X; A) and Mg;k(bX; bA). Ifn := dimX and  := dimG, thenvirt:dim:Mg;k(X; A) = (n� 3)(1 � g) + c1(X) �A+ kvirt:dim:Mg;k(bX; bA) = (n�  � 3)(1� g) + c1(bX) � bA+ k:82



Their di�erence isvirt:dim:M g;k(X; A)� virt:dim:Mg;k(bX; bA) = (1 � g) =  � g � :In the previous inequality, equality holds if and only if g = 0. This means that one may expectsome \nice" relations only between the rational GW-invariants of X and bX. Because of technicaldi�culties, I shall study only the case when X and its GIT quotient bX are both ag varieties.In such a case, the commutative diagram (CD) and the proposition 4.8.1 above imply thefollowing:Theorem 4.8.3 Let G be a complex, connected, linearly reductive algebraic group acting on airreducible ag variety X via a linearization of OX(1) ! X in such a way that Xss = Xs(0)and the GIT quotient bX := X==G is still a ag variety. Assume that A 2 H2(Xss;Z) is a2-homology class with the property that there exist stable maps (P1;x; u) such that u�[P1] = Aand u(P1) � Xss. Let A =G := [ \M 0;k(X; A)] and bA := [M0;k(bX; bA)] denote the correspondingQ-fundamental classes, both of them having real dimension equal 2D. Then there is the followingcommutative diagram H2D � \M0;k(X; A)�% &(A =G)\�H�G(X)
k �!! H�(bX)
k Q& %bA \�H2D �M0;k(bX; A)�where the coe�cients of all the (co)homology rings are rational.Proof The assumptions of the theorem ensure that the spaces M0;k(X; A) and M0;k(bX; bA)are normal, irreducible, with orbifold-like singularities (cf. 4.3.6). The GIT quotient \M0;k(X; A)is still irreducible and normal; by Zariski's main theorem and the proposition 4.8.1 I deducethat the map Qk : \M0;k(X; A)� !M0;k(bX; bA) is birational.The �rst arrow is surjective by Kirwan's result 4.5.12. For proving the commutativity of the�rst cell, I use the commutative diagram (CD). For � 2 H2D(bXk), the pull-back �evX==Gk ��� 2H2D �M0;k(bX; bA)� is a rational multiple of the volume form V olM0;k(bX; bA) (which evaluates one onbA ). Similarly, the pull-back �cevXk ��� is a rational multiple of the volume form V ol \M0;k(X;A) (whichevaluates one on A =G). Because the map Qk is birational, these multiples must be the same.The second cell is commutative because (Qk)�(A =G) = bA and (Qk)�V olM0;k( bX; bA) = V ol \M0;k(X;A) .�Remark 4.8.4 (Question) In the theorem above, the assumption that the GIT quotient bX isstill a ag variety is strong; �a fortiori, the quotient bX must be smooth. An instance of such awell-behaved (linearized) action is that studied in the previous section 4.7.In view of the proposition 4.8.1, the rational map \M0;k(X; A)� !M0;k(bX; bA) is genericallyone-to-one on its image under the assumption that the class A can be represented by a stablemap (P1;x; u) such that u(P1) � Xss. Therefore the closure of the image of the map is a cycleof the same dimension as the virtual dimension of M 0;k(bX; bA). The question is the following:83



is this cycle precisely the virtual cycle of M0;k(bX; bA) ? If the answer is yes, then the theoremabove holds in this more general case when bX is not necessarily a ag variety anymore. �4.9 The symplectic perspective of the problemIn the sequel I would like to recall some facts which show the strong link between the sym-plectic Marsden-Weinstein quotient and the GIT quotient. Here is the context in which thesetwo concepts agree: let X be a smooth, complex projective variety and G a connected, linearlyreductive, complex algebraic group acting on it via a linearization of the very ample line bundleOX(1) ! X. In this case, using the linear system associated to OX(1), we may assume thatG � Gl(r + 1) and X � Pr is a subvariety which is invariant under the induced action. Thede�nition-theorem 4.5.1 says that G = KC , where K is the maximal compact subgroup of G. Byan appropriate choice of coordinates on C r+1 , it may be assumed that K � U(r + 1), so it willpreserve the Fubini-Study metric on Pr and the induced K�ahler form on X. Corresponding tothe K-action there is a moment map m : X! k� with values in the dual of the Lie algebra of K.An explicit formula for m is given in [MFK], page 146. The following theorem is a consequenceof the work of G.Kempf, L.Ness (see [KN]) and V.Guillemin, S.Sternberg (see [GS]):Theorem 4.9.1 ([MFK], page 148) Assume that Xss = Xs(0). Then(i) A point x 2 X is G-semi-stable if and only if Gx \m�1(0) 6= ; ;(ii) The inclusion m�1(0)=K�!X==G is a homeomorphism.In the statement of the theorem, Xs(0) denotes the stable points in X with �nite stabilizer.Requirering that Xss = Xs(0) is equivalent to the fact that the action of K on m�1(0) has �nitestabilizers (see [GS], page 526). In this case, the equalityhdmx(w); ai = !(Va; w) 8x 2 m�1(0) 8w 2 TxX 8a 2 kproves that 0 is a regular value for m. Here and in what follows, if a 2 k, Va denotes the vector�eld induced by it on X.It is natural to ask which is the symplectic counterpart of the GIT quotient of Mg;k(X; A)studied before. A second reason for such a study is the hope that this way it will be easier tovisualize the meaning of the proposition 4.6.1.I explained already that if G acts on X, it does so on Mg;k(X; A) also and, moreover, itpreserves the map $ :Mg;k(X; A)�!Mg;k: Here I have to assume that 2g � 2 + k > 0 in orderto ensure the existence of the space Mg;k. Let [(Cst;y)] 2 M g;k be a geometric point and letF[(Cst;y)] be the corresponding geometric �bre of $ ; it is a projective scheme acted on by G viathe induced linearization from detQk !Mg;k(X; A).Remark 4.9.2 It is easy to see that a point [(C;x; u)] 2 F[Cst;y] is G-semi-stable if and only if[(C;x; u)] 2Mg;k(X; A) is G-semi-stable.This remark justi�es the following construction: for a quasi-stable curve C of genus g, de�neMC;k(X; A) := �u : (C;x)! X ���� (C;x; u) is a stablemap; jxj = k u�[C] = A �84



Lemma 4.9.3 MC;k(X; A) carries a natural quasi-projective scheme structure.Proof As in section 4.3, I can assume that X = Pr. Lemma 4.3.3 says that a map (C;x; u)is stable if and only if L(C;x;u) = !C(x1 + : : :+ xk)
 u�OPr(3)! C is ample and, according tothe lemma 4.3.4, there is an integer f = f(g; k; r; d) > 0 with the property that Lf(C;x;u) ! Cis very ample; I denoted N = dimH0(C; LfC). In this way, any stable map (C;x; u) gave riseto a canonical embedding C ! P�H0 �C; Lf(C;x;u)�_� into a space isomorphic to Pn�1 ; theambiguity in the choice of this isomorphism is given by elements in PGl(N). In order to de�nethe space MC;k(X; A) I shall use a �xed but otherwise arbitrary stable map (C;x0; u0). Denoteby OC(1)! C the very ample line bundle de�ned by the �xed embeddingC j0�! P�H0 �C; Lf(C;x;u)�_� = PN�1and let e := degCOC(1). If (C;x; u) is a stable map, the Hilbert polynomial of its graph�u � C� Pr is:P (n) = � �O�u 
 (OC(n)��OPr(n)� = n(e+ d) + �(�u) = n(d+ e) + (1� g)This reasoning proves that each stable map (C;x; u) de�nes a point (�u;x) 2 HilbPC�Pr �(C� Pr)k. Using the embedding j0 : C ! PN�1, the graph �u can be view as a subvarietyof PN�1 � Pr = Y and its Hilbert polynomial with respect to the very ample line bundleL = OPN�1(1)��OPr(1)! Y is also P .Clearly, the same is true for any closed subscheme Z of C�Pr: the Hilbert polynomial insideC� Pr with respect to OC(1)��OPr(1) is the same as the Hilbert polynomial of its image j0�Zinside Y with respect to L. Indeed, �(OZ 
 j�0Ln) = �(Oj0�Z 
 Ln): This way I get a closedimmersion HC := HilbPC�Pr��!HilbPY =H:The ample line of HC is given by the restriction of detQ ! H (its de�nition is given in theend of the section 4.2). Recall from the theorem 4.3.5 that there is a subscheme S of H�Ykcorresponding to the locus of genus g, k-marked stable maps to Pr which represent d times thegenerator of H2(Pr;Z). Let me construct the following commuting diagram:MC;k(Pr; d) :=HC � (C� Pr)k �H�Yk S ��! S# #HC � (C� Pr)k ��! H�YkThe mapMC;k(Pr; d)!HC�(C� Pr)k is an immersion and shows thatMC;k(Pr; d) is a quasi-projective scheme. Its ample line bundle is determined by the restriction of detQk ! H�Yk(for the de�nition of Qk, see 4.4). One can see that MC;k(Pr; d) is a subscheme of MC;k(Pr; d)via (C;x; u) 7! (�u;x) and therefore it is quasi-projective. �Note Despite the notation,MC;k(X; A) is not necessarily complete: indeed, just consider thecase when C = P1 and k = 0. However, it is always compact in the Gromov topology (see 3.10),being the Gromov compacti�cation of MC;k(X; A). It is projective if (C;x0) is a stable curve85



in the sense of Deligne-Mumford (remember that I used a �xed stable map (C;x0; u0) for theembedding j0 : C ! PN�1). Indeed, in this case the intersection of the PGl(N)-orbit of astable map in S ! H �Yk with the image of HC � (C� Pr)k ! H �Yk consists of �nitelymany points. Consequently, the map MC;k(Pr; d) ! Mg;k(Pr; d) is �nite. Because Mg;k(Pr; d)is projective, the conclusion follows.Remark 4.9.4 Notice also that because the ample line bundle on MC;k(X; A) is given by therestriction of Qk, the G-semi-stable points are precisely those which lie above G-semi-stablepoints in Mg;k(X; A) under the natural map MC;k(X; A)!Mg;k(X; A). �The reason for introducing the spaceMC;k(X; A) is that this way I can work with maps insteadof equivalence classes of maps. For the symplectic point of view I shall consider MC;k(X; A)with the reduced scheme structure i.e. as a quasi-projective variety. The Zariski tangent spaceof MC;k(X; A) at a point (C;x; u) isT(C;x;u)MC;k(X; A) = �(�; v1; : : : ; vk) ���� � 2 H0(C; u�TX)vj 2 TxjC; j = 1; : : : ; k �In what follows, I shall compute the K�ahler form on MC;k(X; A) induced by its projectiveembedding. The description of the projective embedding of H �Yk given in section 4.4 andlemma 4.9.3 implies that the ample line bundle over MC;k(X; A) is det(p�E�Ll) 
 ev�(Ll) ��k,where E�Ll Ll = OPN�1(l)��OPr(l)# #MC;k(X; A)�C E=(j0;E)�����! PN�1 � Prp #MC;k(X; A)and MC;k(X; A) ev=(ev1;:::;evk)��������! �PN�1 � Pr�k evj = (j0 ; evj)(C;x; u) 7�! ((j0(x1); u(x1)); : : : ; (j0(xk); u(xk))) :The K�ahler form on MC;k(X; A) induced by its projective embedding is �1=2�i� [curvatureof det((p�E�Ll) 
 ev�(Ll) ��k)]. For computing this curvature, I need a Hermitian metric on Land a K�ahler metric on the �bres of MC;k(X; A) �C p�! MC;k(X; A) i.e. on C. The �bres ofp will be all isometric, the K�ahler form on them beingC := 1e j�0!PN�1 e := degCOPN�1(1):This choice reects the fact that for de�ning the space MC;k(X; A) I have required the maps(C;x; u) to have a �xed domain of de�nition. On OPN�1(1) and OPr(1) I consider the Her-mitian metrics whose curvatures are �2�i!PN�1 and �2�i!Pr respectively, with !PN�1 and!Bpr the corresponding Fubini-Study forms. There is an induced Hermitian metric on L =OPN�1(1)��OPr(1) and �a fortiori on E�Ll.86



It is easy to see which is the expression of the curvature of ev�(Ll) ��k at a point (C;x; u) 2MC;k(X; A): 
1 := � 12�i(Rev�(Ll)�� k)(C;x;u) = le kXj=1 (C)xj + l kXj=1 �ev�j!Pr�(C;x;u):For computing the curvature of det(p�E�Ll) the �rst thing I notice is that this line bundle isactually the determinant of the derived direct image of E�Ll, since by lemma 4.3.4 p1�E�Ll = 0.Consequently, I may apply the di�erential form of the Atiyah-Singer index theorem for familieswhich is proved in a series of papers [BF1,2], [BGS1] by J.M.Bismut, D.Freed, H.Gillet, Ch.Soul�e.According to theorem 0.1, [BGS1] page 51, if C is a smooth curve, the curvature
2 := � 12�iRdetp�E�Ll = ZC Td�� 12�iRTC� � exp�� 12�iRE�Ll� :Here Rdetp�E�Ll denotes the curvature of the reletive tangent bundle of the projection p (i.e.of TC) corresponding to the K�ahler metric C on C and RE�Ll is the curvature of the linebundle E�Ll with respect to the Hermitian metric induced by that on Ll. Let me denote := (�1=2�i)Rdetp�E�Ll ; it is a real form of type (1; 1) on C and therefore  = fC withf : C! R a smooth function having the property that ZC fC = 2(1 � g). On the other hand,� 12�iRE�Ll = lE��� 12�iRL� = lE�(!PN�1 + !Pr) = l(eC +E�!Pr)The form 
2 is the term of degree two inZC�1 + 12��1 + l(eC +E�!Pr) + l22 (eC +E�!Pr)2� :I deduce that 
2 = l22 ZC (eC +E�!Pr)2 + l2 ZC(eC +E�!Pr) ^ = l22 ZC (E�!Pr)2 + 2eE�!Pr ^ C + l2 ZCE�!Pr ^ = l22 ZC (E�!Pr)2 + l2eZCE�!Pr ^ C + ZC f �E�!Pr ^ C :The computations above prove theProposition 4.9.5 If C is a smooth curve, the curvature of det(p�E�Ll)
 ev�(Ll) ��k dividedby �2�i is 
 = 
1+
2. It represents the K�ahler form onMC;k(X; A) induced by the projectiveembedding described in lemma 4.9.3.Let me come back to my original set-up: a complex, connected, linear algebraic group Gacts on a smooth, irreducible complex projective variety X via a linearization through a veryample line bundle OX(1) ! X. In this case, using the linear system associated to OX(1), Imay assume that G acts on C r+1 and, by an appropriate choice of coordinates, I am allowed to87



assume that the maximal compact subgroup K of G is included in U(r+1). There is an inducedaction of G (so, �a fortiori, of K) on MC;k(X; A) de�ned by: g� (C;x; u) 7! (C;x; gu). Becausethe K-action preserves the Fubiny-Study form !Pr and the maps E and ev are obviously bothK-invariant, it follows that 
 is K-invariant also.I shall restrict myself to the case of C � -actions; in a certain sense, this is allowed by theHilbert-Mumford criterion 4.5.7. I want to �nd a moment map for the induced S1-action onMC;k(X; A). If such a moment map exists, it is uniquely de�ned, up to a scalar constant, bythe K�ahler form 
.The S1-action on X gives rise to a vector �eld V on X having the property that LV ! = 0and LV J = 0 because S1 acts on X by isometries. The vector �eld W := JV does not preserve! in general but still preserves the complex structure J on X: LWJ = 0. In fact the vector �eldW corresponds to the action of R�+ ,! C � . There is a S1-invariant moment map m : X�!Rwhich has, by de�nition, the property thatdmx(w) = !(V;w) 8w 2 TxX:Consequently dmx(Wx) = !x(Vx;Wx) = kVxk2, som is an increasing function along the ow linesof W . Let ('r)r2R be the 1-parameter group of di�eomorphisms corresponding to W . BecauseW preserves the complex structure of X, the 'r's are in fact holomorphic automorphisms of Xgiven by the formula 'r(x) = er � x 8x 2 Xwhere the dot corresponds to the action of R�+ ,! C � on X. An immediate consequence is thatR 3 r 7! m('r(x)) 2 Rare increasing functions for all x 2 X and therefore, given a point x 2 X either:(i) x is a critical point for m and 'r(x) = x for all r 2 R or(ii) x is not critical and limr!1'r(x), limr!�1'r(x) are (distinct) critical points for m.Assume that Xss = Xs(0) ; we saw already that in this case S1 acts with �nite stabilizers onm�1(0) and consequently 0 is a regular value for m. According to the theorem 4.9.1, a pointx 2 X is semi-stable if and only if C �x\m�1(0) 6= ;. In fact, because the points of m�1(0) have�nite stabilizers, the last condition is equivalent to R�+x \m�1(0) 6= ;. Indeed, I can restrictmyself to the R�+ -action because m�1(0) is S1-invariant. Secondly, if the point R�+x \m�1(0)would be reached only in the limit r = 0 or r = +1, then it would be critical a point for mwhich lies on m�1(0). But 0 is a regular value for m, a contradiction.The S1-action on X induces a (holomorphic) S1-action on MC;k(X; A); let denote by V thevector �eld on MC;k(X; A) determined by it. At a point (C;x; u)V(C;x;u) = (u�V; 0; : : : ; 0) 2 H0(C; u�TX)� Tx1C� : : : TxkCProposition 4.9.6 The function M :MC;k(X; A)�!R88



M(C;x; u) := l2 ZC(m � E)E�!Pr + l2eZC(m � E)C + l2 ZC f(m � E)C + l kXj=1m � evjis a moment map for this action.Proof Because E; evj ;m; !Pr are all S1-invariant, it follows that M is also. In order to provethat M is a moment map, all it remains to to prove is that the di�erential of M is the same asthe contraction of the K�ahler form 
 on MC;k(X; A) with the vector �eld V. It what follows,the symbol \ " will denote always a contraction of a di�erential form by a vector �eld.The contraction V (C)xj = 0 because the Tx1C� : : : � TxkC-component of V is zero.� V (ev�j!Pr) = ev�j ((evj�V) !Pr) = ev�j(Vevj(�) !Pr)= ev�j(dmevj(�)) = d(m � evj)� V ZCE�!Pr ^ C = ZC V (E�!Pr ^ C) = ZC (V E�!Pr) ^ CAt a point p 2 C,Vp (E�!Pr)p = E� �E�Vp !Pr ;u(p)� = E� �Vu(p) !Pr ;u(p)� = E� �Vu(p) !Pr ;u(p)�= E�(dmu(p)) = d(m � E)p:I deduce that� V ZCE�!Pr ^ C = ZC d(m �E) ^ C = ZC d ((m � E)C) = dZC(m � E)C� V ZC f � E�!Pr ^ C = ZC V (f �E�!Pr ^ C) = ZC f � (V E�!Pr) ^ C= ZC f � d(m �E) ^ C (?)= ZC d (f(m �E)C) = dZC f(m � E)CFor writing the equality (?), I have used that df ^ C = dCf ^ C = 0:� V ZC (E�!Pr)2 = 2ZC (V E�!Pr) ^E�!Pr = 2ZC d(m �E)E�!Pr= 2ZC d ((m � E)E�!Pr) = d�2ZC(m �E)E�!Pr�These equalities alltogether show that M is indeed a moment map. �Lemma 4.9.7 S1 acts with �nite stabilizers on M�1(0).Proof I claim that for (C;x; u) 2 M�1(0) there is a point p 2 C with the property thatm(u(p)) = 0 i.e. u(p) 2 m�1(0). Suppose that it is not so; in this case, either Imu � fm < 0gor Imu � fm > 0g. Let assume that I am in the �rst case. At a point (C;x; u) 2MC;k(X; A),M(C;x; u) = l2 ZC(m � u)u�!Pr + l ZC�le+ 12f� (m � u)C + l kXj=1m(u(xj)):I recall that the smooth real-valued function f de�ned on C is the \quotient" RTC=C , whereRTC denotes the curvature of the tangent bundle of C with respect to the K�ahler form C . Thislast form was de�ned in tems of a �xed projective embedding of C; in particular, it does notdepend on l. Since for obtaining the projective embedding of the Hilbert scheme I have to take89



large positive integral values for l, I may assume that l is large enough for le+ 12f to be a strictlypositive function on C. Let me notice also that because u is a holomorphic map and !Pr is apositive (1; 1)-form, the (1; 1)-form u�!Pr on C is still positive. It becomes now clear that ifImu � fm < 0g, M(C;x; u) will be negative also. This contradicts the choice of (C;x; u) inthe zero locus of M .The lemma follows now because, by assumption, S1 acts with �nite stabilizers on m�1(0).� According to the theorem 4.9.1, a point (C;x; u) is C � -semi-stable if and only if there is r 2 Rsuch that er � (C;x; u) = (C;x; 'r � u) 2M�1(0):Using these symplectic techniques, I recover easily theTheorem 4.9.8 (4.6.7) If C is a smooth curve and (C;x; u) is a stable map having the propertythat Imu � Xss(OX(1)), then the point [(C;x; u)] de�nes a G-semi-stable point in Mg;k(X; A).Proof Remark 4.9.4 says that it is enough proving that the map (C;x; u) 2 MC;k(X; A) isG-semi-stable; according to the Hilbert-Mumford criterion, is su�cient to prove this for all 1-PS� : C � ! G. For a �xed 1-PS � ofG, lemma 4.9.7 asserts thatMC;k(X; A)ss(�) =MC;k(X; A)s(�)(0) .For proving that (C;x; u) is �-semi-stable, I have to show that its C � -orbit meets the zero-levelset of the moment map M on MC;k(X; A).By hypothesis, Imu � Xss � Xss(�). Let me assume, for instance, that M(C;x; u) < 0.The assumption ensures that under the R�+ -action all the points u(p) meet the m�1(0)-level.Consequently 'r(u(p)) > 0; 8 p 2 C for r � 0. For such a large r, the translated map(C;x; 'r � u) will have the property that M(C;x; 'r � u) > 0. A continuity argument provesthat there is (a unique) r0 such that (C;x; 'r0 � u) 2M�1(0). �Remark 4.9.9 There is one more problem I would have liked to treat: given a map (C;x; u) 2Mg;k(X; A) which is the induced stable map in the Marsden-Weinstein quotient m�1(0) ? Un-fortunately, here I am running again into questions I don't know to answer. Consider on X thevector �eld W := �mW ; it is the gradient of the function X 3 x 7! �m(x)2. Its associated1-parameter group  r will have the tendency to collapse, for r ! +1, all the semi-stable pointsof X to the zero level set of m, so one may talk about a map  1 = limr!+1 r. My guess isthat, for a stable map (C;x; u) in X, the induced stable map in m�1(0) is (C;x; b 1 � u). Hereb 1 denotes the composition of  1 with the quotient map m�1(0)! m�1(0)=S1. The essentialproblem is that I don't see why b 1 : Xss ! m�1(0)=S1 should be holomorphic.I would like to mention also that this method might be extended to the symplectic case,where no algebraic methods are available anymore. In the symplectic case it is useful to workwith some global covers of Mg;k(X; A), because in this case one can de�ne globally and not just�brewise an analogue of the moment map M . Such an map would be a rel-Mg;k-moment map.�
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